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ABSTRACT 

The present work is mainly concerned with the syntactic 

structures of the predicative-based syntagms in I4amali Arabic. The 

constituents within these syntagms are further analysed until the rela- 

tions between pleremes (i. e, the minimal syntactic entities) are arri- 

ved at. It also offers description of similar structures in English, 

and brief comparisons between the structures of the two languages in 

question. 

Linguistic description has been defined as "the application 

of a particular linguistic theory to a selected field of linguistic 

phenomena". (Mulder 1975). The theory applied in this work, to both 

English and Kamali Arabic, is Mulder$s axiomatic functionalist approach 

to syntax. 

This thesis falls into four parts. The first part is divided 

into two chapters the first of which offers a brief introduction to the 

basic principles of axiomatic functionalism, and to the relations bet- 

ween linguistic theory, linguistic descriptions and the speech phenomena; 

and the second provides explanations to the essential notions in syntax. 

The second part, dealing with syntactic relations in Kamali 

Arabic, comprises three chapters. Chapter I is concerned with the 

verbal, and non-verbal, predicative-based syntagms, chapter II with 

the functional syntagms, and chapter III with the nominal syntagms. 

The third part, dealing with syntactic relations in English, 

comprises four chapters. Chapter I deals with the verbal predicative- 

based syntagms, chapter II With the copulative predicative, III with 

functionals, and IV with nominals. 

The fourth part, offering comparisons between English and 

Kamali Arabic, is divided into three chapters. Chapter I offers 

... 
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comparisons between the predicative-based syntagms, and between their 

constituents. Chapter II between functionals, and III between nominals. 
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FOREWORD 

The theory employed in this work is that of Professor J. W. F. 

Mulder, and is a sub-component of his Axiomatic Functionalist theory. 

By the aid of that theory, which defines its terms rigorously, the 

writer has tried to give a satisfactory account of the descriptive 

problems encountered, discussing where necessary the alternative poss- 

ible solutions, and explaining the theoretical notions and principles 

underlying them. The final statements in the present description, or 

in any other description basing itself on the present theoretical app- 

roach for that matter, are to be taken as a set of unrefuted hypotheses. 

This, however, should not be taken to imply that those hypotheses are 

not still unrefutable (i. e* subject to refutation). Through testing, 

a hypothesis may be improved upon, but it can never be proved. It may- 

be refuted in the light of neu data, i. e. if a neu example showing the 

inconsistency and/or the inadequacy of that hypothesis is discovered, 

or if that hypothesis can be replaced by a simpler (though perhaps 

equally consistent and/or adequate)solution. 

The present thesis falls into four parts. The first part is 

given over to the theoretical background of this work: to explaining 

the basic principles of axiomatic tuntionalisa, the relations between 

linguistic theory, linguistic descriptions and the speech phenomena, 

and to giving brief explanations of those notions in the theory which 

are essential and have particular relevance for a syntactic analysis. 

The second part is concerned with the actual syntactic analysis 

(i. se the description) of the syntactic relations within the predicative- 

based syntagms in Kamali Arabic. The analysis covers studying the syn- 

tactic relations which may exist not only between the constituents of 
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the predicative-based syntagms - roughly between what is known as subject, 

predicative, object, indirect object and complementary object - but ext- 

ends to cover the relations which may exist within those constituents. 

Chapter I deals with the predicative-based syntagms ("transitive", "non- 

transitive", "intransitive" etc. ), chapter II deals with the functional 

syntagms, and chapter III deals with the nominal syntagms. The latter 

syntagms (i. e. functionals and nominals) may form immediate constituents 

in a predicative-based syntagm as we shall see in this work. 

Similar to the second part, the third one is concerned with 

the syntactic structure of the predicative-based syntagms, the functional, 

and the nominal syntagms in English.. 

The fourth, and last, part offers comparisons between the syn- 

tactic structures of the above mentioned syntagme in English and Kamali 

Arabic. The description of these two languages are based on the same 

theoretical approach, namely Mulder's axiomatic functionalist approach 

to linguistics. Without this, i. e. without basing the two descriptions 

on one and the same theoretical background, comparisons would, if they 

are viable at all, be extremely confused. 

The term Karnali Arabic is the name of the dialect spoken in 

Abou-Kamal, a small town in the southern east corner of Syria. The 

number of the speakers of this dialect is about sixteen thousand. The 

main reasons for choosing this dialect in particular for a syntactic 

analysis are: 

a) To the full knowledge of the writer no previous grammatical 

(morphological and/or syntactic) study of any kind has been done on this 

particular dialect* 

b) The writer is especially knowledgeable about this dialect as he was 

born and raised in the region where the dialect is spoken. 

c) A syntactic analysis will complement the phonological analysis of 

this dialect, which was made by the same writer, and by the aid of the 
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same theoretical approach (See Hadj-Mohamed, S., 1976 °A Phonological 

Description of Kamali Arabic" St. Andrews M. Litt. thesis). The pre- 

vious phonological analysis is made use of in the present work as the 

orthography used in it is derived from that phonological study. (Pho- 

nemes of Kamali Arabic and their realizations will be listed at the 

end of this thesis. ) 

d) Last, but not least, a syntactic analysis of a remote dialect such 

as Kamali Arabic, in addition to its contribution to linguistic know- 

ledge, provides a test for and an exposition of the applicability of 

a linguistic theory, namely Mulder's axiomatic functionalist theory, 

to a selected field of speech phenomena, namely, Kamali Arabic. 

The Kamali Arabic data analysed in this work come partly 

from the writer's knowledge of this dialect, and partly from a field 

trip made to Syria in the summer of 1976. The data recorded on tapes 

comprises family and social conversations and some casual interviews. 

During the research the writer also benefited from social visits and 

casual meetings with native speakers (Karnali friends) in the United 

Kingdom. 

Abou-Kamal, the town where Kamali Arabic is spoken, is 

situated on the western bank of the Euphrates river, and is the last 

point where the river leaves the Syrian lands to flow through Iraq. 

The map below shows the location of the town in question. 
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CHAPTER I: THEORY 

1. The Axiomatic Functionalist Approach 

Mulder, the founder of axiomatic functionalist linguistics, 

defines the principal aim of linguistics as : "To make possible the 

scientific description of any chosen field of speech-phenomena". 
1 

And he believes that to achieve this aim a theory should be provided 

as a device. It is the theory that makes any descriptive statement 

scientifically meaningful and allows us to formulate our observations 

about the data in a meaningful way. In the absence of a theory on the 

basis of which a linguistic description is produced, that description 

is deemed to be arbitrary and, therefore, scientifically speaking, 

devoid of descriptive content. 

An axiomatic linguistic theory, as the name indicates, 

contains, as major statements, "axioms". As Mulder puts it "The 

initial justification for these statements is that they seem reason- 

able and acceptable to others, and their further justification is that 

they are assumed, in the absence of refutation, to be appropriate". 
Z 

Mulder agrees with Hjelmslev in regarding good linguistic theories 

as "both arbitrary and appropriate" (Hjelmslev 1953), but he interprets 

his statement as follows : "Though linguistic theories are arbitrary 

in the sense that some or all the elements in them could have been 

different, one is still not entirely free when one selects, or 

rather creates, one's theory, or any statement in it". 
3 

He goes on 

to say, "There are limitations within which one has to work, and these 

limitations begin to apply as soon as the first statement of the theory 

is launched". Axioms may contain primitive terms as well as vague, or, 

rather, technical ones. The latter will have no scientific value until 

.ý 
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they are duly and exhaustively defined. And since new definitions may 

also contain meaningless terms, the process of defining terms should 

progressively continue until all the terms in the theory are reduced 

to primitive, intuitive ones. Hence one sees the importance of defini- 

tions as statements in an axiomatic linguistic theory. Their major role 

is to attach meanings to technical terms which may be encountered in the 

axioms, theorems, or other definitions. Another task of definitions is 

to introduce some "notions" in the theory. Some of the notions may 

apply to entities5 in the linguistic description based on that theory, 

e. g. "distinctive features", and narchiphonemes"; others do not apply 

to entities, but they may stand in a certain relation of isomorphism 

with notions in the description, e. g. "opposition", "commutation", 

"distinctive function", "simultaneity", and "neutralization". These 

may be called "processes" or estate of affairs". Definitions may also 

contribute to the simplicity of the theory by the fact that they throw 

a sufficient light on the structure of the theory, and that, in turn, -- 

helps to trace the consistency of its statements. A third type of 

statement that an axiomatic theory may contain is "theorems". Theore- 

matic statements are not necessarily incorporated in the body of the 

theory since they are implied by the set of axioms and definitions 

of the theory. Added to that is the difficulty of foreseeing all the 

theorems that one may wish to establish. 

A successful axiomatic theory must satisfy three major 

requirements which, in order of importance, are : consistency, adequacy, 

and simplicity. A theory, in the first place, must be internally 

consistent, i. e. no two of its statements (whether these statements 

are axioms, definitions or theorems), should contradict one another. 

The consistency in one's theory can be traced by maintaining a certain 

organisation in the structural body of its statements, and by making 

one's definitions as rigorous as they can be. Then one should ensure 
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that, in the intricate chain of definitions, every term has been used 

properly, i. e. according to the definition given to that term within 

the theory in question. 

The second equally major requirement that an axiomatic theory 

should satisfy is adequacy. According to Mulder, "Something is said to 

be adequate if it fulfils its purpose and does this well". He goes on 

to say : "The purpose of a linguistic theory is to render an unlimited 

number of good - i. e. consistent, adequate, and simple - linguistic 

descriptions possible, and this gives us the criterion for judging the 

adequacy of linguistic theories0.6 

Simplicity, the third requirement in an axiomatic approach, is 

not as significant as any of the preceding criteria of "consistency" and 

"adequacy". With respect to'bimplicity" Mulder says : "The reason for 

the theory's having to be consistent are exactly the same as those given 

for linguistic descriptions. The same can be said of the requirement 

of simplicity, but because of the one-to-many relation between theory 

and descriptions, it may be economical to sacrifice some simplicity in 

the theory, if it can lead to a greater simplicity in the descriptions 

based on it", 8 

2. Speech-Phenomena 

In an axiomatic functionalist sense "speech-phenomena proper", 

rather than "intuitions* about the phenomena, are the object of study. 

As Mulder says : "One does not have to know the intuitions about the 

phenomena in order to study the phenomena themselvese. 
9 

For adequacy 

considerations, it is necessary for the amount of speech-data taken for 

analysis to be sufficient for the testing of the hypotheses launched about 

the data. Hence it is preferable for the analyst to have a thorough know- 

ledge of the speech-data. With more knowledge, or access to informants 

or other sources of the data, his hypotheses are expected to be more sound 

and reliable. This, however, should not be taken to mean that those 
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hypothese are not still refutable. Needless to say, it is not only 

extremely difficult, but impossible, to subject every single utterance 

in the data to an individual syntactic analysis. And as this is the 

case, the describer, before presenting a hypothesis as a final state- 

ment in the description, subjects it to as many tests as possible. 

3. Linguistic Descriptions 

"Description" is defined as : "The application of a particular 

linguistic theory to a selected field of speech phenomena". 
1° 

The state- 

ments made in the description of a particular field of speech phenomena 

are hypotheses. 11 
That those hypotheses should, in principle, be refut- 

able is in no way a subsidiary thought, but lies in the very heart of 

Mulder's hypothetico-deductive method. And since a hypothesis cannot 

be proved in an empirical sense, but it can only be disproved, or rather 

refuted, it should be subjected to attempted refutations before before 

being adopted. Only when, after many tests, we fail to discover any 

counter-evidence in the data which refutes our hypothesis, may that 

hypothesis be adopted as a valid statement in our description. This in 

effect means that the final statements in our description are not more 

hypotheses but they are unrefuted ones. However, one should not lose 

sight of the fact that they are still hypotheses and, therefore, still 

refutable. The "discovery*, in the data, of a single counter-evidence to 

refute a given hypothesis will be sufficient to invalidate that hypothesis. 

A hypothesis can also be refuted if it can be replaced by another hypo- 

thesis which is more consistent, adequate, or simple. In contra-distinction 

With the axiomatic statements in the theory, hypotheses, the descriptive 

statements, are not arbitrary as they should be justified by the theory 

on the one hand and by the facts in the data on the other. 

Just as a good scientific theory, also, a good scientific 

description should be consistent. *Before anything else, a description 

should be consistent, i. e. no two statements it contains or implies should 
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be in contradiction with one another. If one statement contradicts 

another, then both statements involved are scientifically, i. e. in their 

capacity as statements in a description, meaningless, even though one of 

them may be objectively correct. "12 A linguistic description, being 

dependent on a particular linguistic theory, should not only be consistent 

with that theory, but, also every statement in it should be justified by 

the theory. If this is not achieved, the descriptive statements become 

arbitrary and therefore, scientifically speaking, meaningless. 

Another equally important requirement that a good description 

should satisfy is adequacy. A linguistic description is said to be 

adequate when it accounts for all the relevant phenomena which have 

been selected for description. And since, as already indicated, it is 

not possible to subject every single utterance in the data to an indivi- 

dual analysis, by the application of the theory to the data we set up 

structures, i. e. "models", to account for the relations involved in the 

constructions in an adequate manner. Then, and after testing the models 

on as many examples from the data as possible, may we assume that our 

models are adequate, not only for the description of the actual data 

that have been presented for analysis, but also for the description of 

all the potential data which one may wish to describe under the theory 

employed. Even then, there is always a chance that a refuting example 

in the data might have been overlooked. A linguistic description should 

also be consistent with what we know and observe in the phenomena under 

description. 

A good linguistic description should, for practical purposes, 

be simple. Mulder chooses not to formulate specific rules for "simplicity" 

since this is difficult to assess, and exact measures are not easy to 

obtain, but he says: "To insist that a description must be simple is, in 

the last analysis, merely to say that it should not be so complicated as 

to impair its usefulness as an account of the phenomena. " (Mulder, 1975) 
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4. The Relation Between Theory, Descriptions and Speech Phenomena 

The present approach, which maintains that a linguistic theory 

should not be exclusively concerned with one yniversa of speech phenomena 

but with a virtually infinite number of parallel universes, draws a sharp 

distinction between "theory" and "description". In view of this and on 

the basis of linguistic description (see page 4), the relations between 

a linguistic theory, linguistic descriptions, and fields of speech phen- 

omena can be illustrated by the following diagram. 

Description of: Speech-Phenomena of: 
I 

Axiomatic 
Linguistic 

Theory 

French French 

English English 

J1 German German 

Arabic 
7 

Etc 

Arabic 

Etc 

If we interpret the arrow (-b), as "implies" or "presupposes", we 

understand from the above diagram that : 

a) A linguistic description presupposes a linguistic theory and a 

field of speech-phenomena simultaneously. Without either, no linguistic 

description, in an axiomatic functionalist sense, can be produced. 

b) There is a one-to-many relation between a linguistic theory and 

the descriptions based on that theory. 

c) There is a one-to-one relation between a particular linguistic 

description and a selected field of speech phenomena. That is to say 

each time the theory is applied to a particular field of speech phen- 

omena, a description, particular to that field, emerges. 

d) There is a unilateral dependency between a linguistic description and 

4- 
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a linguistic theory, in the sense that the former is, for its production, 

dependent on the latter but not vice versa. 

e) There is a unilateral dependency between a particular linguistic 

description and a particular linguistic theory in the sense that the 

former is, for its existence, dependent on the latter but not vice versa. 

f) There is a mutual independency between theory and speech-phenomena 

in the sense that neither, for its existence, depends on the other. 

That is to say a linguistic theory may stand without being applied, and 

a field of speech-phenomena may exist without being described. 

. I- 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I: THEORY 

1. See "Linguistic Theory, Linguistic Descriptions and the Speech 
Phenomena", by J. Mulder, La Linguistique II, 1975. 

2. ibid. 

3. ibid. 

4. A primitive term is recognised by Mulder as "a term whose further 
definitions - we are satisfied - would not add anything to our 
understanding of that term". (See ibid. ) 

5. It should be noted that entities in a description are not entities 
in the realm of speech phenomena, but they stand in a certain rela- 
tion of isomorphism with certain classes of phenomena. Such enti- 
ties in a description are called models". The notions in the theory 
corresponding to those models can be called meta-models, or theore- 
tical models. 

6. ibid. 

7. For simplicity in the descriptions see page 5. 

8. ibid. 

9. ibid. 

10. ibid. 

11. By the fact that we cannot subject all possible phenomena, let alone' 
all combinations and aspects of phenomena for analysis, it is appro- 
priate to call the statements of the description "hypothesis�, i. e. 
mere assumptions about the data. 

12. See Mulder's Descriptive Adequacy in Phonology and the Vowel Phonemes 
of the Scottish Dialects of Angus and Perthshire Compared with South- 
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CHAPTER II : ESSENTIAL NOTIONS IN SYNTAX 

1. The Linguistic Sign 

The notion "linguistic sign", from an axiomatic functionalist 

point of view, is basic not only in syntactic but also in morphological, 

semantic and even in phonological descriptions. And since syntactic 

relations hold between signa, rather than between their allomorphs, it 

becomes clear why it is necessary to distinguish between "signa" and 

"allomorphs". The notion linguistic sign has been treated in extenso 

especially in "Theory of the Linguistic Sign" (by Mulder and Hervey), and 

in many other publications by those authors. 
1 

Needless to say that a 

theory which accounts for the sign concept in a consistent and adequate 

manner would inevitably lead to more precise (i. e. more consistent and 

adequate) descriptions based on it. 

The afore-mentioned sign-theory is based on two main function- 

alist concepts: the "distinctive function" of the sign and the "double 

articulation"2 of language. The distinctive function of a linguistic 

sign, or for that matter any sign in a semiotic system, is determined by 

the set of signs with which it commutes in equivalent contexts. Hence, 

for its identity, a sign must commute with at least one other sign, or 

with zero (in equivalent contexts), in such a way that the commutation 

brings about a functional difference in the message conveyed. The last 

statement is implied in the definition of "signum"3 as, "the conjunction 

of a particular expression and a particular content, which mutually imply 

one another" (def. 2H). In view of this, we may say that the identity 

of "sign" is negatively determined by the other signs to which the given 

sign is opposed by commutation, and positively by the conjunction of its 

expression and content. The expression (E) and the content (C) of the 

linguistic sign (S), called by de Saussure "signifiant" and "signifie" 

-9- 
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respectively are inseparably united to form two different aspects of one 

and the same thing. The mutual implication between E and C is symbolised 

as : 

E ýc---ý C 

By virtue of this mutual implication we may say that expression and content 

are equivalent. And furthermore, because of the mutual implication between 

"expression" and "sign", i. e. EH5, on the one hand, and between 

"content" and "sign" i. e. CHS, on the other, the notions "expression", 

"content", and "sign" are said to be equivalent : 

S 

E 

(C 

C 

In Mulder's terms : "They represent three ways of looking at the same 

thing. Using the term 'sign' implies looking at the sign in its totality, 

using 'expression' implies looking at the sign from a formal angle, and 

using the term 'content' implies looking at the sign from the side of 

meaning". 

In the following, we shall, for simplicity considerations, 

represent the sign by its expression, i. e. we shall act as if "expression" 

is the sign. Mulder symbolises a phonological form by p, a class of 

phonological forms by jp], and expression by Sp} Rs which reads as : 

a certain class of phonological forms tp} standing in relation "R" with 

a certain grammatically "distinctive function" "s". 
4 

This is to say each 

individual "p" of the class ýp) in Ep3 Rs has a grammatical distinctive 

function "s". So ¶p} Rs = p1 Rs V p2Rs ..... V pnRs, e. g, the phono- 

logical form of the plural which equals 

/men-, man/V/mais maus/V/uaivZ/V/uaif/U ..... etc. 
6 

These phono- 

logical representations refer to the forms of the plural-allomorphs in 

such words as 'houses', ', days', 'huts', 'oxen', 'sheep', 'men', 'mice', 
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and 'wives' respectively. "Expression", then, is a class of allomorphs, 

and its relation to the notion phonological form is via those allomorphs; 

hence the necessity of distinguishing between "expression" (significant), 

and morph (or allomorph) on the one hand, and between morph (or allomorph) 

and phonological form on the other. It is worthwhile pointing out that 

while in the majority of cases allomorphs have phonological forms, we 

notice that some allomorphs have zero forms, e. g. bhcallomorph of the 

plural "sheep". Because of the mutual implication between "expression" 

and "sign", we may say that "sign" is also a class of allomorphs. As 

members of a given sign, allomorphs are equivalent in respect to that 

sign and each of them represents the sign in question. And by implica- 

tion each individual phonological form p of the class Jp7 in £pJ Rs 

represents the form of the sign in question. Allomorphs of a certain 

sign, being in complementary distribution (i. e. contextual variants), 

and having the same distinctive function in grammar, cannot be opposed 

to one another. 

Finally we should note, that "signal' are, with a view to 

grammatical analysis, either "simple" or "complex". A simple sign is 

a sign which is not analysable into two, or more, constituent signs, and 

a complex sign is a sign which is analysable into, at least, two constit- 

uent signs. For instance, the complex sign "went" is a combination of 

two signs: "to go" and "past". And since neither "to go" nor "past" is 

analysable into further constituent signs, each of them forms a simple 

sign. However, in grammatical analysis, the term "sign" is used without 

any regard to grammatical complexity. Therefore, in language, it covers 

monemes, pleremes, as well as syntagms. 
7 

J 
2. "Language" and the Concept "Double Articulation" 

fl "Language" is, in an axiomatic functionalist sense, a structural 

set of "models" set up by the descriptive linguist to account for certain 

facts in the speech phenomena. The components of that structure will 

S. - 
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appear isomorphic with the theoretical "models" on the basis of which 

such a structure has been set up. Hence the necessity of distinguishing 

between "speech" or rather that shapeless mass of speech-phenomena on the 

one hand, and "language" - as a set of "models" - on the other. On the 

basis of this distinction, "language" is said to be established by the 

linguist, while "speech", i. e. the speech-phenomena proper, is said to be 

described by him. 

"Language" is defined as: "semiotic system with double articula- 

tion" (Def. 3c ). In order to attach a scientific value to this defini- 

tionp we should be able to understand what is meant by the terms "semiotic 

system", "articulation" and finally "double articulation". As the main 

issue, as far as this section is concerned, is the concept of "double 

articulation", the concept in question and its implications will be 

discussed in detail. (For "semiotic system" see Def. ]c and ensuing 

definitions. ) Although both Martinet and Mulder lay emphasis upon the 

importance of "double articulation" as the defining property of language, 

yet there is an important difference as to what is meant by the term in 

question. For Martinet the constituents of the first articulation are 

minimum elements of both "form" and "meaning" (i. e. monemes). Successively, 

the signifiants (expressions) of monemes are further articulated into 

elements of "form" only (i. e. phonemes), in the second articulation. 

Mulder defines "articulation" as: "cenotactics or syntax 

(plerotactics)" (Def. 3b). The constituents in "syntax" stand in ordering 

relations to one another in sub-ordinative constructions, 
8 

and in rela- 

tions of simultaneity in co-ordinative and/or inter ordinative construc- 

tions. Thus "monemes" which are, by definition, in morphological rela- 

tions of simultaneity cannot be regarded as constituents of the first 

articulation. "Pleremes" which are, by definition, the ultimate syntactic 

elements, are by implication the ultimate Emil; 1e) constituents of the 

first articulation. 
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With regard to the second articulation, Mulder regards the 

"phonemes" as its ultimate constituents, since they (phonemes), by 

definition, stand in ordering relations to one another. "Phonemes" 

are further analysable into "distinctive features". The reason why 

Mulder does not regard "distinctive features" as the constituents of 

the second articulation is justified by his underlying assumption that 

these constituents combine together by simultaneity, rather than order- 

ing, relations. Thus regarding distinctive features as constituents of 

the second articulation would contradict the concept "articulation" 

(relations in phonotactics are, by definition, ordering relations). 

It is noteworthy that though both Martinet and Mulder regard 

the "phonemes" as the ultimate constituents of the second articulation, 

yet there is an important difference as to what elements are to be 

viewed as "phonemes". Mulder, in order to remain consistent with his 

linguistic sign-theory, believes that it is absurd from an ontological 

point of view to analyse, as Martinet does, the expression of the lin- 

guistic 

"ý 

sign into phonological features called phonemes. Such an absur- 

dity derives from the fact that the identity of the linguistic sign is 

established by the conjunction of a particular expression and a parti- 

cular content. And since - as indicated in the previous section - the 

notions "expression", "content" and "sign" are equivalent, it follows' 

that segmenting the expression of the linguistic sign into phonemes - 

which are mere "forms" - would obviously mean segmenting the sign 

itself - which is the conjunction of both "form" and meaning - into 

phonemes. This would, consequently, lead to mixing up ontological 

levels, namely "grammar" and "phonology", which axiomatic functional- 

ists are quite keen to keep segregated. Being reluctant to analyse 

the "expression" of the linguistic sign into phonemes, Mulder chooses 

to analyse the "phonological form" of the expression9 - by implication 

the phonological form of the sign - into phonemes. Finally, it must 
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be recalled that Mulder disapproves of calling the two articulations of 

language "first" and "second", as these terms may imply that the "second" 

articulation is unfolding from the "first" one, or vice versa. And since 

"phonology" and "grammar" - and by implication phonotactics and syntax - 

are, in Mulder's view, two independent systems, the two articulations of 

language are to be regarded as independent, though perhaps interconnected 

with one another. 

3. "Language" and the Domain of Syntax 

Axiomatic functionalism sets up a model for the structure of 

natural language which is represented as follows : 

Natural Language10 

Allophony Allomorphy 

Phonetic Phonology Grammar 

Para- Para- 
Phonematics Phonotactics phonotactics Morphology Syntax syntax 

Natural languages in description, as well as in theory, have 

two main sub-disciplines: "phonology" and "grammar" as shown by the above 

model. Phonology, is in its turn, further sub-divided into: "phonematics", 

"phonotactics" and "para-phonotactics". Phonematics and phonotactics are 

two independent sub-systems, the former of which deals with "phonemes" in 

terms of "simultaneous bundles of distinctive features" whereas the latter 

deals with "phonemes" as constituents of more complex phonological entities, 

i. e. "phonotagms". The two sub-systems are said to be inter-locking 
11 

in 

the sensathat the maximum entities, i. e. the self-contained simultaneous 

bundles of "phonematics" (the unordered phonological system) correspond, 

in their turn, to the minimum entities of "phonotactics" (i. e. phonemes 
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in the ordered phonological system). 

Grammar, the other main sub-discipline of language is divided 

into: "morphology" and "syntax" and "para-syntax". Similarly, i. e* 

parallel to the distinction between "phonematics" and "phonotactics" in 

"phonology", "morphology" and "syntax" constitute two independent sub- 

systems in grammar, the former of which deals with "pleremes" as self- 

contained simultaneous bundles of monemes, whereas the latter with 

"pleremes" and combination of pleremes, i. e. syntagms, as constituents 

of more complex grammatical entities, i. e. higher syntagms and so on. The 

foregoing two sub-systems of grammar are said to be interlocking in 

the sen that the maximum entities, i. e. "pleremes", the maximal self- 

contained bundles of monemes in the unordered grammatical system, corres- 

pond, in their turn, to the minimum entities of syntax, the ordered 

grammatical system. 

"Allophony" and "allomorphy" are, to axiomatic functionalists, 

"realizational levels", rather than sub-systems or interlevels. Mulder 

says "To call them interlevels may even be misleading, because, as soon 

as we are dealing with 'allophones', i. e. as soon as we have brought in 

'distinctive function', we are no longer in phonetics, but in phonology. 

Similarly, all 'allomorphs' belong to grammar, not to phonology". As a 

realizational, rather than a structural, aspect of grammar, 'allomorphy' 

may be ignored in syntactic descriptions where one basically deals with 

relations between syntagmatic entities (pleremes and syntagms) - which 

are by definition signa (signs or symbols) but not between "allomorphs", 

let alone "phonological forms". 

The pare-tactic levels, i. e. "para-phonotactics" and "pera- 

syntax", in Mulder's view, stand slightly outside the system of systems 

(Mulder and Hervey ibid), which constitutes language, in so far as their 

connexion with the tactic levels, i. e. "phonotactics" and "syntax", is 

not one of simple interlock. The connexion between the two levels is 
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explained in the following manner: "fhe tactic levels provide the bases 

for the para-tactic entities produced by the para-tactic level". It is 

further said, "On the para-tactic levels one finds bases, constituted of 

tactic entities, together with further features, with respect to natural 

language, mainly prosodic ones, that contribute to their ultimate iden- 

tity. "12 The distinction between "tactic" and "paratactic" levels is 

useful in syntactic analyses since one can make a distinction between 

para-syntactic entities (i. e. sentences and/or clauses) and their bases 

which are the actual entities analysed in syntax. 
13 

In the light of what has preceded, we may say that "syntax" 

is that area of grammar that is left over after subtracting "morphology" 

and "para-syntax", and of course after removing "allomorphy" (which is 

a realizational, rather than a structural, aspect of grammar). This, 

however, does not mean that we do not refer to morphology and para- 

syntax when we set out to analyse syntactically. As Mulder puts it: 

"Indeed, the pure identity of a syntagm explicitly or implicitly depends 

upon the role it may play as the base, or part of the base, of particu- 

lar sentences. Only in this way may we distinguish between two differ- 

ent syntagms corresponding to one and the same phonological form, e. g. 

14 
that of 'flying planes may be dangerous'. " 

4. "Positions", "Syntagms" and "Sentences" 

In Mulder's linguistic theory, the term "distributional unit"q 

"field of relations" or "chain" in its wide sense, is used to cover 

self-contained bundles of positions or instances of those self-contained 

bundles, both in phonology and in grammar. The term in question is 

referred to as "phonotagm" in phonology, and "syntagm" in grammar. 

"Syntagm" is defined as: "self-contained bundle of positions 

in grammar" or "instance of a self-contained bundle of positions in 

grammar" (Def. 9b). This implies that the notion "syntagm" refers, 

not only to the theoretical and descriptive models, but also to the 
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instantiation of those models. Taking the "intransitive" syntagm in 

English as an example, the term "syntagm" may be used to refer to: 

a) The fact that the syntagm in question is a self-contained bundle of 

positions in grammar (i. e. it satisfies the definition of syntagm in the 

theory). 

b) An instance of the above, e. g. the model "subject --I! o predicative" 

set up in a description of English to account for the syntactic relations 

involved in it. 

c) An instantiation of the syntagm in question, e. g. 

the manager slept 

The notion "positions" is defined in the theory as "divisions 

within a chain, such that in every such division an entity, as an imme- 

diate constituent of that chain can stand and alternate (i. e. commute) 

with other entities, or with zero". (Def. 7g). An alternative definition 

is: "points on a chain corresponding to relata of direct tactic relations", 

and, yet another alternative definition is "points of intersection between 

paradigms (visualized as vertical straight line, called paradigmatic 

axis)". (Def. ibi d. From the definition of "position" and "syntagm" 

we see that the two notions are inextricably bound together. One cannot 

conceive of positions in grammar without conceiving of syntagms, nor vice 

versa. Referring back to the intransitive model "subject -'! predicative", 

we may say that the model in question is a self-contained bundle of two 

positions: "a verbal predicative" in the nuclear15 position, and a 

"subject" in the peripheral position. 

Dealing with "positions" and distributional units (syntagms) 

in grammar involves dealing with considerations concerning what axiomatic 

functionalists call "paradigmemes" and "syntagmemes". (Defs. 10,10a). 

A paradigmeme is viewed as an element partaking in a functional opposi- 

tion within the paradigmatic axis of which it is a member, whereas a 

"syntagmeme", which is essentially a paradigmeme together with the position 
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it occupies, is viewed as a member of the self-contained chain within which 

is contracts syntactic relations with the other members of the chain in 

question. Thus "the manager" in, for instance, "the manager slept" can 

be looked upon as a paradigmeme when it enters into functional opposition 

With other entities e. g. 

the manager slept 

the teacher slept 

the minister slept 

or as a syntagmeme when it is taken to occupy the subject position with 

respect to the predicate "slept". In view of what has preceded it is 

possible for one to view syntagms either in terms of paradigmemes forming 

ordered combinations, or alternatively in terms of syntagmemes, each 

consisting of a paradigmeme standing in a position. It is in terms of 

positions that the syntactic functions of elements can be clearly and 

elegantly described. 
16 

Taking this, together with the fact that the 

syntactic functions of constituents are to be described completely and 

exhaustively within the syntagm (i. eo without reference to any elements 

outside its boundaries) into consideration, it follows that it is neces- 

sary to ensure that the model set up consists of the correct number of 

positions required to accomodate the immediate constituents of the 

syntagm described. 

"Syntagms" on the highest level in the syntactic hierarchy may 

constitute "bases" for what Mulder calls "sentences", (though 2t base 

of a sentence is not necessarily a well-formed syntagm). "Sentence" is 

defined as "signum with such features that it cannot be a feature 

(constituent or other feature) of another signum". (Def. 20). An 

alternative definition is, "signum such that it is a self-contained 

vehicle for conveying messages". (Def. ibid. It is further explained 

in the "postulates" that "it should be noted that other signa, even 

though they have information-value, can only convey messages, if and 
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only when, belonging to, or constituting the base of a sentence. That 

is the notion "information-value" and "messages" have to be distinguished'. '. 

On the basis of this, "syntagm" as a "sentence-base" or part of a 

"sentence-base", i. e., the ordered combination of elements, and "sentence" 

which contains, in addition to the "base", para-tactic features (e. g. 

intonation), have to be regarded as two separate entities. This, however, 

should not be taken to imply that the two notions in question are entirely 

unrelated. The distinction between "message" and "information-value" 

plays an important role in the distinction between "sentence" and "syntagm", 

"Sentences" as signs in language are characterised by the fact that, when 

realized, they convey self-contained messages in actual communication, 

whereas syntagms do not have such properties. That is "syntagms" - or 

for that matter any other grammatical entities (i. e. monemes, pleremes) - 

though they have information-value, they do not, and cannot, of themselves, 

and by themselves (e. g. without a certain intonation superimposed on them) 

convey self-contained messages in actual communication. In syntactic 

descriptions it is the "syntagms", the bases of sentences, rather than 

the sentences themselves, that are subjected to analysis. 

5. Syntagmatic Entities in Grammar 

"Syntagmatic entity" is defined as: "Entity capable of standing 

in ordering relations with other entities or having an internal structure 

such that it is capable of containing - as constituents, entities capable 

2 
g (Def. 7b ). By of standing in ordering relations with other entities". 

this definition it is implied that the term "syntagmatic entities" applies 

to entities on the tactic plane in both "phonology" and "grammar"; that 

is, it applies to entities in "phonotactics" and in "syntax" respectively. 

It is the latter, i. e. "syntax" that is important as far as the present 

work is concerned. In view of the above definition, both "pleremes" 

and "syntagms", being capable of exhibiting ordering relation, may be 

called "syntagmatic entities". However, it is quite essential to know 
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that though both "pleremes" and "syntagms" have the property of exhibit- 

ing ordering relations, or more specifically, syntactic relations, it is 

only the latter elements that can contain within their structure - i. e. 

as constituents - entities capable of standing in ordering relations 

with one another. The internal structure of a syntagm, depending upon 

the level in the syntactic hierarchy on which it occurs, may consist of 

only "syntagms", only "pleremes", or a combination of the two. For 

instance, the immediate constituents of the syntagm "the little boy has 

eaten the cakes on the table" are the syntagms: "the little boy", "has 

eaten" and "the cakes on the table". On the next lower level in the 

syntactic hierarchy, the immediate constituents of the syntagm "the 

little boy" are the pleremes: "the", "little", and "boy", whereas those 

of the syntagm "the cakes on the table" are the pleremes "the" and 

"cakes", and the syntagm "on the table". (For further considerations 

involving the term "syntagm" see the preceding section). 

The term "plereme", defined as "word or grammateme" (Def. 8b), 'ß 

covers both "word" and "grammateme" and unequivocally represents either 

and both of them. "Word or grammateme" is defined as: "self-contained 

(by definition: simultaneous) bundle of one or more monemes as its 

immediate (and at the same time: ultimate) constituents" (Def. 8b1). 

Alternative definitions are: "Minimum syntagmatic entity in grammar", 

"Minimum syntactic (plerotactic) entity". By implication, these defi- 

nitions equally apply to the term "plereme". 

Theoretically speaking, there is no ground for distinguishing 

between "word" and "grammateme". The two are equivalent since each as 

a minimal syntactic entity (i. e. plereme) may exhibit a syntactic func- 

tion. In the realizational part of syntactic descriptions, however, 

there are certain practical considerations which make the distinction 

between "word" and "grammateme" a useful point of issue. That is, 

"words" are characterised by the fact that their forms are represented 
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by "discrete linear entities" whereas the forms of "grammatemes" are 

represented by "discontinuous entities". For example, in English the 

syntagm "he eats" can be analysed syntactically either as, "he ... s" and 

"eat", or as "he" and "eats" whatever is the most convenient. This imp- 

lies that the element /s/ in the one case is regarded as part of the 

phonological form of an allomorph of the sign "third person masculine 

singular"; but it is equally correct to regard it as part of the phono- 

logical form of an allomorph of the sign "to eat". According to the 

first analysis it is assumed that "/he 
... s/" is an allomorph (contextual 

variant) of the sign "third person masculine singular", and "/eat/" an 

allomorph of the sign "to eat", whereas in the second it is assumed that 

"/eats/" is an allomorph (contextual variant) of the sign "to eat", and 

"/he/" an allomorph of the sign "third person masculine singular". The 

two means of representing the signs reflect, but do not affect, the same 

syntactic relation holding between the two signs: "third person masculine 

singular" and "to eat", nor, in fact, do they affect the identities of 

these two signs. Hence the emphasis that "syntactic relations are 

relations between signs, and not between allomorphs of signs" (Mulder 

1970). Opting for one, therefore, or the other type of representation 

is, as I have said already, a more matter of descriptive convenience, or 

emphasis on the one, or the other, aspect of the case. And since, in 

syntactic analyses, it is usually more convenient to represent a syntage, 

or rather to project it onto the model, in terms of "discrete linear 

entities" (words), rather than in terms of "discontinuous entities" 

(grammatemes), the second type of representation (i. e. "he" and "eats") 

is often (though not in all cases) preferable to the first (i. e. "he 

... s" and "eat"). 

In conclusion "word" and "grammateme" are equivalent notions 

in the theory. They represent the same entity (i. e. plereme), but looked 

upon in different ways from the point of view of realizations. 
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6. Immediate Constituent Analysis 

In syntactic description from an axiomatic functionalist 

point of view a certain, more or less, logically determined order of 

procedures is followed. In "Syntax in Axiomatic Functionalist Linguistic" 

1976, Mulder says: "What we start off with i. e. that which we must accept 

as given, when we begin to analyse syntactically, is a duly identified 

syntagm, presented as a duly justified string of pleremes. No matter 

what else we may wish to do with this string, we have first to arrange 

it into its immediate constituents. Those have to be identified as the 

first step in our syntactic analysis". In order to present the syntagm 

as a string of pleremes, the investigator depends on certain criteria, 

deduced from the set of axioms and definitions of Mulder's axiomatic 

linguistic theory, for the identification of morphological complexes 

as opposed to syntactic complexes. (See Hervey and Mulder, "Pseudo- 

composites"). After reducing the syntagm to a string of pleremes, the 

analyst starts to group those pleremes into immediate constituents tak- 

ing 

"ý 

into consideration the following major points which are summed up by 

Mulder as the most characteristic features of IC. analysis in axiomatic 

functionalist linguistics: "In the first place, there is no a priori 

binarism involved. Secondly, I maintain that the only way in which one 

can arrive at cuts, is not by cutting but by grouping. That is, if one 

progressively groups together those entities that are in more direct 

relations, the cuts immediately fall into place. Thirdly, only purely 

linguistic criteria - together with the theoretical criteria of consis- 

tency, adequacy, and simplicity - are used in decisions. And in the 

fourth place, evidence for the structure in question must be found in 

the syntagm itself, not in other, external syntagas, and least of all 

in paraphrases or "transformations" of the Choaskyan type". 
'7 

To 

illustrate the procedure for IC, analysis the following sentence base 

is taken for analysis: "That little girl bought three big books". On 
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applying the aforementioned criteria the syntagm in question is analysable 

into the following pleremes: 

that/little/girl/bought/three/big/books 

On investigating the validity of the assumption that the immediate consti- 

tuents of the above syntagm are: 

that little girl/bought three big books 

we notice that there is a direct1s tactic relation between "that" and 

"girl", and between "little" and "girl". The relation between "that" and 

"little" is indirect as it goes via "girl". On further investigation no 

other direct relation can be detected between "that" or "little" and any 

other plereme in the syntagm being analysed. But the element "girl" 

together with "that" and "little" stand in a direct tactic relation with 

"bought", while no other direct relation can be detected between "that 

little girl" and any other constituent in the syntage. Accordingly the 

construction "that little girl" constitutes a self-contained combination 

of syntagmatic entities, i. e. a syntagm. On the other hand we notice 

that there is a direct tactic relation between "three" and "books" and 

between "big" and "books". The relation between "three" and "big" is 

indirect as it goes via "books". No other direct relation can be estab- 

lished between "three" or "big" and any other constituent in the above 

syntagm. But the two, together with "books" stand in direct tactic rela- 

tion with "bought", while no other direct relation does hold between "that 

little girl" and any other constituent in the syntagm. For these consid- 

erations "three big books" constitutes a self-contained combination of 

syntagmatic entities, i. e. a syntagm. In view of these observations 

there is no linguistic reason why the syntagm should be analysed into: 

a) that little girl/bought three big books 

rather than into: 

b) that little girl bought/three big books 

That neither (a) or (b) can be corroborated as a valid solution is 
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justified as follows: it is theorematically deduced from the set of 

axioms and definitions in Mulder's axiomatic functionalist linguistic 

theory that if two constituents "a" and "b" are syntactically combined 

to constitute the syntagm "x", it follows that the relation holding bet- 

ween them is either a relation of "sub-ordination", of "co-ordination", 

or of "inter-ordination" in any of these three cases, the relation bet- 

ween "a" and "b" is, by definition, a "direct tactic relation". "Direct 

relation" is-defined as: "relation between constituents (not necessarily 

immediate constituents) that is not a relation via other constituents". 

(Def. 15). And for a direct relation to be tactic it should be between 

immediate constituents (see Def. ibid. and Def. 7C3). Thus to corrobo- 

rate either of the hypotheses (a) and (b) as a valid analysis we should be 

able to ensure that the relation between the constituents of either is a 

justified direct tactic relation. If it turns out that none of them 

satisfies the definition then both solutions have to be rejected. On 

investigation we see that "bought" is directly related to "that little 

girl'' in-as much as it is related to "three big books". This is suffi- 

cent to invalidate the assumed direct relation in either (a) or (b), and 

consequently to reject either of them as a valid I. C. analysis. Secondly, 

and this is also theorematic in the theory being employed, if "a" and "b" 

are said to be syntagms forming the immediate constituents of the syntagm 

"x", then each of "a" and �b" must be, by itself, a self-contained, or an 

instance of a self-contained bundle of positions in grammar. This, again, 

is violated by the fact that neither "bought six books" in the first 

analysis, nor "the little girl bought" in the second, satisfies this 

theorem, and, therefore, cannot be claimed to form immediate constituents, 

Thus both (a) and (b) have been shown to be inconsistent with the theory 

on the one hand, and materially inadequate on the other, and consequently 

they have to be rejected. This leaves us with the sole valid alternative 

of breaking the syntagms down into the following immediate constituents: 
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that little girl/bought/three big books 

That this is the only consistent and adequate solution can be shown as 

follows: the above syntagm as a whole is a self-contained sub-ordinative 

construction in which "bought" is the nucleus. It is the nucleus since 

it governs the syntactic functions of each of, tho constituents "that 

little girl" and "three big books"; that is to say each of the latter 

two peripheral I. C. s. is, for its function, directly dependent on 

"bought", and that the two are indirectly related via it. On the next 

lower hierarchical level, the nominal peripheral construction "that 

little girl" constitutes, in its own right, a sub-ordinative syntagm 

whose immediate constituents are "that", "little" and "girl" of which 

the latter is the nucleus. Each of the two peripheral items "that" and 

"little" stands in a direct relation of sub-ordination with respect to 

the nucleus "girl", and the two peripherals are indirectly related via 

it. Similarly, the peripheral construction "three big books" constitutes 

a sub-ordinativel nominal syntagm whose immediate constituents are: "three" 

"big" and "books" of which "books" is the nucleus. 

In view of what has preceeded, I. C. analysis from the point of 

view of axiomatic functionalism, can be conducted either by establishing 

the direct and indirect relations between the highest hierarchical syn- 

tactic complexes moving progressively downwards in the syntactic hier- 

archy to the direct and indirect relations holding between the minimal 

syntagmatic entities, i. e. pleremes, or by the reverse of this procedure. 

No matter which of the two procedures one may wish to follow, the syntagm 

has, as it has already been indicated, to be presented as "a duly justi- 

fied string of pleremes". The difference between the two methods figures 

as follows: on applying the first procedure, the investigator launches 

the first cut(s) as a hypothesis that may stand if it proves to be con- 

sonant with his calculations of direct and indirect relations or refuted 

if otherwise. But in the second case he is duly guided by his knowledge 
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of direct and indirect relations rather than by his intuitions and 

calculations about them. This in effect means that in the former, the 

analysis is performed, then, justified, whereas in the latter, the 

analysis is performed step by step with due justification. 

7. Syntactic Relations 

It has been indicated that in syntactic description, from an 

axiomatic functionalist point of view, what we start off with when we 

begin to analyse syntactically is "a duly justified string of pleremes". 

Pleremes constitute the minimal syntagmatic (this implies the minimal 

syntactic) entities in grammar. Via the direct and indirect relations 

holding between them pleremes are grouped into syntagms, and the latter 

into higher level syntagms, and so on. This in effect means that syn- 

tactic relations may obtain between pleremes as well as syntagms, or, 

in fact, between pleremes and syntagms since immediate constituents of 

one and the same chain may be a combination of pleremes, of syntagms, 

or a combination of both pleremes and syntagms. Thus "syntactic entities" 

covers both pleremes and syntagms and unequivocally represents each and 

both of them. "Syntactic relations" are defined as: "Tactic relations 

in grammar" (Def. 7d), and "Tactic relations " are defined as: "construc- 

tional relations (whether ordering or not) between syntagmatic entities 

as immediate constituents". (Def. 7c3). 
19 

The following diagram shows 

the types and sub-types of relations which may obtain between syntag- 

matic entities in grammar, i. e. syntactic entities. 

Relations 
(between syntactic entities) 

direct indirect 

tactic non-tactic tactic non-tactic 

To exemplify the relations shown in the diagram the syntagm "that little 
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boy is flying a very big kite" is taken for analysis. According to 

certain theoretical criteria (see Hervey and Mulder "Pseudo-Composites"), 

the syntagm is analysable into minimal syntagmatic entities, i. e. pleremes 

as follows: 

the/little/boy/is/flying/a/very/big/kite 

The syntagm is grouped into its immediate constituents in the following 

manner: 

the little boy/is flying/a very big kite 

On the next lower level the above immediate constituents are analysable 

into immediate constituents and so on. The hierarchical levels involved 

in our syntagms and the I. C. s. established on each level are diagramati- 

cally represented by the following scheme: 

the little boy is flying a very big kite 

1) the little boy is flying a very big kiffe 

2) the little boy is flying a very big kite 

3) very big 

On the basis of the definition of "direct relation" which is: "Relation 

between constituents (not necessarily immediate constituents) that is not 

a relation via other constituents" (Def. 15) and the definition of tactic 

relation (7c3) which has been stated earlier, direct tactic relations may 

be established. 

On the first level between: 

"the little boy" and "is flying" 

"a very big kite" and "is flying" 

On the second level between: 

"the" and "boy" 
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"little" and "boy" 

"is" and "flying" 

"a" and "kite" 

"very big" and "kite" 

On the third level between: 

"very" and "big" 

From the above relations we notice that a direct tactic relation in a 

sub-ordinative20 construction holds between each peripheral immediate 

constituent and the nucleus to which it is sub-ordinated. (The left- 

hand terms in the above paradigms are peripheral constituents while 

the right-hand ones are nuclei. ) Thus the relation between "the little 

boy" and "is flying", for instance, is direct as it is not via other 

constituents, and tactic since it holds between immediate constituents 

on the same level (i. e. of one and the same syntagm, namely "the little 

boy is flying a very big kite). The same argument applies to all the 

constituents listed above. Direct tactic relation is explained in the 

"Postulates" (Def. 15) as follows: "There are also direct relations 

between the nuclei of peripheral constituents and the nucleus of the 

corresponding nuclear constituent - the nuclei constitute, as it were 

the joint in multiply complex constructions, but as the nuclei in that 

case are mere constituents, not immediate constituents such relations 

are direct, but not tactic relations, i. e. direct non-tactic relations". 

In our previous syntagm direct non-tactic relations are established 

between: 

"boy" and "flying" 

"kite" and "flying" 

"big" and "kite" 

From this we see that a direct-non-tactic relation may obtain between 

the nucleus of a peripheral immediate constituent and the nucleus of 

the corresponding nuclear immediate constituent - the latter has been 
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called "the nucleus nucleorum", (see Mulder's "Some Difficult Cases in 

Syntax" (1978) - within one and the same syntagm. The relation between 

"boy", the nucleus of the peripheral I. C. "the little boy" and "flying" 

the nucleus of the nuclear immediate constituent "is flying", is direct 

as it does not go via other constituents, and non-tactic since "boy", 

alone, i. e. without the peripheral elements "the" and "little" to which 

they are sub-ordinated, and "flying", without its peripheral "is" are 

mere constituents, but not immediate constituents within the chain in 

question. Relations between peripheral I. C. s. in sub-ordinative consta 

ructions are indirect tactic. In "the little boy", the relation between 

"the" and "little" is indirect as it goes via "boy", and tactic since 

"the" and "little" are immediate constituents within the same chain. 

Other indirect tactic relations can be established between: "a" and 

"very big" in the syntagm "a very big kite", and between "the little boy" 

and "a very big kite" in the syntagm "the little boy is flying a very big 

kite". 

"All other relations between constituents are indirect non- 

tactic relations, and as such uninteresting. "21 Examples, the relation 

between: 

"the" and "flying" 

"boy" and "big" 

As indirect non-tactic relation is insignificant in syntactic description 

no purpose is served in listing all the items between which this type of 

relation may hold. 

From the point of view of the theory employed, three types of 

direct-tactic relation may obtain between syntagmatic entities in 

grammar: 

i) Relation of Sub-ordination 

"Relation of sub-ordination" or "determination" is defined as: 

"Direct tactic asymmetrical relation of functional dependency". Its 
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converse is super-ordination or "government". (Def. lla). Mulder 

explains this type of relation in the following manner: "If a and b 

are in direct tactic relation, and a is for its tactic function (i. e. 

"position") dependent on b, but not vice versa (in symbols: a --ý b), 

a is said to be sub-ordinate to b, and b super-ordinate to a. Further- 

more, a is said to be standing in peripheral, and b nuclear position in 

the chain (i. e. the self-contained bundle of positions)". In view of 

the above definition and the explanation following it, a relation of 

sub-ordination requires the presence of at least two syntactic elements 

(as I. C. s, one of which is peripheral while the other is nuclear within 

one and the same self-contained bundle of positions in grammar, i. e. 

syntagm). For instance the syntagm "the little girls" is a combination 

of three I. C. s of which "girls" is the nucleus; each of "the" and 

"little" is a peripheral element standing in a sub-ordinative relation 

with respect to the nucleus "girls". The relations between the peri- 

pheral elements and the nucleus can be represented by the following 

diagram: 

'article' [ 
the 

1 

'numeral' 
, 
B' 

girls "nom" 
22 

'adjective' [ little, 

'supplement' 

Square brackets indicate a peripheral expansion, i. e. "it commutes with 

zero". (Def. 13c). A peripheral entity partaking in a sub-ordinative 

relation may also be bound. "Bound entity" or "actualizer" is defined 

as: "Peripheral immediate constituent that does not commute with zero". 

This is symbolised as a- -*b in which a is a bound entity (Def. 13d). 

For instance in the syntagm "he ate an orange" there are three ieediate 

constituents of which "ate" is the nucleus; each of "he" in the subject 

position and "an orange" in the object position is a peripheral entity 
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standing in a direct tactic relation of sub-ordination with respect to 

the nucleus "ate". The constituents "he" and "an orange" differ, in 

regard to occurrence, in that the first is "bound", whereas the second 

is an "expansion". The corresponding syntactic structure of the syntagm 

may be represented as follows: 

"sub. " +he" 

23 
"obj. " [an orange] 

a te "p red. " 

The element "he" has not been bracketed since it is bound, i. e. it does 

not commute with zero. And also the nuclear element "ate" has not been 

bracketed since a nucleus, by definition, does not commute with zero. 

The symbol (--I)) represents a relation of diverse determination (which 

will be discussed presently). 

Within the relation of sub-ordination Mulder distinguishes 

between types of relation: "Disjunctive determination" and "Conjunctive 

determination", as shown by the following diagram: 

Direct Tactic Relations 

Sub-ordination Co-ordination Inter-ordination 

Disjunctive Conjunctive 

a) "Disjunctive Determination" 

"Disjunctive or diverse determination" is defined as: "Complex 

tactic relation such that two or more peripheral immediate constituents 

are sub-ordinated to the same nucleus, but in different ways". This 

type of relation is symbolised in the postulates as follows: "a Rx c and 

b RY c, where a and b are peripheral, c is nuclear, and Rx and RY are 

different tactic relations (relators)". This is represented as follows: 

a 

b 
c 
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The syntagm "Bill kissed Mary" is a combination of three immediate 

constituents of which "kissed" is the nucleus. Each of "Bill" and 

"Mary" is a peripheral entity standing in a direct relation of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus "kissed". 

"sub. (IBill11 

kissed "pred. " 
"obj. " Mary" 

In this syntagm the peripheral entities "Bill" and "Mary" are sub- 

ordinated to the nucleus "kissed" in different ways. This can be dem- 

onstrated by the fact that in "Bill kissed Mary" and "Mary kissed Bill" 

the relation in which any of the two peripheral items stands with resp- 

ect to the nucleus in the first syntagm is different from the relation 

in which that peripheral items stands with respect to the nucleus in 

the second. In other words, in "Bill kissed Mary", "Bill" is identified 

as "subject" precisely because its function contrasts with that of 

"Mary" in the object position. Conversely one may state that "Mary" 

is identified as "object" precisely because its function contrasts with 

that of "Bill" in the subject position. The difference between the two 

contrastive functions of the peripheral elements is produced by the seq- 

uential order of the elements in question on the realizational level. 

That is to say that the element "Bill" is "subject" in "Bill kissed 

Mary" and "object" in "Mary kissed Bill", not only because it has pre- 

ceded "kissed" in the first and followed it in the second, but also 

because of its contrastive relation with that of "Mary" which followed 

"kissed" in the first and preceded it in the second. 

As indicated by the aforementioned definition, there may be 

more than two peripheral immediate constituents partaking in a diverse 

determination. For instance in "he gave the cat some cheese" the 

peripheral elements "he", "the cat", and "scone cheese" stand in diverse 

determination in respect of the nucleus "gave": 
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"sub. " 4hd 

"indirect obj. " [the 
cat 

tlobj. " 'some cheeseO 

gave "pred. " 

b) "Conjunctive Determination" 

"Conjunctive or parallel determination" is defined as: "A 

complex tactic relation such that two or more peripheral immediate 

constituents are sub-ordinated to the same nucleus, but it cannot be 

ascertained that they are so in different ways". (Def. 14b). This 

type of relation is symbolised in the Postulates as follows: a Rx c 

and b Ry c, where, as far as we know, -(x j y), i. e. x=y. This is 

represented as: 

a 
rthe 

1 

bc 
Example: [old] man the old man" 

The syntagm "the old man" is a combination of three immediate constit- 

uents of which "man" is the nucleus. Each of the peripheral elements 

"the" and "old" is standing in a direct relation of sub-ordination in 

respect of the nucleus "man", but it cannot be ascertained that the 

relation between "the" and "man", i. e. (the ---+ man), is different 

from the relation between "old" and "man", i. e. (old --) man). Unlike 

the situation which is encountered in "diverse determination*, we not- 

ice that the reversibility of elements, i. e. the change of ordering of 

elements on the realizational level would not lead to producing two, or 

more, syntagms that are functionally distinct. 
24 

So '8S not to confuse between "parallel determination" with 

"co-ordination" (which is discussed below), Mulder says: This situa- 

tion differs from certain cases of co-ordination, i. e. (a t/-* b) --ý c, 

which indeed implies a Rx c and b Ry c, where x-y, but where a and b 
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stand in a direct tactic relation, and hence are together one immediate 

constituent (rather than tuo separate ones) in respect to c". (Def. 14b). 

ii) Relation of Co-ordination 

This type of relation is defined as: "Direct tactic (by impli- 

cation symmetrical) relation of mutual functional independency". (Def. 

llb). It is further explained in the Postulates that "if a and b are 

in a direct tactic relation, and a is for its tactic function (i. e. 

"position") independent of b and vice versa, a and b are said to be co- 

ordinated (in symbols: a t-ý-i b)". In the view of the present aproach 

only functional criteria may be brought to bear in the identification of 

syntactic relations. In "small and tight" in the phrase "a small and 

tight shirt" the element "and" may act as a conjunction between the 

denotata of the two elements "small" and "tight", but this does not 

provide any grounds for establishing a relation of co-ordination between 

the two elements. Two elements are said to be co-ordinated only when 

they stand in a direct tactic relation to one another in such a way 

that neither, for its function, depends on the other, (i. e. when "a 

mutual functional independency" is maintained between them). Accordingly 

"small" and "and tight". the immediate constituents of "small and tight", 

cannot be said to be co-ordinated since there is no mutual functional 

independency between them. And even if we accepted the analysis of 

"small and tight" into three, rather than two, immediate constituents, i. e. 

* small/and/tight 
25 

we would still be unable to recognise a relation of co-ordination bet- 

ueeen "small" and "tight" for the absence of a direct tactic relation 

between them (in this case the two would be indirectly related via "and"). 

In "a big black box", Mulder recognises a relation of co-ordination bet- 

ween "big" and "black", i. e. (big E-f-f black). This implies that these 

two elements are standing in a direct relation to one another, and that 

they are functionally independent, i. e. "big", for its function, is not 
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dependent on "black" nor vice versa. Accordingly the elements "big" 

and "black", together, form one rather than two, peripheral immediate 

constituent alongside yith the nucleus "box" to which they are sub- 

ordinated. And since the two elements are combined together by a 

relation of co-ordination the two together as a self-contained bundle 

in grammar (i. e. a syntagm) - but neither of its constituents separa- 

tely - is for its function dependent on the nucleus "box" within the 

syntagm in question. The relations involved in the syntagm "a big 

black box" can be represented as follows: 

"article" 
r 

"numeral" 
L 

f' 
1 

26 
box "nom" 

"adjective" 
[[bi9] 

(. /) [black ]1 

"supplement" 

iii) Relation of Inter-ordination 

"Relation of inter-ordination" is defined as: "direct tactic 

(by implication : symmetrical) relation of mutual functional dependency" 

(i. e. functional interdependency). (Def. 11c). It is further explained 

in the Postulates that "If a and b are in a direct tactic relation, and 

a is for its tactic function (i. e. "position") dependent on b, as well 

as vice versa, a and b are said to be inter-ordinated (in symbols 

a F--ý b). It means, in fact, that the relation between a and b is both 

of sub-ordination and of super-ordination, and the same goes for the 

converse of the relation". In the idiomatic phrase "the sooner the 

better", there is a relation of inter-ordination between the immediate 

constituents "the sooner" and "the better": 

the sooner () the better 

There is a direct tactic relation between the above two I. C. s; "the 

sooner", for its function, depends on "the better" and vice versa. 

This, in fact, implies that the two elements are, for their occurrence, 
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also dependent on- one another (and this means that neither commutes with 

zero). As we shall later see, when an element is, for its function, 

dependent on another, iý follows that it must also depend on it for its 

occurrence, though not vice versa. The essential difference between this 

type of relation and "co-ordination" is that the co-ordinated elements 

are, neither for function nor occurrence, dependent on one another, and, 

therefore, either of them is commutable with zero. 

9. quasi-syntactic. Relation 

"Relation of apposition" or "quasi-syntactic relation" for 

"direct non-constructional - and, therefore, non-grammatical relation 

between, qua tactic function, equivalent immediate constituents of a 

chain". (Def. lld). It is further explained in the Postulates that: 

"If a and b are in a direct non-constructional relation, but each of 

them separately is, or corresponds to, an immediate constituent of a 

more complex entity, a and b are said to be in a relation of apposition 

(in symbols :a- b). For instance, in "John the genius passed the 

test" there is a direct tactic relation between "John" and "passed", 

and between "the genius" and "passed". There is also a direct relation 

between "John" and "the genius", but this one is non-tactic and non- 

constructional since "John" and "the genius" refer to one and the same 

element and consequently they constitute equivalent immediate constituents 

combined by qua-tactic function, rather than by a syntactic relation to 

constitute a syntagm. This implies that the two elements together do 

not constitute an immediate constituent with respect to "passed", though 

each of them separately does. The difference between "co-ordination" 

and apposition is explained in the Postulates (Def. lld), in the follow- 

ing manner: "The difference between co-ordination and apposition is 

that the relation in the former is constructional (i. e. is not merely 

"juxtaposition", and has, therefore, semantic import as such) and results, 

therefore, in a construction (i. e. chain), whereas apposition is 
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non-constructional". In "a big black box", for instance, the elements 

"big" and "black" constitute a chain standing as an immediate constituent 

alongside with "box". On the next lower hierarchical level, the const- 

ruction "big black" is a combination of two I. C. s. combined via a direct 

tactic and, therefore, constructional relation. 

9. Occurrence and Functional Dependencies 

"Occurrence" and "Functional" dependencies have been confused 

in many approaches to linguistics due to the difficulty of capturing 

the precise nature of the relation via which the two are interrelated. 

The interplay between these two types of dependency and how they are 

related will be clarified in the following discussion. From an axiomatic 

functionalist point of view three logical possibilities of occurrence 

dependency may be distinguished: 

i) Bilateral Occurrence Dependency 

"Occurrence interdependency" or bilateral (or mutual) occurrence 

dependency" is defined as: "relation such that neither of two entities 

in direct relation (see Def. 15) which are immediate constituents of a 

chain can occur in the chain in question whilst the other is zero". 

(Def. 12a). This type of relation is symbolised as a b. It is implied 

in the above definition that if two entities are standing in a relation 

of mutual occurrence dependency to one another it follows that the one, 

for its occurrence, depends on the other and vice versa, and, therefore, 

none of the two entities can be an expansion, i. e. commute with zero, 

that is, the two entities involved should be bound to one another. The 

connexion between "occurrence interdependency" and "functional depend- 

ency" figures as follows: if two immediate constituents of a chain are 

bilaterally dependent, then the entities involved are, functionally, 

either in a relation of "sub-ordination" or "inter-ordination", but they 

cannot be in co-ordination. With reference to "sub-ordination" (symbo- 

lised a -ý b), we may say occurrence interdependency implies 
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sub-ordination though not necessarily vice versa. 
27 

For instance, in 

"the book", the constituent "the", for its occurrence, depends on "book" 

and vice versa, i. e. there is a "mutual occurrence dependency" between 

the two entities involved. In terms of "function" there is a relation 

of "sub-ordination" between "the" and "book" since the first is, for its 

function, dependent on the second but not vice versa. But in a syntagm 

such as "new books", though "new" stands in a sub-ordinative relation 

with respect to "books", the two constituents do not stand to one another 

in a relation of a "bilateral occurrence dependency". One sees that 

"books" may occur as an instance of a nominal syntagm without requiring 

the presence of "neu" within the syntagm in question. With reference 

to inter-ordination, (symbolised a t---) b), we may say occurrence inter- 

dependency implies inter-ordination and vice versa. For instance, in 

"the sooner the better", "the sooner" is, for its occurrence, dependent 

on "the better" and vice versa, i. e. there is a "mutual occurrence 

dependency" between the two entities involved. In terms of "function", 

we recognise a relation of inter-ordination between "the sooner" and 

"the better", since each of the two entities involved is, for its 

function, dependent on the other and vice versa. 

ii) Unilateral Occurrence Dependency 

"Unilateral occurrence independency" or unilateral occurrence 

dependency" is defined as: "Relation such that one of two entities in 

direct relation which are immediate constituents of a chain can occur 

in the chain in question whilst the other is zero, but the other cannot". 

(Def. 12b). This implies that if two entities are in a unilateral occur- 

rence dependency, it follows that the dependent entity must be an expan- 

sion, i. e. commutes with zero, whilst the entity depended upon must 

not commute with zero. This type of relation is symbolised (see 

"Postulates"), as: (al b or a fbJ, where the brackets indicate an element 

that commutes with zero. That is to say that in raj b, raJ, is, for its 
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occurrence, dependent on b, though not vice versa, whilst in a [b], the 

reverse is the case. The connexion between this type of relation and 

functional relation figures as follows: if two immediate constituents 

of a chain are unilaterally dependent (or independent), then, the two 

entities involved are, functionally, in a relation of sub-ordination, 

though not necessarily vice versa. For instance, in "little boys", 

"little", for its occurrence, depends on "boys" though not vice versa, 

i. e. there is a unilateral occurrence dependency between the two. In 

terms of "functions, a relation of sub-ordination is recognised between 

"little" and "boys", since the former is, for its function, dependent 

on the latter but not vice versa. Accordingly, the functional as well 

as the occurrence dependencies involved in "little boys" are represented 

in 1* [little] 
--p boys". We have noted that "unilateral occurrence dep- 

endency" implies sub-ordination, though not necessarily vice versa, since 

two elements, unilaterally dependent, are necessarily in a relation of 

sub-ordination, e. g. the relation between "little" and "boys" in ([little] 

boys), cannot e but sub-ordination, i. e. ([little] -4 boys), whilst ele- 

ments in a relation of sub-ordination could either be unilaterally depend- 

ent, e. g. (little] --i boys), or bilaterally dependent, e. g. ("the" -9 boy 

iii) Bilateral Occurrence Independency 

"Bilateral (or mutual) occurrence independency" is defined as: 

"Relation such that each of two entities in direct relation which are 

immediate constituents of a chain can occur in the chain whilst the 

other is zeros. (Def. l2c). This implies that if two immediate const- 

ituents in a chain are bilaterally independent it follows that each of 

the entities involved is commutable with zero. (i. e, expansion). This 

is symbolised in the Postulates as: [a][b]. The connection between this 

type of relation and functional dependency figures as follows: if two 

immediate constituents of a chain are bilaterally independent, then 

c. ruýu(in, o 

they are inl a mutual functional independency, i. e. co-ordination. In 
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"a small brown table", "small" and "brown", the immediate constituents 

of the chain "small brown", are in a relation of mutual occurrence inde- 

pendency, that is to say, "small", for its occurrence does not depend on 

"brown", nor vice versa. Furthermore, neither "small" is, for its func- 

tion, dependent on "brown", nor vice versa; therefore they are said to 

be in a relation of co-ordination. 

10. "Nuclearity" and "Peripheralness" 

The term "nucleus" or "governing entity" is defined as: "entity 

in nuclear position" (Def. 13a). "In symbols it is represented as: 

b -4 a, [b]--t a, a, b, or a0 [b], in which a is the nucleus". 

It is further added in the Postulates that "The nucleus is the "identity- 

element" in the chain in question, i. e. the tactic functions of all other 

elements depend on their relation towards the nucleus". By this defini- 

tion, and by other axioms and definitions in Mulder's linguistic theory, 

it is implied that no immediate constituent in a sub-ordinate syntagm 

can be recognised as "nuclear", unless all other immediate constituents 

in that chain are recognised as "peripheral". This, in effect, means 

that the establishment of "nuclearity" is inseparable from the establish- 

ment of "peripheralness". In view of the Saussurian tenet, "Dens la 

langue il n'ya qua des differences", we may say that the nucleus of a 

particular syntagm is characterised by the fact that it is what the other 

immediate consituents in that syntagm are not. This boils down to saying 

that a nucleus is negatively defined by the fact that it is not periphe- 

ral and vice versa. Assuming, for instance, that the immediate constit- 

uents of the syntagm "the two green books on the table" are: 

the/two/green/books/on the table 

of which "green" is the nucleus. This hypothesis may be adopted if it 

can be shown that "green"occupies the nuclear position, and consequently, 

it can be shown that each of the other immediate constituents in the 

chain in question is, for its function (i. e. position), dependent on 
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"green". On investigation we see that "green" commutes with zero in 

which case the construction "the two books on the table", without the 

occurrence of "green", can stand as a well-formed utterance. Since the 

other immediate constituents cannot, for their functions (i. e. positions), 

depend on a zero element, an element that commutes with zero cannot occupy 

a nuclear position. In the light of these considerations the hypothesis 

that "green" is the nucleus of the syntagm "the two green books on the 

table" cannot stand. And, by virtue of the same considerations, the 

hypothesis that "the", "two", or "on the table" is the nucleus, is re- 

futed. This, in effect, leaves us with the sole alternative of recogni- 

sing "books" as the nucleus of the syntagm in question. But before pre- 

seating the justification for this last alternative, let us take an 

example like "the little boy in the garden", where each of "little" and 

"in the garden", but neither "the" nor "boy" can commute with zero. 
26 

Were we to acgept the hypothesis that "the" is the nucleus of the syn- 
hauf to 

tagm, we shoule able to demonstrate that each of "little", "boy", and 

"in the garden", is, for its function, dependent on "the", and, conse- 

quently we should have to demonstrate that each of the dependent immee 

diate constituents stands in a direct relation with respect to "the". 

This hypothesis is refuted by the fact that no direct relation can be 

maintained between "the" and "little", or between "the" and "in the 

garden". On the other hand, "little", "boy" and "in the garden", the 

assumed peripheral I. C. s, are not indirectly related as kt is necessa- 

rily the case with peripheral I. C. s in sub-ordinative constructions. 

Going back to the syntagm "the two green books on the table", 

we recognise "books" as the nucleus of the syntagm in question for the 

following considerations: 

a) by the direct relation holding between each of the other I. C. s and 

"books", constructions like: "the books", "two books", "green books", 

and books on the table" stand as instances of a self-contained syntagm. 
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In each of them, "the", "two", "green", and "on the table", for its 

function, depends on "books", but not vice versa. 

b) It is via "books", and no other immediate constituent in that syn- 

tagm, the syntagm in question could be related to a higher level imme- 

diate constituent(s) (i. e, a "higher level" syntagm). For instance, in 

the syntagm "the two green books on the table may cost a lot of money", 

it is via "books" that the syntagm "the two green books on the table", 

is (directly) related to the syntagm "may cost", and via the latter to 

"a lot of money". Thus "books" in: 

books may cost a lot of money 

stands as an instance of the syntagm "the two green books on the table" 

While none of: "the", "two", "green", and "on the table", in the 

syntagms: 

* a) the may cost a lot of money 

* b) two may cost a lot of money29 

* c) green may cost a lot of money 

* d) on the table may cost a lot of money 

does. 

In syntax Mulder distinguishes between two types of "nucleus": 

a) Free nucleus 

"Free nucleus" is defined as: "Nuclear immediate constituent 

that does not require the presence of a non-zero peripheral constituent. " 

"In symbols it is represented as: a 4-- [b], in which a is a free nuc- 

leus. " (Def. 12c). In the nominal syntagm "the three little boys in 

the classroom", each of 

and "in the classroom", 

therefore, the nuclear 

instance of the syntagm 

nucleus. 

the peripheral elements "the", 

is an expansion, i. e. commutes 

element "boys" may, on its own, 

in question, and therefore, it 

"three", "little", 

with zero and, 

stand as an 

is a "free" 
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b) Actualized nucleus 

"Actualization" is defined as: "situation in which a nuclear 

immediate constituent requires the presence of a non-zero peripheral 

constituent". "In symbols it is represented as: a E- b, where a is 

said to be actualized, and b is said to be bound entity or actualiser. " 

(Def. 13f). In the syntagm "the boy", the nucleus "boy" cannot occur 

as an instance of a self-contained chain without the presence of the 

peripheral element "the", nor, of course, vice versa. That is to say 

there is mutual occurrence interdependency (See Def. 12a) between "the" 

and "boy" in the chain in question. In English the nuclear element in 

the singular nominal governed syntagm is always actualized, i. e. in 

addition to the nucleus, there should be, at least, one peripheral 

element that does not commute with zero. 

Parallel to the distinction between two types of "nucleus* 

one may also distinguish between two types of "peripheral": 

a) Expansion 

The term "expansion" is defined as: "immediate constituent 

that commutes with zero". "In symbols it is represented as; [a] ---ý b, 

in which [2j is an expansion" (Def. 13c). There is mutual implication 

between "expJansion" and "free nucleus" in the sense that, if all the 

peripheral immediate constituents in a particular well-formed syntagm 

are "expansions", the nucleus of that syntagm must be "free", and vice 

versa. (For an example see "free nucleus"). 

b) Bound 

"Bound entity" or "actualizer" is defined as: "peripheral 

immediate constituent that does not commute with zero. " "In symbols: 

a -ý b, in which a is a bound entity" (Def. 13d). There is mutual 

implication between "bound entity" and "actualized nucleus", in the 

sense that, if one, or more, peripheral immediate constituent in a 

particular syntagm is "bound", the nucleus of that syntagm must be 
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"actualized" and vice versa. (For an example see "Actualized nucleus"). 

11. Ellipsis 

Ellipsis is defined as: "realization of a syntagm, such that 

one or more of its constituents are not realized at the utterance level', 

(Def. 21). Mulder formulates three rules for identifying ellipsis: 

a) "In the first place, it is typical for ellipsis that the message 

would not be affected if the missing elemeft(s) were to be reincluded. 

b) Without the missing element the utterance cannot be a well-formed 

syntagm. " 

c) The missing element(s) should be unequivocally recoverable. " 

In "Mary eats" versus "Mary eats soup", for instance, one 

cannot argue that an element such as "soup" has been ellipted in the 

first as this would not satisfy any of the above three rules. That is 

to say (a) the addition of an element like "soup" to the utterance 

"Mary eats" would undoubtedly change the message conveyed by the utter- 

ance in question. (b) The utterance "Mary eats", by itself, i. e. with- 

out the element assumed to be missing, is a well-formed syntagm. (c) An 

unlimited number of paradigmatic elements can be said to be missing, 

and this violates the criterion of unequivocal recoverability. 

A syntagm such as "big apples and oranges" conveys either of 

the following two mutually exclusive types of message: "big apples and 

oranges that are big and small" or "big apples and big oranges". As 

regards the first interpretation the syntactic structure of the syntagm 

in question can be represented as follows: 

apples) f [and 4- oranges] 

In the above construction no element(s) can be said to be suppressed 

(ellipted), since the element "big" clearly determines "apples" only, 

and not the syntactic complex "apples'and oranges" as a whole. As 

regards the second interpretation, the syntactic structure of the syn- 

tagm can be represented as follows: 
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[big] 
---p (apples 4- [and 4-- oranges]) 

As the element "big" determines the syntactic complex "apples and 

oranges", as a whole, one might be tempted to argue that the element 

"big" can be inserted before "oranges" and therefore the above utter- 

ance is elliptical. This, however, may satisfy the first and third 

criteria for ellipsis, but not the second. That is to say each of the 

utterances "big apples and oranges" and "apples and oranges" corresponds 

to a well-formed syntagm in the English language. 

In the Postulates, the construction "John hit and Peter pushed 

him" is introduced as an example that satisfies the definition of ellipsis 

and the three criteria associated with it. Firstly, the reinclusion of 

the suppressed element "him" after "hit" would not affect the message 

conveyed by the syntagm in question. That is to say one and the same 

message is conveyed by either "John hit and Peter pushed him" or by 

"John hit him and Peter pushed him". Secondly, the utterance "John 

hit", by itself, i. e. without the suppressed element "him" cannot stand 

as a well-formed syntagm, nor therefore can it be regarded as a syntactic 

constituent. Thirdly, the element "him" is unequivocally recoverable as 

the suppressed (elliptical) element. 

Following the definition of ellipsis (Def. 21), Mulder exp- 

lains: "This implies that ellipsis belongs to realization, rather than 

to the form of a signum. It does not have to be accounted for, except 

at the utterance level, and the phenomenon can therefore be ignored in 

syntax, i. e. in syntax one regards the constituent(s) as being present. " 

In view of this the syntactic structure of "John hit and Peter pushed 

him" is described in the following manner: 

John peter 
hit E-- 

[and 

pushed Lhim 
him 

The box indicates the suppressed (ellipted) element. 
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It is essential to know that the present theory does not 

recognise ellipsis at the sentential level. The importance of ellipsis 

is emphasised, as it has been implicitly and explicitly said in the 

foregoing discussion, at the syntactic level only. With respect to 

this Mulder says: "At the sentential level we must, therefore, consider 

ellipsis to play no role at all, and the only analyses possible at that 

level are one into constituents, the clauses, and one into base and 

para-syntactic features. It is, as I said, irrelevant at the sentence 

level whether the base corresponds to a well-formed realization of a 

syntactic structure. It is only at a different level, i. e. the syn- 

tactic one, that ellipsis becomes an issue, and from the point of view 

of that level we may say that it is merely a matter of 'defective' 

realization of a syntactic entity as an utterance. " He goes on to 

say: "In order to avoid a common confusion, it should be noted that 

there are no ill-formed entities in language, i. e. 'well-formedness' 

or 'not well-formedness' is always a matter of realization with respect 

to a particular level of analysis, not of entities at the level in 

question. " The main reason why ellipsis should be ignored on the sen- 

tential level is that the criterion of unequivocal recoverability can- 

not be satisfied at all at that level, That is to say one cannot pre- 

dict what the missing elements exactly are. For instance, in an utter- 

ance such as "No, not a cow, a horse", being an answer to a question 

such as "Did he buy a cow? ", one cannot predict. wha exactly the elements 

that can be reincluded in order to achieve a syntactically well-formed 

realization of the base of the utterance in question. The possibility 

of inserting elements, for that purpose, is infinite, e. g. "No, he did 

not buy a cow, but a horse", "No, what he bought was not a cow, but a 

horse", "No, he was unwilling to buy a cow and he preferred a horse", 

etc. 

In conclusion I should like to point out that no suppressed 

/ 
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(ellipted) element(s) could ever be peripheral expansions. This is due 

to the fact that a peripheral expansion could always be left out without 

affecting the well-formedness of the realization of the syntagm of which 

it is a part. By this fact the second criterion of ellipsis cannot be 

satisfied, i. e. a syntagm remains cell-formed in the absence of peripheral 

expansions. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER II : ESSENTIAL NOTIONS IN SYNTAX 

1. See J. W. Mulder, Sets and Relations in Phonology, Oxford 1968. 
On the art of definition, the double articulation of language and 
some of the consequences, Forum for Modern Language Studies, V 2, 
April 1969; tLinguistic Sign, Word and Grammatems" La Linguistigue, 
1971. And S. G. J. Hervey, Functional Semantics: a linguistic theory 
with application to Pekingese Oxford, D. Phill. Thesis, 1970. See 

also "Index and Signum" by the two authors. 

2. The "double articulation" of language will be discussed in a separate 
section. 

3. The term "signum" is used to cover both "sign" and "symbol". See 
definitions 2a, 2a1 and 2a2 in the Postulates (Appendix A). 

4. "s" which indicates "distinctive function" in grammar should be 
distinguished from "d" which indicates "distinctive function" in 

phonology. 

5. The sign %. j signifies the union of terms. 

6. For the phonemic notation of English used here, see Mulder and 
Hurren, 1968. 

7. For the terms "monemes", "pleremes", and "syntagms" see the 
Postulates (Appendix A). 

8. For sub-ordination, co-ordination and inter-ordination see section 
7 of the present chapter. 

9. Note that every "expression" has "phonological form" but it is 
not necessarily vice versa, i. e. not all phonological forms corr- 
espond to expressions. (See Theor of the Linguistic Sign, by 
J. Mulder and S. Hervey, 1972 . 

10. This scheme is taken from Mulder's "Syntax in Axiomatic Functionalist 
Linguistics" (1975). 

11. See "Language as a System of Systems", by J. Mulder and S. Hervey 
La Linguistique II, 1975. 

12. "Syntax in Axiomatic Functionalist Linguistics", by J. Mulder 1975. 

13. For the distinction between a sentence and its base see the next 
section. 

14. "Syntax in Axiomatic Functionalist Linguistics" by J. Mulder 1975. 

15. "Nuclearity" and "peripheralness" are to be discussed in section 10, 

page 42. 

16. "Positions� in syntax may be looked upon as devices for capturing 
the syntactic functions of entities. Alternatively, "position" 

and "function" may be viewed as aspects of one and the same thing, 
the first (i. e. position) corresponds to the realizational aspect 
of that thing, while the latter (i. e. function) corresponds to its 

abstract aspect. 
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17. Mulder's "Syntax in Axiomatic Functionalist Linguistics" (1975). 

18. For the "direct" and "indirect" relations see Def. 15. (Appendix A). 

19. From the two definitions, note that syntactic relations are establ- 
ished after, but nöt before, the I. C. s of the syntagm are identified. 

20. For sub-ordinative constructions see the next section. Direct tactic 
relations also obtain between immediate constituents of co-ordinative 
and inter-ordinative constructions which are to be discussed presently. 

21. Postulates Def. 15 (Appendix A). 

22. For the analysis of the nominal governed syntagm in English See 
Chapter IV, Part 3. The "numeral" and the "supplement" positions 
are filled by zero elements "O" since they are not realized. The 
numeral position may be filled by an element such as "three" and the 
supplement position by an element such as "in the classroom". 

23. This anticipates the analysis of the "non-transitive" syntagm which 
is to be discussed on page 167. 

24. Note that the difference in sequential order is sufficient, but not 
necessary, for recognising a diverse determination. That is, there 
might be cases of diverse determination, theoretically speaking at 
least, without repercussion on sequential order. 

25. For analysing "small and tight" into (small/and tight) rather than 
(small/and/tight), or in any other way, see "Some Difficult Cases 
in Syntax" Mulder 1978. 

26. One pair of brackets enclosing more than one item (in separate posi- 
tions), indicates that either the one or the other, but not 
both, may be an "expansion". In the singular nominal governed 
syntagm in English, either the "article" or the "numeral", but not 
both at the same time, commute with zero. For further details see 
Mulder's Postulates and "On the Representation of Syntactic Struc- 
tures" 1978. 

27. See "Unilateral Occurrence Dependency" (Next sub-section). 

28. Note that every "bound" element, by definition, does not commute 
with zero, but not every element that does not commute with zero 
is a bound element. A nuclear element also does not commute with 
zero. 

29. Construction (b) may be recognised as a possible realization of the 
syntagm in question if, and only if, a case of "ellipsis" (see Def. 21) 
is recognised. The elliptical element involved is "books". 
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CHAPTER 1: PREDICATIVES 

1. Introduction to the Description 

Syntax for axiomatic functionalists deals with syntactic 

relations that may obtain between syntagmatic entities in grammar, 

ultimately pleremes. Syntagms that correspond to sentences represent 

the maximum potential entities for a syntactic analysis. The sentence 

by definition, represents the maximum sign in language. However, the 

sentence itself is not a purely syntactic notion in that it involves, 

in addition to the tactic entities which constitute its base, pare- 

syntactic features such as intonation. Thus after subtracting the pare- 

syntactic features from a sentence we are left with a sentence-bass, 

which may be a plereme, a syntagm, or both' Syntagms, in their turn, 

are successively analysed into immediate constituents, until the ulti- 

mate constituents in syntax (i. e. pleremes) are arrived at. The main 

purpose of the analysis, as far as the present work is concerned, is to 

determine and describe the syntactic relations which may hold between 

the constituents of the predicative1 syntagm in Kamali Arabic and then 

proceeding to the description of the syntactic relations existing within 

the constituents of the syntagm in question. The syntactic relations 

holding between the syntagmatic entities on the different levels of the 

syntactic hierarchy will be explicitly stated in terms of models set up 

for an adequate description of those relations. 

Mulder2 has given the following as being an order of procedures 

for carrying out a syntactic analysis: 

1) °Analysis into immediate constituents. 

2) Establishing whether the relation between these immediate constituents 

is sub-ordinative, co-ordinative, or inter-ordinative. 

50 
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3) If sub-ordinative, establishing which of the constituents is nuclear, 

and which is peripheral. 

4) In case there is more than one peripheral constituent, establishing 

whether and, if so, how they stand in a different relation to the nuclear 

constituent. 

5) Establishing whether a peripheral element is "bound", or whether it 

is an "expansion". This operation is simultaneous with the other opera- 

tions, as the outcome of 1 and 2, may partly depend on it, but itself 

depends on 1 and 3. We may say that until all 5 operations have been 

applied, each of the results remains hyper-hypothetical and cannot even 

be launched as a descriptive statement concerning the phenomena. That 

is, until stage 5 has been passed, each hypothesis has to be considered 

as a mere working-hypothesis, 

6) Making an inventory of all types of syntagms that can be distingushed 

on this basis, and further classifying them according to the hierarchical 

levels on which they occur. It is, for instance, clear that a syntagm 

such as "very old" is, generally speaking, of a lower hierarchical type 

than "the old man" is, because it commutes with one of the constituents 

of the latter, but not vice versa. The same is true for "the old man", 

versus "John hit Paul", as the former commutes with elements in the 

latter, but not vice versa. In a similar way we can classify words as 

to their syntactic potentials, e. g. "very" is of a different (i. e. 

lower) order than "old" and so on. 

From the above operations, it is understood that the immediate 

constituents will remain hyper-hypothetical until stage 5 is reached. If 

they do not pass stage 5 then the hypothesis that they are immediate 

constituents has been refuted and the syntagm in question must be re- 

analysed and the immediate constituents of the neu analysis be subjected 

to the same testing. 

Before proceeding to the actual act of the analysis of the 
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verbal predicative-based syntagm, I should like to give a brief discussion 

regarding some problems in translation, and regarding the indentities of 

what shall be called "subject" and "object" in this work. 

2. Translation Problems 

It is important to note that translation is a matter of providing 

rough equivalents of meaning, rather than rough equivalents of structure, 

between constructions from two, or more, languages. One, therefore, should 

not be misled into establishing equivalent, or similar, grammatical func- 

tions for certain constructions which may seem to exhibit equivalent, or 

similar, meanings. For instance an element such as "nim" in Kamali Arabic 

and "he slept" in English, though roughly equivalent in denotation, are 

vastly different in regard to their grammatical make up. While the ele- 

ment "näm" (roughly : he slept) is a morphological bundle of monemes - 

i. e. "to sleep", "third person", "masculine singular", "active", 

uperfective"- (see Ashkui's "A morphological Description of the Verb in 

Formal Arabic" St. Andrews, M. Litt 1979), the construction "he slept" 

constitutes a syntactic. complex in which "slept" occupies a nuclear posi- 

tion, and "he" stands in a relation of sub-ordination to it (i. e. "he"-> 

"slept"). Furthermore, the nucleus, in its turn, is a self-contained 

morphological bundle consisting of the monemes "to sleep" and "past". 

In short we may say that "näm" is a morphological complex, and "he slept" 

is a syntactic one. 

The present work, however, does not aim at producing the beat 

English translation for certain constructions in Kamali Arabic, nor does 

it aim at achieving exactness in translation. All what we are hoping to 

achieve is to provide a good translation which may guide the English 

reader in following and understanding our arguments regarding the syn- 

tactic structures of the syntagms in Kamali Arabic with which this work 

is mainly concerned. 
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Traditional grammarians take the verb in Arabic to be "perfect" 

when its signification is associated with the past, e. g. "katab" (roughly: 

he wrote), and "imperfect" when its signification is associated with the 

present, e. g. "iiktib" (roughly : he writes). The "perfect" and 

"imperfect" are looked upon as "aspects", rather than "tenses". Verbs 

in Arabic cause one of the main problems for translation into English. 

The problem is twofold: 

a) It involves what is known as "aspect" in Arabic, and "tense" in 

English. 

b) It involves the identities of what is known as "subject" in the two 

languages in question. (This point will be discussed in more detail in 

the succeeding section. ) 

Elements such as "katab" and "iiktib", for instance, may be 

translated in the following manner: 

Kamali Arabic English 

"he (it) wrote" 

"katab" "he (it) has written" 

"he (it) had written" 

.......................... . 

"he (it) writes" 
"iiktib" 

"he (it) is writing" 

Opting for one translation or the other depends mainly on the type of 

the adverb of time which accompanies the verb. It would be more correct 

for instance, to translate a construction such as "katab lualad riaäla 

lbirha" into (the boy wrote a letter yesterday) rather than (the boy 

had written - or has written -a letter yesterday). The choice between 

"he" or "it" on the one hand, and "she" and "it" on the other, depends on 

certain considerations which will be discussed presently. 

Needless to say that it is very cumbersome and inconvenient 

for the reader to engage himself in all possible translations for an 
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element such as 'kkatab" while he is concentrating on arguments regarding 

the analysis of a certain construction. And more inconvenient still is 

to use long and tedious formulae such as: "third person masculine singu- 

lar inhuman" instead of "it". For simplicity, therefore, the following 

points are to be taken into consideration: 

a) On translating an element such as "katab" the simple past (i. e* 

wrote) shall be used, unless there is an adverb of time which makes it 

necessary to do otherwise. Similarly, on translating an element such 

as "iiktib" the simple present (i. e. writes), shall be used. 

b) If the reference within the Arabic verb is unambiguously made to 

"third person masculine singular human" the pronoun "he" shall be used. 

Thus in conjunction with (a), an element such as "? akal", when isolated 

from a context such as "lualad ? akal" (the boy ate), or "lmudir ? akal" 

(the manager ate), shall be translated as "he ate". In a similar fash- 

ion, an element such as "? aklat", isolated from a context such as "lbint 

? aklat" (the girl ate) or "lmudira ? aklät"(the manageress ate), shall be 

translated as "she ate". And an element such as "? aka: " or "? aklat" 

isolated from contexts such as "lkalb ? akal" (the dog ate), and "lbissa 

? aklat" (the cat ate) respectively, shall be translated as "it ate". 

c) In the absence of a context from which one may understand whether 

the reference is made to a "human" or "inhuman"p e. g. "? akal", and 

"? aklat", the elements "he - it" and "she - it" shall be used. Thus 

^? akalu, on its own, shall be translated as (he - it - ate), and 

°? aklat", on its own, as (she - it - ate). These elements shall be 

underdotted in translation, i. e. (he - it) and (she - it) when they 

are incorporated within the verb, but not when they are expressed by 

separate pronouns such as "huua" (he - it), and "hiia" (she - it). 

The dot underneath is to indicate a morphological element, while its 

absence a syntactic one. (More details will follow in the succeeding 

section. ) 
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d) The definite article 111" in Kamali Arabic, being a morphological, 

rather than syntactic, element shall be underdotted in translation. 

Thus '"lbint" shall be translated as (the girl), and "lkursi" as (the 

chair). ((fore details about the definite article in Kamali Arabic 

will follow in Chapter III. ) 

3. "Subject" and "Object" in Kamali Arabic 

Traditionally the "subject" is looked upon as the theme about 

which something is predicated. In "Postulates for Axiomatic Functionalism" 

Mulder employs terms such as "subject", "object", "predicate" etce as mere 

descriptive labels for certain positions of the predicative syntagm in 

English, or, for elements which may stand in those positions. Terms, or 

rather labels, of the above kind are not defined in the theory since they 

exclusively belong to the description of a specific language. What one 

may view as "subject" in a certain language cannot be viewed as such in 

another. This is simply because the descriptive conditions under which 

a certain element may be recognised as "subject" may differ from one 

language to another. In the description of the predicative syntagm in 

English, one, could in an equally convenient fashion have employed (x, 

y, z) instead of the aforementioned labels as long as the relations bet- 

ween (x, y, z) are kept clearly specified. However, employing the trad- 

itional terms "subject", "object", and "predicate" is practically more 

convenient since they are easier to remember being in conformity with 

the general and conventional views of the majority of the scholars 

concerned. 

The axiomatic functionalist approach emphasises the importance 

of the distinction between morphology and syntax. The distinction bet- 

ween these two grammatical levels will appear] not only useful, but essen- 

tial in resolving the main difficulties that may be encountered in deter- 

mining the grammatical status of what we shall call "subject" and 
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"object" in Kamali Arabic. In a complex such as "5arbat" (she - it - 

drank), it is understood that the "doer of the action" is third person 

feminine singular. This is expressed by the underlined element "at" 

suffixed to the predicate "sarab"3 (to drink). In "hiia sarbat" (she - 

it - drank), the "doer of the action" is expressed by the pronoun "hiia" 

(she - it) as well as by "at". To decide what the grammatical status is 

of those two elements (i. e. "hiia" and "at"), the following solutions 

are proposed. In "hiia sarbat" (she - it - drank) 

a) The element "at" (third person feminine singular), which is incorpo- 

rated within the form of the predicate is non-functional, being triggered 

off by the occurrence of the pronoun "hiia" (she - it) in the syntagm in 

question; this may be represented as: /hiia 
.... at/. (This discontin- 

uous form is called "grammateme" which has been discussed on page 20. 

b) The two elements "hiia" (she - it) and "at" (third person feminine 

singular) are standing in a relation of apposition to one another. 

c) The pronoun "hiia" (she - it) is a syntactic element exhibiting a 

syntactic function with respect to "sarbat" (she drank), whereas "at" 

is a moneme standing in a morphological relation of simultaneity within 

the complex "garbat" (she drank). 

The first assumption is excluded by the fact that "sfirbat", on 

its own, i. e. without the occurrence of the pronoun "h4ia" (she - it) is 

capable of standing as a well-formed utterance conveying a complete piece 

of information : "she - it - drank". 

The second assumption cannot stand as it does not satisfy the 

definition of "apposition"; that is, the two elements "hiia" and "at" do 

not constitute, as we shall see, two immediate constituents within the 

construction "hiia sarbat". Having eliminated the first two alternatives, 

we are left with the third alternative (c) as the only appropriate gramma- 

tical solution. This is justified as follows : the construction "hiia 

sarbat" (she - it - drank), is a combination of two immediate constituents: 
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hiia / ýarbat 

On the next lower level, the constituent "garbat" (she - it - drank) is 

a combination of the signa "to drink", "third person", "feminine", 

"singular", "perfective" and "active". 
4 

This shows that the immediate 

constituents of the construction "hiia sarbat" (she - it - drank) are 

themselves not the ultimate ones. Furthermore, we notice that the pro- 

noun "hiia" (she - it) is commutable with a syntagm as shown below: 

hiia sarbat 

lbint lkbira garbat 

(she - it - drank) 

(the big girl drank) 

In view of these observations we may say that "heia" and "äarbat" are in 

a syntactic relation, rather than in a morphological relation of simul- 

taneity. This implies that "hiia" (she - it), is a plereme rather than 

a moneme. So far the requirement of the first half of our hypothesis (c) 

has been satisfied. 

Now on investigating the grammatical complexity involved in 

"garbat" (she - it - drank), we notice that the constituent in question 

is a bundle of the signa "to drink", "third person", "feminine", "singular" 

"perfective" and "active". These elements are the immediate as well as the 

ultimate constituents of "garbat". Further investigations show that per- 

mutation between the constituents of the complex "garbat", within the 

complex in question, does not lead to producing a neu complex that is 

functionally different from "sarbat" (she - it - drank). They further 

show that it is not possible for any of the constituents of "garbat" to 

commute with a syntactic complex. Accordingly we may say that the const- 

ituent "sarbat" (she - drank), is a morphological rather than a syntactic 

complex, and consequently the elements in it are monemes rather than ple- 

remes. In view of these observations the syntactic structure correspond- 

ing to the syntagm "hiia garbat" (she - it - drank), can be represented 

as follows: 

[hiia, 
--4 sarbat 
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As no syntactic complexity can be discovered within the boundaries of (iffier 

sf "hiia" (she), or "garbat" (drank), each of the two elements in question 

is said to constitute a plereme, i. e. a minimal syntactic entity, and as 

such it may occupy a position in syntax as shown by the above model. In 

view of these observations and in the absence of any counter-example to 

refute alternative (c), that alternative stands as a valid solution. 

Returning now to the discussion of the constituents "subject" 

and "object", with the above presentation as a background, there are 

three different methods of identifying them: 

a) The subject - predicate agreement (this applies when there is object - 

predicate disagreement). When, in a predicative syntagm, there is agree- 

ment between one, but only one, of the constituents assumed to be subject 

and object, and the predicate, the agreeing element is recognised as sub- 

ject, the other as object. For instance, in: 

lbnaiia äfat lualad (the girl saw the boy) 

by virtue of the element "at" (third person, feminine, singular) which is'- 

incorporated within the form of the predicate "5äfat" (she saw), there is 

agreement between "5afat" (she sau), and "lbaniia" (the girl), but not 

between "gefat" and "lualad" (the boy). On the basis of this we take 

"lbnaiia" (the girl), as subject and "lualad"(the boy), as object. An 

interesting point to note here is that "lbnaiia" (the girl) remains sub- 

ject and "lualad" (the boy), object no matter whether one says: 

säfat lbnaiia lualad 

bäfat lualad lbnaiia 

lbnaiia Wat lualad 

The above three instances are not functionally different but they 

represent one and the same syntagm conveying the message "the girl 

saw the boy". Elements such as "at" (third person, feminine, singular), 

"tu" (first person, singular), etc. may be called subject - indicators. 

A comprehensive list of elements of this kind together with the subject- 
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pronouns to which they correspond is as follows: 

1. katabtu -? äni (I wrote) 

2. katabit ? inta (you - m. sing. - wrote) 

3. katabti ? inti (you - f. sing. - wrote) 

4. katab$ huua (he - it - wrote) 

5. katabat hiia (she - it - wrote) 

6. katabna ? ihna (we wrote) 

7. katabtu(m) ? intu (you - pl. - wrote) 

8. katabu humma (they wrote) 

Note that in (4), the su bject-indicator has a zero realizaticn. That is 

to say the third person masculine singular in examples of the above kind 

is realized (by 0) when none of the other subject-indicators is present. 

b) The ordering of cons tituents within the verbal predicative syntagm. 

This method is viable on ly when the two peripheral items assumed to be 

"subject" and "object" are expressed in third person by two nominals hav- 

ing the same gender and number. This in effect means that there is a 

subject-predicate agreement, as well as an object-predicate agreement 

within the syntagm in question. For instance, in the syntagm: 

lbissa Uäfat lbnaiia (the cat saw the girl) 

there are three I. C. s. of which "94fat" (it -saw) is the nucleus. There 

is agreement between "lbissa" (the cat) and " äfat" (she saw) on the one 

hand, and between "lbnaiia" (the girl), and "Wat" on the other. I shall 

put forward the hypothesis that "lbissa" (the cat) is "subject" by virtue 

of its occurrence before the predicate, and "lbnaiia" (the girl) is 

"object" by virtue of its occurrence after it. For the sake of argument, 

let us substitute "lbissa" for A, "Läfat" (she saw), for 8, and "tbnaiia" 

for C, and assume that the syntactic function of A is "x" and that of 

C is "z" when, and only when, they occur in the sequence ABC. We fur- 

ther assume that A and C exchange functions when they occur in the seq- 

uence CBA. This hypothesis may stand unless, for instance, in CBA we 
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discover that the syntactic function of A is still "x", or that of C is 

still "z"; or, if, on the other hand, in ABC we discover that the syn- 

tactic function of A is "z", or that of C is "x". On substituting ABC 

by the actual elements it becomes obvious that the relations exhibited 

by the peripheral items "lbissa" (the cat), and "lbnaiia" (the girl) in: 

ABC 

lbissa fat lbnaiia (the cat saw the girl) 

are functionally different from the relations exhibited by the two peri- 

pheral items in: 

CBA 

lbnaiia Säfat lbissa (the girl saw the cat) 

It is precisely because of this functional difference, which has been 

that 
produced by virtue of the linear sequence of elements in the syntagm; iWe 

have attributed two syntactically different functions to the constituents 

A and C. On this basis we may call A "subject" and C "object" when, and 

only when, they occur in the sequence ABC. 

However, two peripheral items may both agree with and succeed 

the predicate. In such a case it becomes difficult to determine the 

identities of the subject 
5 

and object in that construction. That is to 

say either: "the cat saw the girl" or "the girl saw the cat" may be con- 

veyed by utterances of the sequence: 

säfat lbissa lbnaiia 

c) The object, but not the subject, when expressed by a pronoun, is 

marked in the form of the predicate. Going back to our example "lbissa 

safat lbnaiia" (the cat saw the girl), we notice that the object "lbnaiia" 

(the girl), commutes with a pronoun such as "a" (her), as shown below: 

lbissa äfat lbnaiia 

lbissa gafat a 

(the cat saw the girl) 

(the cat sew her - it) 

Separate tests confirm the commutability of a pronoun such as "a" (her) 

with a whole syntagm, and consequently "a" can be legitimately given the 
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status of a plereme, rather than a moneme. In the second syntagm above 

it becomes immaterial with regard to the identities of the subject and 

the object whether one says: 

lbissa säfata 

or 

säfata lbissa 

That is, the element "lbissa" (the cat), remains the subject, and "a" 

(her - it), which is suffixed to the predicate, remains the object despite 

the permutation shown above. Thus each of the two constructions above 

conveys the message "the cat saw her". Following is a comprehensive 

list of examples from the data showing the objects expressed by pronouns: 

1. säfatni (she - it - saw me) 

2. säfatak (she - it - saw you - m. sing. ) 

3. säfati6 (she - it - saw you - f. sing. ) 

4. 9efata (she - it - saw her - it) 

5. säfatu (she - it - saw him - it) 

6. 9äfatna (she - it - saw us) 

7. säfatkum (she - it - saw you - pl. ) 

a. äfathum (she - it - saw them) 

4. The "Subject" and the "Object" and the Question of "Diverse" and 

"Parallel" Determination 

Elements partaking in a relation of "diverse" or "parallel" 

determination in a certain syntagm, are by definition peripheral ele- 

ments standing in relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nuc- 

leus of the syntagm in question. The two types of relation are dist- 

inguished from one another by the fact that in the first (i. e. diverse), 

the constituents stand in different relations of sub-ordination with 

respect to the nucleus (see Def. 14a), whereas in the second (i. e. 

parallel), one cannot ascertain that the constituents are sub-ordinated 
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to the nucleus in different ways (see Def. 14b). 

In Karnali Arabic, unlike in literary Arabic, the "cases" known 

by traditional as well as current6 grammarians as "nominative", "accusative" 

and "genitive" are never used. Consequently the "subject" in the language 

in question, is not marked by a so-called "nominative" case, nor is the 

object by a so-called "accusative". case. The subject and the object are 

characterised by certain properties which have been discussed in the 

previous section. We have noticed that in certain situations the subject 

always precedes the predicate while the object succeeds-it. For instance, 

in the syntagm: 

lualad 6äf lkalb (the boy saw the dog) 

there are three immediate constituents of which"15f"(he saw) is the nuc- 

leus. Each of "lualad" (the boy), and "ikalb" (the dog), is a peripheral 

constituent standing in a relation of sub-ordination with respect to the 

nucleus "§äf". On permuting the peripheral elements in the syntagm in 

question, the syntagm: 

lkalb 95f lualad (the dog saw the boy) 

is produced. The above syntagms convey two different messages. This 

indicates that the relations exhibited by the constituents "lualad" (the 

boy), and "lkalb" (the dog), with respect to the nucleus "ßäf" (saw) in 

the syntagm: 

lualad gäf lkalb (the boy sau the dog) 

are different from the relations exhibited by those items with respect 

to the nucleus in the syntagm: 

lkalb läf lualad (the dog saw the boy) 

The above permutation test shows that the peripheral constituents "lualad" 

(the boy), and "lkalb" (the dog), stand in different relations of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus "ref" (he saw). On the basis of 

these different relations they are said to stand in a relation of "diverse" 

rather than "parallel", determination with respect to the nucleus. 
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Accordingly, the syntactic structure of the syntagm: 

lualad säf lkalb (the boy sau the dog) 

may be represented as follows: 

"subject" [lualad) 

ßäf "predicate"7 

"object" [1kalb] 

and the syntactic structure of the syntagm: 

lkalb saf lualad (the dog saw the boy) 

as follows: 

"subject" rlkalb] 

5äf "predicate" 

"object" [IuaIad] 

The other verbal predicative syntagms in the data in which a 

subject and an object are involved shall be represented in the same 

manner. 

Diverse determination may also be encountered in syntagms in 

which an indirect object is involved. In a syntagm such as: 

lualad iata ltifil lgird (the boy gave the baby the monkey) 

there are four immediate constituents of which "Sata" (gave) is the nuc- 

leus. Each of the constituents "lualad" (the boy), "ltifil" (the baby), 

and "lgird" (the monkey), stands in a relation of sub-ordination with 

respect to the nucleus "Saba" (gave). The following permutations 

lualad Sata lgird ltifil (tne boy gave the monkey the baby) 

ltifil Sata lualad lgird (the baby gave the boy th e monkey) 

ltifil Sata lgird lualad (the baby gave the monkey the boy) 

lgird Sata ltifil lualad (the monkey gave the baby the boy) 

lgird `ata lualad ltifil (the monkey gave the boy the baby) 

show that the peripheral elements stand in different relations of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus, i. e. they stand in a relation 
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of "diverse" rather than "parallel" determination with respect to the 

nucleus. Accordingly the structure of the syntagm: "lualad Sata ltifil 

lgird" (the boy gave the baby the monkey), can be represented as follows: 

"subject" '[lualad j 

"indirect object" 
1 tifilj 1,101 `ata "predicate"8 

"object" "lgird" 

The above other syntagms may be described in a similar fashion, 

and so will all the syntagms incorporating an indirect object as they 

behave in a similar manner. 

5. The Predicative Syntagm 

In its general sense, the term "predicative syntagm" will be 

used to refer to any syntagm (i. e. "a self-contained bundle of positions 

in grammar") in the data the nucleus of which is a "predicative". In 

this work a distinction will be drawn between two main types of pred- 

icative syntagms: 

a) "Verbal" predicative syntagm, indicating a "self-contained bundle of 

positions the nucleus of which is a verb". 

b) "Non-verbal" predicative syntagm, indicating "a self-contained 

bundle of positions the nucleus of which is a non-verbal predicative". 
9 

(This type of syntagm will be dealt with in the next section. ) 

a) The Verbal Predicative Syntagm 

The aim of this section is to establish and discuss the 

syntactic relations which may exist between the constituents of the 

verbal predicative syntagm in Kamali Arabic. For practical consider- 

ations, namely, simplicity and convenience, the analysis will be con- 

ducted starting with setting up a model to account for the relations 

within the syntagm in question, and then proceeding to larger syntagms 
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, On the syntactic hierarchy within which our present syntagm may figure 

as an immediate constituent. For the purpose of the present discussion, 

the following examples from the data are presented: 

1. iiktib 

2. kän iiktib 

3. irid iiktib 

4. kän irid iiktib 

5. lualad kän irid iiktib 

6. lualad kän irid iiktib lriiala 

(he - it - writes) 

(he - it - was writing) 

(he - it - wanted to write) 

(he - it - was wanting 
0 

to write) 

(the boy was wanting to write) 

(the boy was wanting to write the 
letter) 

The last syntagm is analysable into minimal syntactic entities, i. e. 

pleremes as follows: 

lualad/kän/irid/iiktib/lrisala 

Separate tests would show that the immediate constituents of the syntagm 

in question are: 

lualad/kan irid iiktib/lrisäla 

and that the syntagm "kän irid iiktib'" (he was wanting to write), is the 

nucleus. To analyse the nuclear syntagm into immediate constituents the 

following three alternatives may be proposedt 

a) kan/irid/iiktib 

b) kan/irrd iiktib 

c) kin irid/iiktib 

On the basis of the first I. C. analysis the syntactic structure of the 

syntagm may be represented by one'of the following ways: 

(1) (2) 

1an rk än] 

iiktib iiktib 

irid Cri] 

The first structure is immediately rejected by the fact that the data 

do not confirm the proposition that either "kin" (he was) or "irid" 

(he wants to) is a bound peripheral. On the contrary the data confirm 
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that the two peripherals are both expansions. The second structure as 

it stands is materially inadequate (i. e. incongruent with respect to 

the message conveyed by the utterance in question) as it excludes any 

direct relation between "kän" (he was) and "irld" (he wants to), on the 

one hand (the structure shows that the two elements are indirectly rela- 

ted via the nucleus "iiktib" (he writes)), and maintains a direct tactic 

relation between "kän" (he was), and "iiktib" (he writes) on the other. 

None of these relations, according to the message conveyed by the utter- 

anoe in question, is plausible. The model in question, therefore, and 

the I. C. analysis on which it is based have to be rejected. 

The second I. C. analysis has also to be rejected since, 

according to the message conveyed by the utterance under analysis, a 

direct tactic relation cannot be maintained between "kin" (he was), 

and "irid iiktib" (he wants to write) as a whole. Separate tests would 

show that "kin" (he was) is related to "iiktib" (he writes) via "irid". 

Therefore, a structure such as: 

[kin] 
--9 ([i rid] -i iiktib) 

Which shows a direct relation between "kin" and "i}ktib" has to be 

rejected. 

Having rejected the first two I. C. analyses, we are left with 

alternative (c), the last I. C. analysis, as the only plausible solution. 

With reference to (c), (i. e. ken irid/iiktib), the syntactic structure 

of the syntagm under analysis may be represented by either of the follow- 

ing models: 

1) [[kýn] [irid] J 
-* i}ktib 

2) 
[kin] 

irid J iiktib 

The first structure shows that "kän" (he - it - was), and "irid" (he - 

it - wants to) contract equivalent direct relations with respect to 

"iiktib" (he - it - writes). It is also implied by the first structure 

that "kän" (he - it - was) is neither for function nor for occurrence 
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dependent on "irid" (he - it - wants to), which as argued earlier, is 

not the case. Neither of the above considerations can, according to 

the message conveyed, be maintained and, therefore, the first analysis 

has to be rejected. 

Thus the second structure, i. e. 

[[kan1-ýi irid] --> iiktib 

seems to be the only plausible analysis. The analysis in question shoals 

that "kin irfd" (he - it - was wanting to) constitutes a sub-ordinative 

syntagm standing, in its turn, in a relation of sub-ordination with res- 

pect to the nucleus "iiktib" (he - it - writes). Being an expansion, 

the peripheral syntagm in question, for its occurrence, depends on the 

nucleus "iiktib", but not vice versa. On a lower level, the syntagm 

"kän irid" (he - it - was wanting to) is a combination of two I. C. s of 

which "irid" (he - it - wants to), is the nucleus. The element "ken" 

(he - it - was) stands in a relation of sub-ordination with respect to 

"irid" (he - it - wants to). And, being an expansion, the element "ken" 

is for its occurrence, dependent on "irid" but not vice versa. 

Having subjected the above analysis to attempted refutations 

(by testing it on as many examples, from the data, as possible), and 

failed to discover any counter-evidence which might make it necessary 

for us to revise our analysis, we are in the position to adopt it as a 

valid (unrefuted) descriptive statement. Accordingly, we may say that 

the verbal predicative in Kamali Arabic is a self-contained bundle of 

two positions: a verb(abbreviated as "v") in the nuclear position gov- 

erning the tactic function of a peripheral expansion in the auxiliary 

(abbreviated as "aux") position. The model set up to account for the 

syntactic relations within this syntagm is as follows: 

Caux ] 
-- "v"" 

In the "aux" position single pleremes as well as syntagms may stand. 

The pleremes "kin" (he - it - was), and "irid" (he - it - wants to), 
,. 
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may occupy the "aux" position in syntagms such as: 

and 

kän iiktib he - it - was writing) 

irid iiktib (he - it - wants to write) 

The elements "känn and "irid", on the other hand may co-occur together 

in one and the same syntagm in which case they constitute a sub- 

ordinative syntagm occupying the "aux" position and standing in a 

relation of sub-ordination with respect to the verbal predicative as 

shown by our previous model. Accordingly, in the syntagms: 

kän iiktib (he - it - was writing) 

irid iiktib (he - it - wants to weite) 

kin irid iiktib (he - it - was wanting to write) 

we may say that "kän", "irid", and "kän irid" are members of one and the 

same position (i. e. "aux"). A syntagm occupying the "aux" position (e. g. 

"kin irid"), may also be said to constitute a self-contained bundle of 

two positions. The nuclear element may be called "aux", and the peri- 

pheral one "aux. determiner". 

In realization, the occurrence of the constituents within the 

verbal predicative syntagm is restricted to the order given by the 

examples in our previous list. 

In the preceding section the verbal predicative syntagm 

(abbreviated as "U. P. "), has been discussed. The U. P. syntagm which is 

equivalent to: [aux] 0 v, may figure as a nuclear immediate constituent 

in a larger syntagm. The latter syntagm, i. e. the V. P. syntagm together 

with the peripheral constituents it governs, shall be referred to as: 

"verbal predicative-based" syntagm, (abbreviated as V. P. B. ). For instance, 

in the syntagm "lualad ken iikul möz" (the boy was eating banana), there 

are three immediate constituents of which "kän iäkul" (he - it - was 

eating), is the nucleus. The nuclear syntagm in question may be called, 

as indicated earlier, V. P.; and the V. P. syntagm, together with the 
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peripheral constituents determining it - i. e. "lualad" (the boy), and 

"möz" (banana) - may be called V. P. B. The syntactic structure of the 

latter syntagm may be represented as follows: 

"subject" 11ualad] 

Qkän]-ý/ iýku1) V. P. 

"object" [m6z] 

Calling the above structure, as a whole, a verbal predicative-based 

(V. P. B. ) syntagm, as opposed to a "verbal predicative" (V. P. ), we may 

say that the: 

V. P. B. is equal to 

[subj. ] 

U. P. 

[obj. ] 

The above structure represents one type of the verbal predicative- 

based syntagms, namely the non-transitive, which will be discussed 

in the next section. 

6. Types of the Verbal Predicative-Based Syntagm 

On classifying the different types of the U. P. B. syntagm, it 

Would appear practically more convenient to employ examples whose I. C. s 

are single syntagmatic entities, i. e. pleremes rather than syntagms. 

That is to say, if either of the syntagms: 

lualad 

lualad lnatit- 

(the boy) 

(the clever boy) 

is a potential filler of the position "subject" in the U. P. B. syntagm, 

it follows that it is simpler, in the exemplification, to favour the 

first simple element over the second complex one, as a representative 

filler of that position. One should not, however, lose sight of the 

fact that a whole syntagm, as well as a single plereme may occupy a 

position in a syntagm. Syntagms that may occupy the positions "subject" 

or 
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and "object" in the V. P. B. syntagm will be dealt with in a succeeding 

chapter. 

The different types of the V. P. B. syntagm will, as we shall 

see, vary according to the nature of the verbal nucleus in each. By 

the nature of the nucleus, I mean its capacity to govern the tactic 

functions of the peripheral items that may be sub-ordinate to it whether 

those items are expansions or bound elements. This in effect means that 

the capacity of the nuclear element, in a particular syntagm may, at a 

certain stage, cease to govern the function of any further peripheral 

constituent, and in doing so it exerts a limitation, as it were, on the 

maximum co-occurrence of items as I. C. s, and consequently, a limitation 

on the number of positions in the model set up for the description of 

that syntagm. "Functional" as well as "occurrence" dependencies, which 

considerations are basic to the present approach, will be taken into 

account in the classificatory operations of the different types of the 

U. P. B. syntagm. Note, for instance, that though each of the syntagms: 

"he eats oranges" and "he likes oranges" in English, is a combination 

of three immediate constituents, yet in terms of structure they are, to 

a certain extent, different. The two syntagms may be described in the 

following manner: 

"subj. " "he" 

eats 

"obj. " 10ranges] 

"subj. " "he" 

"p red. " likes. 

"obj. " "orange? "Prod. " 

The difference between the two structures is accounted for by the fact 

that the element "oranges", the object constituent, is an expansion in 

the first structure, but a bound element in the second. Being an exp- 

ansion "oranges", for its occurrence, depends on the nucleus "eats" but 

not vice versa. But being a bound element "oranges", for its occurrence 

depends on "likes" and vice versa. As far as the functional dependency 
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is concerned, the element "oranges" in both of the above syntagms is, 

for its function, dependent on the nucleus but not vice versa. Note 

that the terms "expansion" and "bound" are taken to refer to the actual 

syntactic elements which may occupy the positions rather than to the 

positions themselves. This means in fact that from the point of view 

of syntactic functions (or its equivalent : positions) the two syntagms 

exhibit the same structure, but from another - albeit structurally per- 

haps less important - point of view, they differ. I shall regard them in 

this work as structurally different, but it should be understood that 

there is an important respect in which they are the same, i. e. as a 

bundle of positions. 

Before listing the different types of the V. P. B. syntagms, 

attention should be drawn to the fact that terms such as "transitive", 

"non-transitive", etc. will be employed as mere classificatory labels 

for the different types of the syntagm in question. For the sake of 

convenience they shall be referred to as: V. P. B1, V. P. 62 etc. When 

necessary. Retaining these traditional terms is, however, simpler 

in that they may be easier to remember. 
" Terms of the aforementioned 

kind Will, in this work, be taken to refer not only to the verbal12 

element that may stand in the nuclear position, but to the syntagm as 

a whole. 

The following provide interpretations for the terms used in 

labelling the different types of the verbal predicative-based syntagm: 

1) The prefix "in" indicates complete absence of an object. 

e. g. "intransitive" has no "object" at all. 

2) The prefix "non" indicates the presence of an optional "object", or 

optional "complementary object". 

e. g. "non-transitive" has an optional (expansion) object. 

"non-complementary" has an optional (expansion) complementary 

object. 
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3) The absence of the prefixes "in" and "non" indicates the presence 

of an obligatory (bound) "object" or bound "complementary object". 

e. g. "transitive" has a bound object. 

"complementary" has a bound complementary object. 

"Complementary transitive" has both bound object and bound 

complementary object. 

4) Because the distinction is made between "indirect object" and 

"object", rather than between "indirect object" and "direct object", 

the term "indirect" shall be used to refer to a ýyntagm having an 

obligatory (bound) "indirect object", and "non-direct" to refer to a 

syntagm having an optional (expansion) "indirect object". 

Remarks about the terms "object", "indirect object", 

"complementary object" and "subject" in Kamali Arabic are to follow 

at the end of this chapter. 

i) Intransitive 

The intransitive syntagm (v. P. 81) is a self-contained bundle 

of two positions: a verbal predicative (v. P. ), in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic function of a peripheral expansion in the subject 

position. The model set up to account for the whole field of the syn- 

tagmatic relation within the syntagm in question is as follows: 

[subj. ] > 'ov. P. t' 

The syntagm °iuhdur lbafiir" (the sea roars), provides an example uhere 

the positions in the above model may be filled: 

subj. "V. P. " 

iuhdu 11bahir] r 

The two elements involved represent the immediate constituents of the 

syntagm in question. The element "lbahir" (the sea), in the subject 

position, being an expansion, depends for its function as well as 

occurrence on the nuclear element. The nucleus does not require the 
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presence of any "bound" peripheral to actualize it. Hence it is a free 

nucleus. (Def. 13e). 

The most common realization of this syntagm is that the predicative 

precedes the subject as shown by the above example. However, it is not un- 

common for the predicate to succeed the subject, as shown by the following 

possible instanci_; of the syntagm in question: 

a) i(. hdur lbahir (the sea roars) 

b) lbahir iuhdur (the sea roars) 

On leaving out the subject one may have: 

iuhdur (it roars) 

ii) Non-Transitive 

The non-transitive syntagm (V. P. B2) is a self-contained bundle 

of three positions: a V. P. in the nuclear position governing the tactic 

functions of two peripheral expansions in the subject and the object 

positions. The model set up to account for the whole field of the syn- 

tagmatic relations within the syntagm in question is as follows: 

[subj. ] 

nv. P. u 

[obj. 

The syntagm "tiftir lbnaiia hallb" (the girl breakfasts on milk), provides 

an example with all the positions filled in the above model: 

"subj. " 11bnaiiaj 

tiftir "V. P. " 

"obj. " [balib] 

The syntagm has three I. C. s of which "tiftir" (she takes her breakfast) 

or, (she breakfasts), is the nucleus. Each of "lbnaiia" (the girl), in 

the subject position, and "halib" (milk), in the object position, is 

standing in a direct relation of sub-ordination to the nucleus "tiftir". 
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The nucleus does not require the presence of any peripheral element to 

actualize it. Hence it is a free nucleus (see Def. 13e). Each of the 

two peripheral elements, being an expansion , depends for its function, 

as well as occurrence on the predicative nucleus, but not vice versa. 

The most common realization of this syntagm is the sequence: 

predicative - subject - object as shown by (a), in the examples below; 

(b) and (c) are other possible, but not as common, instances of the 

syntagm: 

a) tiftir lbnaiia halib 

b) lbnaiia tiftir halib 

c) tiftir halib lbnaiia 

(the girl breakfasts on milk) 

(the girl breakfasts on milk) 

(the girl breakfasts on milk) 

Any other arrangement of these elements would be possible but less 

commonly admissible. As the two peripheral elements are expansions 

one may encounter: 

a) tiftir lbnaiia (the girl breaksfasts) 

b) tiftir fialib (she breakfasts on milk) 

c) tiftir (she breakfasts) 

iii) Non-complementary Intransitive 

The non-complementary intransitive syntagm (V. P. B3) is a self- 

contained bundle of three positions: a V. P. in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic functions of two peripheral expansions in the 

positions "subject" and "complementary object". The model set up to 

account for the whole field of the syntagmatic relations within-this 

syntagm is as follows: 

[subj. ] 

[comp. ob jJ 

The syntagm "gaýad sämi Salkurst" (Sami sat on the chair), provides an 
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.: Tale with all the positions filled in the model: 

"subj. " [sämi] 

ga5ad "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " [ 
alkursiJ 

The syntagm is a self-contained combination of three I. C. s of which 

"gaSad" (he sat) is the nucleus. Each of the peripheral elements "semi" 

and "Salkursi" (on the chair), is standing in a direct relation of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus. 

The most common realization of this syntagm is the sequence: 

predicate - subject - complementary object. However, the syntagm, depend- 

ing on what element the emphasis falls, may begin with the emphasised 

element as shown in the following constructions: 

a) ga5ad sami Salkursi (Sami sat on the chair) 

b) simi ga5ad Salkursi (Sami sat on the chair) 

c) Salkursi qa? ad sämi (Sami sat on the chair) 

The subject, being marked within the form of the predicative, is most 

frequently left out; 

gaSad Salkursi (he sat on the chair) 

? alkursi qaSad (he sat on the chair) 

iv) Non-direct '; on-transitive 

The non-direct non-transitive syntagm (V. P. B4), is a self- 

contained bundle of four positions: a U. P. in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic functions of three peripheral expansions in the 

positions "subject", "indirect object", and "object". The model set 

up to account for the whole field of the syntagmatic relations within 

this syntagm is as follows: 
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subj] 

Find. 
obj1 

[obj 
" 

The syntagm "iäritna darrasat ? ibna kimia" (our neighbour taught her son 

chemistry), 
13 

provides an example with all the positions filled in the 

model. 

"subj. " räritna] 

"ind. obj. " [? ibna] ý---ýj darrasat "V. P. " 

"obj. " [kimia] 

The syntagm has four I. C. s of which "darrasar" (she taught) is the 

nucleus. Each of the elements "iäritna" (our neighbour), in the sub- 

ject position, "? ibna" (her son), in the indirect object position and 

"kimia" (chemistry), in the object position is standing in a relation 

of sub-ordination to the nucleus. The present syntagm differs from 

the preceeding one (V. P. B3), in that it has three, rather than two, 

peripheral I. C. s. As these three I. C. s are all expansions, the nuclear 

element may occur on its own as a free nucleus. 

The most common realization of this syntagm is the sequence: 

subject - predicative - indirect object - object. The subject may also 

follow the predicative. Thus to convey the message "our neighbour 

taught her son chemistry", either of the following two instances may 

be used: 

a) zäritna darrasat ? ibna kimia 

b) darrasat zäritna ? }bna kimia 

The subject, being marked within the form of the predicative is most 
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frequently left out: 

darrasat ? ibna kimia (she - it - taught her son chemistry) 

u Transitive 

The transitive syntagm (V. P. 85), is a self-contained bundle of 

three positions: a V. P. in the nuclear position governing the tactic func- 

tions of a peripheral expansion in the "subject" position, and a bound 

peripheral in the "object" position. The model set yp to account for the 

whole field of the syntagmatic relations within this syntagm is as follows: 

[subj. 

nV. P. n 

"Obj. " 

The syntagm "tbi5 lmara liýab" (the woman sells toys) provides an 

example where all the positions in the model are filled: 

"sub j. ý" [lmara] 

Lb1 "V. P. " 

"obj. " "1i5ab" 

The above syntagm is a self-contained combination of three immediate 

constituents of which "tbiP" (she sells), is the nucleus. Each of 

"lmara" (the woman) in the subject position, and "li5ab" (toys) in 

the object position, stands in a direct relation of sub-ordination 

with respect to the nucleus "tbi', ". The nucleus of the syntagm in 

question, unlike the nuclei of the preceding syntagms, requires the 

presence of a bound peripheral element in the object position to act- 

ualize it; therefore, it is not a free nucleus. 

The most common realization of this syntagm is the sequence: 

predicative - subject - object. Other possible instances of the syntagm 

are the sequences: subject - predicative - object, and predicative - 
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object - subject as shown below: 

a) tbl" lmara 1ig ab 

b) lmara tbi5 1iýab 

c) tb1 1iSab lmara 

(the woman sells toys) 

( the woman sells toys) 

(the woman sells toys) 

Any other arrangement would be possible but less commonly admissible. 

In emphatic cases, the emphasised element usually precedes the other 

elements in the syntagm. 

The subject, being marked within the form of the predicative, 

is most frequently left out: 

tbi licab (she sells toys) 

vi) Complementary Intransitive 

The complementary intransitive syntagm (V. P. 86) is a self- 

contained bundle of three positions: a U. P. in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic functions of 0 peripheral expansion in the subject 

position, and a bound peripheral in the complementary object position. 

The model set up to account for the whole field of the syntagmatic 

relations within this syntagm is as follows: 

[subj. 

nV pa 

"comp. obj. " 

The syntagm "stanad sämi 5albäb" (Sarni leaned against the door), 

provides an example where all the-positions in the model are filled: 

"subj. " [sami] 

stanad "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " "Salbäb" 

The syntagm has three I. C. s of which "stanad" (he leaned) is the nucleus. 

Each of "simi" and "Oalbäb" (against the door), is standing in a direct 

relation of sub-ordination to the nuclear element. The nucleus of this 
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syntagm is not free since it 

element in the complementary 

In realization the 

of the following sequential 

predicative - 

stanad 

(lit: leaned 

has to be actual 

object position. 

constituents may 

orders: 

subject - 

sämi 

Sami 

ized by a bound peripheral 

succeed one another in one 

complementary object 

5albäb 

against the door) 

subject - predicative - complementary object 

sami stanad S. albib 

(lit: Sämi leaned against the door) 

complementary object - predicative - subject 

Salbab stanad sami 

(lit: against the door leaned Sami) 

The subject, being marked within the form of the predicative, is most 

frequently left out: 

stanad Salbäb (he leaned against the door) 

vii) Indirect . Von-transitive 

The indirect non-transitive syntagm (V. P. 87), is a self- 

contained bundle of four positions: a U. P. in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic functions of two peripheral expansions in the 

positions "subject" and "object", and a bound element in the position 

"indirect object". The model set up to account for the whole field 

of the syntagmatic relations within this syntagm is as follows: 

[SUb 
j 

.] 

'lind. obj. " h-' "V. P. " 

[obj. ] 
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The syntagm "salma Barrabat ? ibna halib" (Salma made her son drink milk) 

provides an example where all the positions in the above model are filled: 

"subj. " [saima] 

"ind. obj. " "? ibna" 

"ob j ." 
Chalib 

sarrabat "V. P. " 

The syntagm has four I. C. s of which "sarrabat" (she made (someone) drink), 

is the nucleus. Each of the elements "salma" in the "subject" position, 

"? ibna" (her son), in the "indirect object" position, and "halib" (milk) 

in the "object" position is standing in a direct relation of sub- 

ordination to the nuclear element. The syntagm in question differs 

from the "indirect transitive" (V. P. B10) by the fact that the object 

in this syntagm is an "expansion" but not "bound". 

The most common realization of this syntagm is the sequence: 

subject - predicative - indirect object - object. It is also quite common 

for the subject to follow the predicative. Thus for conveying the mess- 

age "Salma made her son drink milk", either of the following two inst- 

ances may be used: 

a) salma Barrabat ? ibna ha13b 

b) Barrabat salma ? ibna halib 

The subject, being marked within the form of the predicative, is most 

frequently left out: 

6arrabat ? ibna halib (she made her son drink milk) 

viii) Non-complementary transitive 

The non-complementary transitive syntagm (V. P. 88) is a self- 

contained bundle of four positions: a U. P. in the nuclear position gov- 

erning the tactic functions of two peripheral expansions in the positions 

"subject", "complementary object", and a bound element in the "object" 
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position. The model set up to account for the whole field of the 

syntagmatic relations within this syntagm is as follows: 

s bj. 
] 

npb, j. It nV. P. n 

Pomp. 
ob j. 

] 

The syntagm "salua ga55adat ? ibna 5alkursi" (Salwa made her son sit on 

the chair), (lit: Saiwa sat her son an the chair), provides an example 

with all the positions filled in the model: 

"subj. " [salua] 

"obj. " "? ibna" F-- gaYYadat "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " [4alkursi] 

This syntagm is a self-contained combination of four I. C. s of which 

"ga'Sadat" (she made (someone) sit), is the nucleus. Each of "salua" 

in the subject position, and "? ibna" (her son) in the object position, 

and "Salkursi" (on the chair) in the indirect-object position, is stand- 

ing in a relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus. The 

nucleus is actualized by a bound peripheral in the "object" position; 

hence it is not free. 

The common realizations-of this syntagm are the sequences: 

(subject - predicative - object - complementary object), and (predicative - 

subject - object - complementary object). Thus for conveying the message 

"Salwa made ser son sit on the chair" any of the following two instances 

may be used: 

a) salua ga5'4adat ? ibna Salkursi 

b) ga55adat salua ? ibna Salkursi 

The complementary object, when emphasised, may occur at the beginning 
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of the syntagm. Thus, either: 

4alkursi salua gati'adat ? ibna 

or 

Calkursi gas'iadat salua ? ibna 

may convey the message: "Sa1Wa made her son sit on the chair". 

The subject, being markerd within the form of the predicative, 

is most frequently left out: 

gahSadat ? ibna calkursi (she made her son sit on the chair) 

ix) Complementary Transitive 

The complementary transitive syntagm (V. P. 89) is a self- 

contained bundle of four positions: a V. P. in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic functions of a peripheral expansion in the subject 

position and two bound peripherals in the positions, "object" and 

"complementary object". The model set up to account for the whole 

field of the syntagmatic relations within this syntagm is as follows: 

[subj. 
] 

"obj. " "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " 

The syntagm "lualad hat14 lktib Salkursi" (the boy laid the book on the 

chair), provides an example with all the positions filled in the above 

model: 

"subj. " 11ualad , 

"obj. " 'Ilk täbIf ý--ý ýat "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " "<alkursi" 

The above syntagm is a self-contained combination of four immediate 
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constituents of which "fiat" (he laid) is the nucleus. Each of the 

peripheral elements "lktäb", in the "object" position, and "`-alkursi" 

(on the chair), in the "complementary object" position, is standing in 

a direct relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus "hat". 

The nucleus in this syntagm is actualized by two peripherals in the 

positions "object" and "complementary object"; it is, therefore, not 

free. 

The common realizations of this syntagm are the sequences: 

(subject - predicative - object - complementary' object), and: (predicative - 

subject - object - complementary object). Thus for conveying the mess- 

age "the boy laid the book on the chair", either of the following two 

instances may be used: 

a) lualad hat lktäb 5alkursi 

b) fiat lualad lktäb Salkursi 

It is possible, though hardly admissible, for the complementary object 

to precede the object. 

The subject, being marked within the form of the predicative, 

is most frequently left out: 

hat lktäb 5alkursi (he laid the book on the chair) 

x) Indirect Complementary Transitive 

The indirect complementary transitive syntagm (V. P. 810), is 

a self-contained bundle of five positions: a U. P. in the nuclear posi- 

tion governing the tactic functions of a peripheral "expansion" in the 

subject position, and three "bound" peripherals in the positions, 

"object", "indirect object" and "complementary object". The model set 

up to account for the whole field of the syntagmatic relations within 

this syntagm is as follows: 
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[subj. ] 

"ind. obj. " 

"U. P. 11 

'obj. " 

"comp. obj. " 

The syntagm "lmu`! allim Tiattat15 lualad lktab Salkursi" (the teacher made 

the boy lay the book on the chair) provides an example with all the posi- 

tions filled in the model: 

"subj. " [1mu'a11im] 

"ind. obj. " "lualad" 

"obj. " "1ktäb" 

"comp. obj. " "Salkursi" 

hattat "V. P. " 

The above syntagm is a self-contained combination of five immediate 

constituents of which "Fiattat"(he made someone lay something) is 

the nucleus. Each of "lmuSallim" (the teacher), in the "subject" 

position, "lualad" (the boy), in the "indirect object" position, "lktäb" 

(the book) in the "object" position, and "? alkursi" (on the chair) in. 

the"complementary object" position, is standing in a direct relation 

of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus "hattat". The nucleus of, 

this syntagm requires the presence of three bound peripherals in the 

positions "object", "indirect object" and "complementary object", and, 

therefore, is actualized (i. e. not free). 

The common realizations of this syntagm are the sequences: 

(a): (subject - predicative - indirect object - object - complementary 

object), and (b): (subject redicative - indirect object - object - 

complementary object). Thus for conveying the message "the teacher 
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made the boy lay the book on the chair's either of the following two 

instances of the syntagm may be used: 

a) 1mucallim hattat lualad lktäb Salkursi 

b) hattat lmu5allim lualad lktäb 5alkursi 

However, when the indirect object is expressed by a pronominal rather 

than by a nominal - as in the above instances - then instead of (b), 

the following sequence may be used: 

predicative - ind. obj. - subject - object - comp. obj. 

hattat u lmutiallim lktäb calkursi 

(lit: made put him the teacher the book on the chair) 

The subject, being marked within the form of the predicative, 

is most frequently left out. 

xi) Indirect Non-complementary Transitive 

The indirect non-complementary transitive syntagm (V. P. 811), 

is a self-contained bundle of five positions: a U. P. in the nuclear 

position governing the tactic functions of two peripheral expansions 

in the positions"subject" and "complementary object", and two bound 

peripherals in the positions "indirect object" and "object". The model 

set up to account for the whole field of the syntagmatic relations with- 

in this syntagm is as follows: 

[subj. ] 

t ind. obj. " 

"obj. n 

[comp. 
obj. 

"V. P ." 

The syntagm "lualad ramma ? axu lgalam bmakänu" (the boy made his brother 

leave the pen in its place) provides an example with all the positions 

filled in the model: 
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"ind. obj. " 

"obj. " 

"comp. obj. " 
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[lualad] 

"? axü" 

"lgalara" 

[bmakanu] 

ramma "U. P. " 

The above syntagm is a self-contained combination of five immediate 

constituents of which °ramma" (he made (someone) leave), is the 

nucleus. The four peripherals stand in direct relations of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus. For their occurrence, the 

peripheral elements "lualad" (the boy), in the subject position, and 

"bmakänu" (in its place), in the complementary object position, depend 

on the nucleus, but not vice versa. There is a bilateral occurrence 

dependency between each of "? axu" (his brother), in the indirect obj- 

ect position, and "lgalam" (the pen), in the object position on the 

one hand, and the nucleus on the other, and vice versa. 

The common realizations of this syntagm are the sequences: 

a) subject - predicative - ind. obj. - object - comp. obj. 

e. g. lualad ramma ? axü lgalam bmakänu 

b) predicative - subject - ind. obj. - object - comp. obj. 

e. g. ramma lualad ? axü igalam bmakänu 

Each of the above two instances conveys the message: "the boy made his 

brother leave the pen in its pla ce". 

However, when the indi rect object is expressed by a pronominal 

rather than by an ominal - as in the above instances - ei ther of the 

following sequence s may be used: 

a) subject - predicative - ind. obj. - object - comp. obj. 

lualad ramma a lgalam bmakänu 

(lit: the boy made leave him the pen in its place) 
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or 

b) predicative - ind. obj. - subject - object - comp. obj. 

ramma a lualad loalam bmakänu 

(lit: made leave him the boy the pen in its place 

The subject, being marked within the form of the predicative 

is most frequently left out. 

xii) Non-direct Transitive 

The non-direct transitive syntagm (V. P. 812), is a self-contained 

bundle of four positions: a V. P. in the nuclear position governing the 

tactic functions of a "bound" peripheral in the object position, and 

two peripheral "expansions" in the positions "subject" and "indirect 

object". The model set up to account for the whole field of the syntag- 

matic relations within this syntagm is as follows: 

[subj. 1 

[ind. obj. ] "v. P. "' 

"obj. " 

The syntagm '"? ibni sauua lktäb liSba" (my son made the book a toy), or 

more accurately (my son made a toy out of the book) provides an example 

for filling all the positions in the model: 

"subj. " I? ibni] - 

"ind. obj. " [iktäb] - 
sauua "V. P. " 

"obj. " "li? ba" 

The above syntagm is a self-contained combination of four immediate 

constituents of which "sauua" (he made) is the nucleus. Each of "? ibni" 

(my son), in the subject position, "lktäb" (the book), in the indirect 
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object position, and "1i`! ba" (a toy), in the object position, is standing 

in a direct relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus "sauua" 

(he made). The nucleus of the syntagm in question is not free (i. e. 

actualized) since it requires the presence of a bound peripheral in the 

object position. 

The common realizations of this syntagm are the following 

sequences: 

a) subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

e. g. ? ibni sauua lktäb li'ba 

(my son made the book a toy) 

b) predicative - subject - indirect object - object 

e. g. sauua ? ibni lkteb lib ba 

(made my son the book a toy) 

Note tha t the indirect object when expre ssed by a pronominal, unlike the 

nominal, always succeeds the predicative as shown below: 

a) subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

e. g. ? ibni sauua ni 
16 

liSba 

(my son made me a toy) 

(my son made a toy out of me) 

b) predicative - indirect obj ect - subject - object 

e. g. sauua ni ? ibni li5ba 

(made me my son a toy) 

The subject, being marked with in the form of the predicative, 

is most frequently left out. 

xiii) Optional Indirect Transitive 

The optional indirect transitive syntagm (V. P. B13) is a self- 

contained bundle of four positions: a V. P. in the nuclear position gov- 

erning the tactic functions of a peripheral expansion in the subject 
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position, and an either/or relation between a "bound", or an expansion 

peripheral in the positions "object" and "indirect object". The model 

set up to account for the whole field of the syntagmatic relations 

involved in this syntagm is as follows: 

[subj. ] 

ind. obj. 

obj. 

to U. P. to 

The syntagm "iäritna ? aziarat sadiqi beta" (our neighbour -f- let her 

house to my friend -m- ), (lit: our neighbour -f- let my friend -m- her 

house) provides an example for filling all the positions in the above 

model: 

"subj. " rziritna] 

"ind. obj. " sadigi 

"obj. " beta 

"? aziarat" "V. P. " 

The above syntagm is a self-contained combination of four immediate 

constituents of which "? azfarat" (to let) is the nucleus. The cons- 

tituent "iäritna" (our neighbour -f-) stands in the subject position. 

The lower brackets indicate that one of the constituents "sadigi" (my 

friend -m-), in the "indirect object" position or "beta" (her house), 

in the "object" position has to be bound while the other is an expansion. 

Accordingly, we may have, as realizations of the syntagm in question, the 

following instances: 

zaritna ? aiiarat beta 

(our neighbour -f- let her house) 

zaritna ? alzarat sadtgi 

(our neighbour -f- let "se bing" to my friend) 

(lit: our neighbour -f- let my firend -m-) 
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ziritna ? azzarat sadigi beta 

(our neighbour -f- let her house to my friend -m-) 

(lit: our neighbour -f- let my friend her house) 

On leaving out the subject "iäritna" (our neighbour -f-) we may have: 

? aliarat beta (she let her house) 

? aziarat sädigi (she let "somet-hing" to my friend -m-) 

(lit: she let my friend) 

? aiiarat sadigi beta (she let her house to my friend -m-) 

(she let my friend her house) 

The common realizations of this syntagm are the sequences: 

a) subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

e. g. zäritna ? aiiarat sadiqi beta 

(our neighbour-f let my friend-m her house) 

b) predicative - subject - indirect object - object 

? aiiarat iäritna sadigi beta 

(she let our neighbour-f my friend-m her house) 

When the indirect object is expressed by a pronominal, rather than by 

a nominal, then either of the following sequences may be used: 

a) subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

e. g. iäritna ? aizarat u beta 

(lit: our neighbour-f let him her house) 

b) predicative - ind. obj. - subject - object 

e. g. ? aliarat u iaritna beta 

(lit: let him our neighbour her house 

Note that the indirect object but not object in the syntagm in question 

can always be marked in the predicative by a pronoun. 
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xiv) Optional Complementary Transitive 

The optional complementary transitive syntagm (V. P. B14) is a 

self-contained bundle of four positions: a V. P. in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic functions of a peripheral expansion in the subject 

position, and an either/or relation between a bound, or an expansion, 

peripheral in the positions "object" and "complementary object". The 

model set up to account for the whole field of the syntagmatic relations 

involved in this syntagm is as follows: 

[subject] 

object 
complementary object 

The syntagm "sadfqi haca lgisa 1? ab6" (my friend - m. - told his father 

the story) (lit: my friend - m. - told the story to his father), provides 

an example with all the positions filled in the above model. 

Is subj. " [sadigi) 

nobj. ^ 
[iisa 

"comp. obj. " 
[1? 

ab4j 

haha "V. P. " 

The above syntagm is a self-contained combination of four immediate 

constituents of which "Tiara" (he told) is the nucleus. The constituent 

"sadigi" (my friend - m. ) stands in the subject position. The lower 

brackets in the model indicate that either "lgisa" (the story) in the 

object position, or "l? abu" (to his father) in the complementary object 

position has to be bound while the other is an expansion. Accordingly, 

we may have, as realizations of the syntagm in question, the following 

instances: 

sadfqi hada lqisa (my friend - m. - told the story) 

sadiqi haca 1? abü (my friend - m. - told his father) 

(lit: my friend - m. - told to his father) 
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sadiqi haha lqisa 1? abu (my friend told his father the story) 

(lit: my friend -m. - told the story to his father) 

On leaving out the subject we may have: 

haha lgisa (ne told the story) 

Fiaca 1? abü (he told his father) 

(lit: he told to his father) 

The common realizations of this syntagm are the sequences: 

a) subject - predicative - object - complementary object 

e. g; sadigi haha lqisa 1? abu 

(my friend -m told the story to his father) 

b) predicative - subject - object - complementary object 

e. g: haca sadiqi lgisa 1? ab6 

(told my friend -m the story to his father) 

It is also possible, but less common, for the complementary object to 

precede the object in any of the two realizations above. 

xv) Indirect Transitive 

The indirect transitive syntagm (V. P. Bl'i) is a self-contained 

bundle of four positions: a U. P. in the nuclear position governing the 

tactic functions of a peripheral expansion in the "subject" position 

and two bound peripherals in the positions "object" and "indirect object". 

The model set up to account for the whole field of the syntagmatic rela- 

tions within this syntagm is as follows: 

[Subject] j 

'lind. obj. " 
"V. P. 11 

"object" 

The syntagm "sami baiia5 ? axu saiiartu" (Simi made his brother sell his 

car) provides an example with all the positions filled in the above model: 
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"subj. It [sämi] 

"ind. obj. '* "? axü'* F-3 baiia5 11 V. P. " 

"obj. " "saiiartu" 

The syntagm has four I. C. s of which "baiiaý" (he made - someone - sell) 

is the nucleus. Each of the elements "sämi" (Sami) in the subject posi- 

tion, K? axül' (his brother) in the indirect object position, and "saiiertu� 

(his car) in the object position, stands in a direct relation of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus. 

The constituents in the above syntagm succeed one another in 

one of the following sequences: 

a) subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

e. g: sämi baiiac ? axu saiiartu 

(lit: Sami made sell his brother his car) 

b) predicative - subject - indirect object - object 

e. g: baiiac sami ? axu saiiertu 

(lit: made sell Sami his brother his car) 

The subject, being marked within the form of the predicative, may be 

left out. 
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ý. General Remarks about the Verbal Predicative-Based Syntagm in 

Kamali Arabic 

In the light of what has preceded in the previous section the 

following remarks may be made: 

a) The verbal predicative V. P., governs the tactic function of at least 

one peripheral element; e. g. in the "intransitive" syntagm which is 

represented as follows: 

[subject ---) predicative 

The predicative nucleus governs the tactic function of one peripheral 

element only. The predicative may also govern the tactic function, of 

one or more, object. 
17 

In the "transitive" (V. P. B5) for instance, the 

predicative nucleus governs, in addition to the subject, the tactic 

function of another peripheral element in the object position. And in 

a syntagm such as "complementary transitive" (V. P. B9), the predicative 

nucleus governs, in addition to the subject and the object, the tactic 

function of another peripheral element in the complementary object 

position. 

b) The subject always figures as a peripheral expansion standing in a 

relation of sub-ordination with respect to the predicative nucleus. It 

may also contract an indirect tactic relation with one, or more, objects. 

c) The object, in addition to its direct tactic relation with the pre- 

dicative nucleus and its indirect tactic relation with the subject, 

may, or may not, contract an indirect tactic relation with a complementary 

object, with an indirect object, or with both. For instance, in the 

complementary transitive (V. P. B9), the object contracts an indirect 

tactic relation with a peripheral element in the complementary object 

position and vice versa. In the "non-direct transitive" (v. P. 812) the 

object contracts an indirect tactic relation with an element in the 

indirect object position. 

d) The indirect object, in addition to its relations with the predicative 
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nucleus and the subject, may flat occur without an object with which it 

contracts an indirect tactic relation, but not vice versa. It may, or 

may not, contract an indirect tactic relation with a complementary 

object. In realization the indirect object precedes the object, and 

both the object and the complementary object when the latter two are 

present. 

e) The complementary object, in addition to its relations with the 

predicative nucleus and the subject, may, or may not, contract an in- 

direct tactic relation with an object, an indirect object, or with 

both (see c). The complementary object always figures as a complex 

syntagmatic entity, i. ee a syntagm the nucleus of which is a "functional". 

6. The Non-Verbal Predicative Syntagm 

In the preceding chapter the syntactic relations which may 

exist within the verbal predicative syntagm in Kamali Arabic have been 

discussed and models for different types of the syntagm in question 

have been set up. Here we shall ex amine the syntactic relations which 

may be encoun tered in syntagms of t he follow ing type: 

1. känat nasiýa (she - it - was active) 

2. lbint nagita (the girl is active) 

3. lbint känat na5ita (the girl was active) 

4. kän faqir (he - it - was poor) 

5. lualad faqir (the boy is poor) 

6. lualad kän faqir (the boy was poor) 

7. känu kaslänin (they were lazy) 

8. ltulläb kaslänin (the students (m) are lazy) 

9. ltulläb känu kaslänin (the students (m) were lazy) 

Taking the syntagm "lbint känat na6ita" for analysis, the 

following three I. C. analyses may be proposed: 
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lbint/ känat/ nasita 

lbint kanat/ nasita 

lbint/ känat nagita 

(the girl was active) 

(the girl was active) 

(the girl was active) 

On investigation the following observations are made: 

a) The element "lbint" (the girl), commutes with zero in which case 

the construction "känat nasita" (she was active) remains a self- 

contained syntagm corresponding to a well-formed utterance in the 

data. 

b) The element "känat" (she was), commutes with zero in which case 

the construction "lbint nasita" (the girl is active), remains a self- 

contained syntagm corresponding to a well-formed utterance in the 

data. 

c) The elements "lbint" (the girl), and "känat" (she was), in the 

syntagm "ibint känat nasita" (the girl was active), do not at one and 

the same time commute with zeroes. That is, one of the two elements 

in question should be bound (i. e. uncommutable with zero) while the 

other IS an expansion (i. e. commutable with zero). 

d) The element "nabita" (active), is the only element in the syntagm 

under analysis that does not commute with zero. 

In view of these observations we notice that the element 

""nasita" (active) is the only element that can be justifiably called 

"nucleus" no matter which of the three foregoing I. C. analyses one may 

have to opt for. 

With reference to the first I. C. analysis, i. e. 

lbint/ kanat/ nasita 

the syntactic structure of the syntagm in question may be represented 

by one of the following models: 

(1) 

[lbint] 

Lkanati -, > naiýa 

(2) 

[lb inti 

känatý nasita 
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According to our earlier observation (c), the two peripheral elements 

do not at one and the same time commute with zeroes. The first struc- 

ture, therefore, is materially inadequate and consequently has to be 

rejected. The second model, although it accounts for the fact that one 

of the peripheral elements has tobe bound while the other an, expansion, is 

also materially inadequate as it shows that "lbint" (the girl), and 

"känat" (she was) are equally peripheral with respect to the nucleus 

"nasita" (active), and that they are sub-ordinated to it in a parallel 

fashion. Further investigation, as we shall see, would show that 

"känat" (she was) is more directly related to the nucleus "näsita" 

(active), than "lbint" (the girl) is. Comparing the syntagms: 

lbint känat nasita (the girl was active) 

lbint känat tiktib (the girl was writing) 

we notice that the elements "nasita" (active) in the first, and "tiktib" 

(she writes) in the second, properly commute with one another. We have 

already seen that "kanatn (she - was) in the second syntagm occupies 

the auxiliary position to stand in a direct relation of sub-ordination 

with respect to "tiktib" (she writes). This is an example of a non- 

transitive syntagm which has been described in the following manner: 

"subj. " [ibint] 

([känat] --i tiktib) 

"obj $ 

These observations give more weight to the assumption that "naiita" 

(active), in the syntagm "ibint känat nasita" (the girl was active) 

is the nucleus, and that "känat" (she was) stands in a direct relation 

of sub-ordination to it in the same fashion as "kanat" (she was) stands 

with respect to "tiktib" (she writes)'as shown by the above model. 

Taking this into consideration we find it necessary to reject the 

following model: 
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lbint 

kanat 
nasita 

and consequently to reject the I. C. analysis (i. e. lbint/ kanat/ nasita) 

on which it was based. 

Having rejected the three-term I. C. analysis we are left to 

opt for one of the following analyses: 

a) lbint kanat/ nasita 

Roughly: (the girl was/ active) 

b) lbint/ kinat naiita 

Roughly: (the girl/ was active) 

Opting for one of the above analyses implicitly leads to rejecting the 

other and vice versa. With reference to the first analysis the syntac- 

tic structure of the syntagm may be represented in one of the following 

ways: 

( [lbint] -+ känat) --4 nasita 

or 

(lbint E-- Ckanatl) 
---0 nasita 

The above two structures have both to be rejected for the following 

reason: both solutions are inconsistent with the theory which does not 

allow an element that commutes with zero to stand as a nucleus of a 

syntagm. Each of "känat� (she was), and "lbint" (the girl) in the 

syntagm "lbint känat nasita" (the girl was active) commutes, as we 

have already seen, with zero, i. e. each may constitute an "expansion". 

These considerations make the above two structures and consequently 

the I. C. analysis (i. e. lbint kenat/ nagita) on which they were based 

unfeasible. 

Having rejected the first and the second I. C. analysis we 

are left with: 

lbint/ kinat nasita 

Roughly: (the girl/ was active) 
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as the only plausible analysis. This is justified by the following 

external as well as internal considerations. Externally, by analogy 

with the syntagm "lbint känat tiktib" (the girl was writing), we have 

good reasons to believe that "känat" (she was) in the syntagm "lbint 

kinat nasiýa" (the girl was active) is in direct tactic relation with 

the predicative nucleus "naýita" (active), while "lbint" (the girl) is 

not. Internally, establishing an unfeasible direct tactic relation 

between "kinat" (she was), and "ibint" (the girl) would give us the 

construction "lbint känat" which does not constitute a self-contained 

syntagm; while by virtue of the direct tactic relation existing between 

"känat" and the predicative nucleus "nasita", the construction "känat 

nasita" (she was active) constitutes a self-contained syntagm, corres- 

ponding to a well-formed utterance in the data. The latter reason 

(i. e. the internal), while giving support to the above hypothesis, pro- 

vides at the same time good reasons for rejecting any assumption by 

virtue of which a direct tactic relation between "lbint" (the girl), 

and "känat" (she was) may be established. This in effect leads to the 

rejection of the assumption that the construction "lbint känat" (the 

girl was), is a sub-ordinative, a co-ordinative, or an inter-ordinative 

syntagm. 

Having opted for the above I. C. analysis, and having subjected 

it to attempted refutations without succeeding to discover'any counter- 

evidence which may make it necessary for us to revise our position, we 

may say that the syntagm in question (which we shall call non-verbal 

predicative-based, abbreviated to NV. P. B. ) is a self-contained bundle 

of two positions: a non-verbal predicative in the nuclear position gov- 

erning the tactic function of a peripheral element in the subject posi- 

tion. The non-verbal predicative nucleus is, in its turn, a self- 

contained bundle of two positions: a predicative in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic function of a peripheral element in the auxiliary 
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(aux) position. The model set up to account for the overall syntactic 

relations involved in the syntaym in question is as follows: 

"rsubjectJ" -ý (' Fauxiliary)" --> predicative) 

Enclosing each of the "subject" and the "auxiliary" position by square 

brackets within inverted commas (i. e. "r"), indicates that either of 

the elements standing in these positions, but not both at the same time, 

may be an expansion, (i. e. may commute with zero). The syntagm "lbint 

känat nagita" (the girl was active) is projected onto the model in the 

following manner: 

"subj. " "NV. P. " 

"[ibint]" -0 ("[känatJ" -ý nasita) 

Sub-ordinative as well as co-ordinative constructions may occupy the 

subject position. Examples of sub-ordinative and co-ordinative syntagms 

are: 

a) lbanät lxamsa lzidad 

(the five new girls) 

b) 1u1äd lbandt ? umhum u? abühum 

(the boys the girls their mother and father) 

The first syntagm constitutes a nominal syntagm which will be dealt with 

in a succeeding chapter. The syntactic complexity involved in the second 

syntagm may be represented as follows: 

( Lluläd3 F--16-, 'º [lbanätj F--f- ? umhum u? abühum)) 

In the "auxiliary" position only a closed set of a relatively 

small number of items may stand. Examples of those items are: "kän" 

(he - it - was), "sär" (he - it - became), "sabbah" (he - it - became in 

the morning), and "massa" (he - it - became in the evening). 

In the predicative position co-ordinative as well as sub- 

ordinative constructions may stand. Examples: 

lbanät känu had? in muiiddin 

(lit: the girls were quiet (and) industrious) 
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luläd känu kaslänin iiddan 

(lit: the boys were lazy very) 

In the first example the elements "had? in't (quiet), and "muiiddin" 

(industrious), stand to one another in a relation of co-ordination. 

The two together as a self-contained syntagm occupy the predicative 

position. In the second example the construction "kaslanin iiddan" 

(very lazy), constitutes a sub-ordinative syntagm occupying the pred- 

icative position. It is a combination of two immediate constituents 

of which "kasläninn is the nucleus. The element "iiddan" (very) cons- 

titutes a peripheral expansion standing in a relation of sub-ordination 

with respect to the nucleus "kaslenin". 

In the absence of the auxiliary element one may have examples 

of the following type: 

lktäb iidid 

sibbäk 2saii6ra maksür 

sadfqu naifar 

Ibanät xamsrn 

lkutub lgadima nädra 

(the book is neu) 

(the car's window is broken) 

(his friend is a carpenter) 

(the girls are fifty) 

(the old books are rare) 

The first syntagm may be represented in the following manner: 

"Iktab" ---0 "zidfd" 

The element "lktab" (the book), in the subject position, stands in a 

direct relation of subordination with respect to the predicative niidfd" 

(is new). And, being bound, it contracts a bilateral relation of occurr- 

ence dependency with the nucleus. That is, the subject for its occurr- 

ence depends on the predicative nucleus and vice versa. 

A syntagm of the type Mlkteb iidid" (the book is neu), should 

not be confused with a nominal syntagm such as: "lktäb liidid" (the neu 

book). The two syntagms obviously convey two functionally different 

messages, and the constituents in them exhibit different syntactic 

functions. Describing the syntagm "lktäb iidid" as: 
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"'subject" Kpredicative" 

"1 k täb" ----- 0" zidi d" 

and the syntagm '"lktab liidid" (the neu book), in terms of the nominal 

model: 

"part. " 0 

"sub. " 0 

"pos. " 0 

"num. « 0 

"adj. " [llidid] 

Odem. m 

nsup. 0 

Iktab "def. nom. " 

shows the difference in the syntactic structures of the two syntagms. 

One also sees that the two syntagms are distributionally different, i. e. 

they belong to two different levels in the syntactic hierarchy. The 

syntagm "lktäb liidid'" (the new book), commutes with one of the cons- 

tituents of the syntagm "lktäb iidid" (the book is new), as shown 

below: 

lktäb zidid 

lktäb 1iidid iidid 

(the book is neu) 

(the new book is new) 

9. Realizations of the Non-Verbal Predicative Syntagm 

The most common realizations of the non-verbal predicative 

syntagm is the sequence: 

subject - predicative 

Examples: ltulläb muiiddin (the student (s) are serious) 

lkutub qadima (the books are old) 

lgläm süd (the pens are black) 

When both the subject and the auxiliary are present the constituents 

succeed one another in the following wanner: 
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subject - auxiliary - predicative 

Examples: lbint kanat R. absüta (the girl was happy) 

lbanat kinu mabsütin (the girls were happy) 

lualad kan halkän (the boy was exhausted) 

The auxiliary may also precede the subject, thus one may have: 

auxiliary - subject - predicative 

kandt lbint mabsGta (the girl was happy) 

lit: she was the girl happy 

känu lbanit mabsutin (the girls were happy) 

lit: they were the girls happy 

kan lualad halkän (the boy was exhausted) 

lit: he was the boy exhausted 

In the absence of the subject the auxiliary precedes the predicative. 

Generally speaking, however, any sequential order in which 

the elements "subject", "auxiliary", and "predicative" can be arranged 

would be admissible in the data; and this depends to a large extent 

on which element the emphasis falls. The emphasised element precedes 

the others. 

There is an agreement between the subject and the non-verbal 

predicative in gender and in number as shown below: 

? ana (? äni) mirtäfi (I am comfortable) 

? inta mirth (you -m- sing. are comfortable) 

huua mirtähi (he - it - is comfortable) 

? inti mirtaha (you - f- sing. are comfortable) 

hiia mirteha (she - it - is comfortable) 

? fina mirtähin (we are comfortable) 

? intu mirtäfifn (you - pl - are comfortable) 

humma mirtähin (they are comfortable) 
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The agreement between the subject and the auxiliary is similar to the 

agreement between the subject and the verbal predicative. The follow- 

ing examples show the agreement between the subject and the auxiliary: 

? ana (? äni) kinit (I was) 

? ana (? äni) sirit (I became) 

? inta kinit 

? inta sirit 

(you m- sing. were) 

(you m- sing. became) 

? inti kinti (you -f- sing. Were) 

? inti sirti (you -f- sing. became) 

huua kän (he - it - was) 

huua sar (he - it - became) 

hiia känat (she - it - was) 

hiia särat (she - it - became) 

? ihna kinna (we were) 

? ifina sirna (we became) 

? intu kintu (you - p1 - were) 

? in tu sirtu (you - pl - became) 

6' 

humma känu (they were) 

humma saru (they became) 



NOTES TO CHAPTER I: PREDICATIVES 

1. The term "predicative syntagm" covers "verbal" and "non-verbal" 
predicatives which will be discussed later. 

2. See "Syntax in Axiomatic Functionalist Linguistics", 1975, and 
"Some Difficult Cases in Syntax", 1978 by J. Mulder. 

3. Note that "%tarb/" and "/6arab/" are allomorphic variants of 
"sarab" (to drink). 

4. For more details about the morphology of the verb see Ashkuri's 
A Morphological Description of the Verb in Formal Arabic St. 
Andrew's, M. Litt. Thesis 1979. 

5. Although in a situation of this kind one is more likely to take 
the element immediately following the predicative as "subject" 
and the other as "object", one cannot take this as a rule. 

6. See An Introduction to Modern Literary Arabic, 1958, by D. Cowan 
Cambridge University Press. 

7. The above analysis anticipates the analysis of the "non-transitive" 
syntagm which is to be discussed on page 73. 

B. This anticipates the analysis of the "indirect-transitive" syntagm 
which is to be discussed on page 92. 

9. The above definitions, or rather "quasi definitions" (Mulder 1975) 
will be explained, and the terms in them will be defined as the 
discussion unfolds. 

10. A translation such as "he - it - had wanted top would also be 
acceptable, but the choice between the two translations remains 
arbitrary as there is no special context that determines our 
choice. I have opted for "he - it - was wanting to" as I see that 
its information value is nearer to the information value conveyed 
by "tkan irid" when taken in isolation. Note, however, that opting 
for one translation or the other should have no repercussion on our 
arguments concerning the structure of the syntagm under discussion. 
(See section 2). 

11. This is probably why Mulder used terms of this kind in his informal 
discussion of types of the predicatives in his Sets and Relations 
in Phonology, 1968. 

12. Terms such as "transitive", "intransitive" in traditional grammar 
are used to refer exclusively to "verbs" which may, or may not, 
take an object. 

13. A syntagm of the same form may also convey the message (our neighbour 
made her son study chemistry), in which case "? ibna" (her son), the 
indirect object, becomes : bo u 'c.. This, however, will be dealt 

with under the syntagm V. P. 67. 

14. The -verb "hat's could be interpreted in English asp "laid" as i the 

sy ag+n u er a alysis, or as, "left" irr-vhi ary 
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c j-ect becomes a expansion rather t#ti boum !. I-n the latter case 
the sypt-agm is a -uwA-ocmpleary transitive (v- 88) Wh-3eh h-es 
been dealt with earlier. 

15. The verb "fiaIla%" could be interpreted in English as, "to make 
someone lay something" as in the syntagm under analysis, or as, 
"to make someone leave' something", in which case the complementary 
object becomes an expansion. Syntagms of the latter type shall be 
dealt with in the next sub-section. 

16. Note that it is more accurate for the syntagm "? ibni sauuäni liSba" 
to be interpreted as (my son made a toy out of me), rather than (my 

son made me a toy) which is ambiguous in English. The latter trans- 
lation in English could mean either "my son made a toy out of me", or 
"my son made a toy for me". The syntagm "? ibni sauuäni liSba" can 
only be translated in terms of the first interpretation. Note also 
that pronouns such as °ni" have been established as pleremes (see 

page 60. ) 

17. In its general sense the term "object" covers "object" (direct object) 
"indirect object" and "Complementary object". 



CHAPTER II : FUNCTIONAL SYNTAG1S 

Certain positions in some of the predicative syntagms which 

have been discussed in the preceding chapter may be filled by construc- 

tions of the following type: 

mala lbint (with the girl) 

billel (at night) 

bilbet (in - at - the house) 

Sala kursi (on a chair) 

Salkursi (on the chair) 

föq lbäb (over the door) 

A syntagm such as "5alkursi" (on the chair), for instance, may occupy 

the complementary object position in a syntagm such as "hat lgalam 

4alkursill (he - it - put the pen on the chair), (see V. P. 89), in "tarak 

lktäb Salkursi" (he - it - left the book on the chair), (see V. P. 88), or 

in ltgasad Salkursi" (he sat on the chair), (see V. P. B3). It may also 

occur in a non-verbal predicative syntagm such as "lktbb 5alkursi" (the 

took is on the chair), or in a nominal syntagm (which is to be discussed 

in the next chapter) such as "galam Salkursi" (a pen on the chair). In 

the present chapter we shall investigate what kind of complexity is 

involved in constructions of the above listed type. Is, for instance, 

a construction such as "maSa lbint" (with the girl) a morphological 

complex? i. e. is it a combination of monemes related to one another by a 

morphological relation of simultaneity? Is it a syntactic complex? i. e. 

is it a combination of syntagmatic entities related to one another by 

syntactic relations? Or, is it neither a morphological nor a syntactic 

complex? i. e. is it a single grammatically unanalysable entity? In the 

latter case it might turn out to be a pseudo-composite. As an initial 
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hypothesis we shall assume that the construction °maca lbint" (with 

the girl), is a morphological complex. To corroborate this hypothesis 

as a valid analysis, the construction in question has to satisfy the 

following four criteria which are laidTby axiomatic functionalism for 

the identification of morphological complexes as opposed to syntactic 

ones. (For more details see Hervey and Mulder, 1973). 

1) A morphological complex must be a potential constituent. 

2) A morphological complex must contain, at least, two 

signa, otherwise it is not a complex on the sign level. 

3) A morphological complex shout have as its constituents 

only simple signa, i. e. all immediate constituents of a morphological 

complex must, at the same time, be its ultimate constituents. 

4) The members of a morphological complex (of simple signa) 

must all stand in a relation of simultaneity to one another in the 

complex in question. 

The first criterion is satisfied by the fact that the 

construction "ma"a ibint" (with the girl), combines with other elements 

as encountered in: 

rah maca lbint (he - it - went with the girl) 

sadiqu masa lbint (his friend is with the girl) 

or (his friend with the girl) 

The second criterion is satisfied by the following 

commutations: 

masa lbint (with the girl) 

u lbint (and the girl) 

ma? a lbint (with the girl) 

maýa ? axii (with his brother) 

(The above commutations also provide feasible grounds for the refutation 

of the hypothesis that the construction "ma`a lbint" (with the girl)is a 

Pseudo-composite. 
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On testing our construction against the third criterion we 

notice that one the first level it is a combination of two I. C. s as 

shown below: 

maca/ lbint (with the girl) 

Roughly: with/ the girl 

On a lower level, the constituent "lbint" (the girl) is a combination 

of two I. C. s as shown below: 

1/ bint 

Roughly: the/ girl 

The above I. C. analysis shows that the immediate constituents of the 

constructions "ma a lbintu are not themselves the ultimate ones. This 

in effect means that the third criterion has been violated, and this is 

sufficient for the refutation of the hypothesis that the construction 

"maca lbint" (with the girl), is a morphological complex. 

Now having rejected the hypothesis that the construction under 

analysis is a morphological complex, or a pseudo-composite, we are left 

with the only possibility of regarding it a syntactic complex. That 

this is the only plausible solution is supported by the fact that one 

of its immediate constituents commutes with a whole syntagm that can 

demonstrably stand in a position with respect to the other constituent 

as shown below: 

mac a/ lbint (roughly: with/ the girl) 

maca/ lbanät lhiluin (roughly: with/ the beautiful girls) 

Further investigation would show that Mmaia" (with), which 

has been established as a syntactic entity, is not any further analys- 

able into other grammatical elements. We may, therefore, say that "maca" 

(with), in a construction such as "maSa lbint" (with the girl), is a 

minimal syntactic entity, i. e. a plereme. Elements such as "bi" (in - 

at) "calal' (on), "föq" (over), which have been used in the examples of 

the foregoing list may be treated in the same manner as "maSa" (with). 
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since each of them properly commutes with the element "ma'a" as in: 

maSa lbet (With the house) 

bi lbet (in - at - the house) 

Sala abet (on the house) 

föq lbet (over the house 

And like "ma5a", none of them is further analysable on the grammatical 

level. 

Calling a construction of the above type a "functional 

syntagm" we may say that the functional syntagm in Kamali Arabic is 

a self-contained bundle of two positions: a functional element in the 

nuclear position governing the tactic function of a bound peripheral 

in the complement position. The model set up to account for the syn- 

tactic relations-involved in the syntagm in question is as follows: 

"functional" ( "complement" 

A syntagm such as "5alkursi" (on the chair), may be projected 

onto the above model in the following manner: 

"functional" "complement" 

I'S a" ( "lkursi" 

The element IISa" (on) has been legitimately recognised as "nucleus" 

since it satisfies the definition of "nucleus" in the theory employed. 

One sees that it is via the element "ia" (on), but not "lkursi" (the 

chair), can the syntagm "S alkursi" (on the chair), contract syntactic 

relations with other immediate constituents on a higher level. In, 

for instance, "hat lktäb Salkursi" (he - it - put the book on the chair), 

one sees the importance of 1K a" (on) in linking the syntagm "5alkursi" 

(on the chair) with the nucleus "hat" (he - it - put). An element 

such as "Sa" (on), on the other hand, plays an important role in deter- 

mining the distribution of a syntagm such as "5alkursi" (on the chair). 

It is by virtue of "Sall (on), for instance, that the syntagm "Salkursi" 

may occupy a complementary object position in a verbal predicative-based 
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syntagm (see V. P. B. 3,8,9), a nuclear position in a non-verbal 

predicative syntagm, e. g. "lktäh. -qialkursi" (the book is on the chair), 

or a supplement position in a nominal governed syntagm (as we , hill see 

in the next chapter). Note that the functional syntagm as a whole always 

stands in a relation of sub-ordination to other constituents on a higher 

level, but itself cannot exhihit i relation of super-ordination to other 

constituents. That is, the functional syntagm may determine other 

constituents, but itself cannot be determined by any constituent. 

Going back to our previous model we notice that there is a 

bilateral occurrence dependency between the complement and the nucleus. 

The functional nucleus, therefore, is not free. In realization it 

always precedes the complement. 

The "u" (and), Syntagm and the Adequacy of the Model 

In a construction such as "lualad ulbint" (the boy and the 

girl), both "lualad" (the boy) and "lbint" (the girl), seem to stand 

in a direct relation to "u" (and), and t4at the two elements &o be in- 

directly related via it. At first sight, therefore, it may seem that 

"u" is the nucleus of the syntagm "lualad ulbint" (the boy and the girl). 

Assuming that this is the case the following alternative models may be 

proposed to account for the structure of the syntagm in question: 

(2) (3) 

"1ualad" Llua1ad lualad 

--! uu --3 u 
"1bint' [lbint] lbint 

On investigation we notice that the element "u" does not satisfy the 

requirements for being nucleus since: 

a) it is part of an expansion as we shall see. 

b) it is not via "u" (and), that the syntagm "lualad ulbint" (the boy 

and the girl) contracts relations with higher level immediate constituents. 

In, for instance, the syntagm "sifna lualad ulbint" (we saw the boy and 
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the girl), where the syntagm "lualad ulbint" (the boy and the girl), 

stands in the object position as shown below: 

"subj. " 

sifna 

"ob j. It lualad 

lbint 

we notice that it is materially inadequate to recognise a direct relation 

between the nucleus nucleorum "sifna" (we saw), and the element "u" (and), 

the nucleus of the sub-ordinated syntagm. Furthermore, it is equally ina- 

dequate to recognise an indirect relation between each of "lualad" (the 

boy), and "lbint" (the girl), on the one hand, and "sifna" (we saw), on 

the other. 

Going back to the three alternative models, We notice in 

addition to the above observations, that model (1) is inconsistent with 

the data since "lualad" (the boy), and "lbint" (the girl), are not both 

"bound" elements. And model (2) is equally inconsistent since according 

to the data, the elements "lualad" (the boy), and "lbint" (the girl) are 

not both"expansions". Had this been the case i. e. had they both been 

expansions we would have expected the element "u", which is a "free" 

nucleus (according to 2), to stand on its own as an instance of the 

syntagm "lualad ulbint" (the boy and the girl). The third model is in 

fact a conflation of two models which can be represented as follows: 

[lualad] 

---' u 
"ibint" 

"lualad" 

[lbint] 

That is to say either the one or the other of the peripheral elements 

"lualad" (the boy), and "lbint" (the girl), has to be "bound" while 

the other is an "expansion". According to the above analyses, one 

expects, after leaving out the peripheral expansions, the constructions 
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"lbint u" (the girl and) in the first model, and "lualad u" (the boy 

and), in the second, to stand as instances of the syntagm "lualad 

ulbint" (the boy and the girl). This, however, is not the case since 

neither of these constructions constitutes a well-formed utterance. in 

the data. 

In view of the preceding observations, the three alternative 

models, and consequently the analysis of the syntagm "lualad ulbint" 

(the boy and the girl), into the three immediate constituents: "lualad" 

(the boy), "u" (and), and "lbint" (the girl), have to be refuted. 

Having rejected the hypothesis that the syntagm "lualad 

ulbint" (the boy and the girl), is a combination of three immediate 

constituents, let us examine the following alternative solutions: 

lualad/ ulbint (roughly: the boy/ and the girl) 

lualadu/ lbint (roughly: the boy and/ the girl) 

Taking the first analysis, the construction "ulbint" (and the girl), 

may be regarded as a peripheral expansion, and "lualad" (the boy), as 

the nucleus of the syntagm. And taking the second, we may regard the 

construction "lualadu" (the boy and), as a peripheral expansion, and 

"lbint" (the girl) as the nucleus of the syntagm. Both solutions seem 

to be consistent and adequate. That is, each of "lualad" (the boy), 

in the first, and "lbint" (the girl) in the second, satisfies the 

requirements for being "nucleus". Similarly, each of "ulbint" (and 

the girl), in the first, and "lualadu" (the boy and) in the second 

commutes with zero and, therefore, deserves the term "expansion". We 

also see that both solutions are consistent and adequate insofar as 

the direct and indirect relations that may be established between the 

constituents in them are plausible. In view of these observations it 

seems that opting for one or the other of the two solutions would be 

entirely arbitrary. Looking from a different angle, however, we notice 

that, in realization, there is a preference to pause after "lualad" 
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(the boy), i. e. "lualad ..... ulbint" (the boy ..... and the girl), 

rather than after "lualadu" (the boy and), i. e. "lualadu ..... lbint" 

(the boy and ..... the girl). For this reason we regard the first 

analysis, i. et 

lualad/ ulbint (roughly: the boy/ and the girl 

as materially more adequate1 than the second, i. et 

lualadu/ lbint (roughly: the boy and/ the girl) 

Opting for the first solution, the syntactic structure of 

the syntagm under analysis may be represented as: 

lualad 4- [ulbint] 

The syntagm is a combination of two immediate constituents of which 

"lualad" (the boy) is the nucleus. Being an expansion, the peripheral 

constituent "ulbint" (and the girl) is, for its function and occurrence, 

dependent on the nucleus, but not vice versa. On a lower level the 

syntagm "ulbint" (and the girl), is a combination of two I. C. s of which 

"u" (and) is the nucleus, i. e; 

"u" . 4- "lbint" 

The above syntagm is a self-contained bundle of two positions: a func- 

tional element in the nuclear position governing the tactic function of 

a bound peripheral in the complement position. The complement "lbint" 

(the girl), stands in a relation of sub-ordination with respect to the 

nucleus "u" (and). There is a bilateral occurrence dependency between 

the complement and the functional, i. e. the complement for its occurr- 

ence depends on the functional and vice versa. From what has preceded 

we notice that the syntagm "ulbint" (and the girl), is characterised 

by all the syntactic properties of a "functional syntagm" and therefore 

it is legitimately called "functional". 

In view of the above observations, and of the fact that no 

counter-evidence against our analysis could have been substantiated, 

our hypothesis about the syntactic structure of the functional syntagm 
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in Kamali Arabic stands as a valid unrefuted statement for the 

description of the syntagm in question. 



NOTES TO CHAPTER II : FUNCTIONAL SYNTAGIIS 

1. Note that the "pause" has been brought in only as a measure for the 
adequacy of our I. C. analysis. Being a para-syntactic feature, ' 
"pause" does, and has, not affected our syntactic analysis. The above 
"pause" which is attested on the "speech" level is reflected on the 
writing level as well. In writing the element "u" (and) is always 
expressed as part (prefix) of the written form of the second immedi- 
ate constituent, i. e. in writing the syntagm in question is always 
expressed as: <lualad ulbint> . 
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CHAPTER III: NOMINAL SYNTAG1S 

1. Morphology and Syntax With Reference to the Definite Article in 

Kamali Arabic 

The essential characteristic feature of syntax is that the 

constructional relations in it are, by definition, relations between 

elements that can stand in tactic asymmetrical relations; whereas in 

morphology, constructional relations are, by definition, symmetrical. 

Thus the total absence of any potential for a tactic relation 

(asymmetrical, or not) is a defining feature of a morphological 

construction. By the aid of the above distinction one may avoid the 

risk of confusion between morphological and syntactic complexes on 

the one hand, and between complexes and pseudo complexes (pseudo- 

composites) on the other. 

In a syntactic analysis the investigator is mainly interested 

in syntagms that correspond to sentence bases in the data. A "sentence 

base", in Mulder's theory may be interpreted as the total complex, in a 

para-syntactic unit, of those features that correspond (on another level) 

to tactic entities (see Def. 20b). As a first step in a syntactic ana- 

lysis, the investigator starts with reducing the syntagm to its minimal 

syntagmatic entities, i. e. pleremes. A plereme in Mulder's theory can 

be interpreted as a self-contained- simultaneous bundle of one, or more, 

monemes; and as a minimal syntagmatic element in grammar. From these 

equivalent statements, one may infer that all self-contained morpho- 

logical complexes must be potential syntactic constituents. 
1 

The 

procedure of establishing the pleremes of a particular syntagm is mainly, 

if not entirely, dependent on the distinction between morphology and 

syntax, which distinction is basic to the present approach. Without 
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such a distinction, one would not know whether one is dealing with 

syntax proper, morphology proper, or a mixture of the two. 

In an article called "Pseudo-Composites and Pseudo-Words" 

(1973), Hervey and Mulder lay down certain criteria for the ideritifi- 

cation of morphological complexes as opposed to syntactic ones. The 

four major criteria in that article are: 

1) A morphological complex must (with some exceptions, see 

footnote 1) be a potential constituent. 

2) A morphological complex must contain, at least, two signa 

otherwise it is not a complex on the sign level. 

3) A morphological complex should have as its constituents 

only simple signa, i. e. all immediate constituents of a morphological 

complex must, at the same time, be its ultimate constituents. 

4) The members of a morphological complex (of simple signa) 

must all stand in a relation of simultaneity to one another in the 

complex in question. 

To show how the above criteria are applied, and consequently 

how the pleremes of a particular syntagm are arrived at, the syntagm 

"lbint lhilua" (the beautiful girl), from Kamali Arabic is taken for 

analysis. Let us assume that the syntagm in question is a combination 

of the two pleremes: 

lbint/ lhilua 

To adopt the above analysis as a valid hypothesis we should make sure 

that neither of the above two constituents consists of elements that 

can stand in tactic (syntactic) relation to one another. This involves 

investigating whether any of the above assumed pleremes consists of 

elements standing in a morphological relation of simultaneity, in a 

syntactic relation, or in what apparently seems to be a grammatical 

relation. (In the latter case a construction might turn out to be a 

pseudo-composite, or a pseudo-word. ) 
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With regard to the element "lbint" (the girl), in the above 

construction, I shall put forward the hypothesis that it is a self- 

contained bundle of monemes. That is to say, that the element "lbint" 

(the girl), is a morphological complex, and, therefore, the relations 

holding between its constituents are symmetrical morphological relations. 

On applying the above four criteria to our complex the following observa- 

tions are made: 

1) The complex "lbint" (the girl), can be shown to be a 

potential constituent in higher constructions as in: 

rähat lbint (the girl went) 

Of lbint (he saw the girl) 

lbint lhilua (the beautiful girl) 

2) The following commutations: 

1 bint (the girl) 

bint (a girl) 

1 ualad (the boy) 

show that the complex "lbint" (the girl), is a combination of two 

signs: "1" (the), and "bint" ( girl). In the above constructions 

the constituents are commuted in equivalent contexts and without 

affecting the grammatical relations within the complex 111bint" (the 

girl). The above commutations are, therefore, valid; and this sat- 

isfies the second criterion for the identification of a morphological 

complex. 

3) Being unable to identify more than one simple sign in 

each of "1" (the), or in "bint" (a girl), the two signs form the 

immediate, and at the same time the ultimate, constituents of "ibint" 

(the girl); and consequently the requirement of the third criterion 

is satisfied. 

4) The fourth and the last criteria demands that a 

morphological complex should not have any potential for tolerating 
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syntactic relations. This is the most interesting point which needs 

investigation more than the previous three ones. If it can be demon- 

strated that the complex "lbint" (the girl), is a syntactic complex, 

then the hypothesis that the constituents in it are in a morphological 

relation of simultaneity will have to be refuted. If on the other hand, 

no syntactic relation can be shown to hold between "1" (the), and "bint" 

(girl), then the hypothesis that the relation holding between the const- 

ituents of the complex under analysis is a morphological relation of 

simultaneity is to be corroborated. 

To test whether there is a syntactic relation within the 

boundaries of the complex in question, we first apply the simple 

technique of "permutation". This is very much similar to permutation 

in "phonotactics". By permuting /s/ and /k/ in /brisk/, for instance, 

the form /briks/ is produced. Both forms are attested in English and 

they constitute phonological forms for two functionally different 

signs in that language. By applying the same technique, i. e. per- 

mutation 

"ý 

on "1" and "bint" in "lbint" (the girl), the complex "bintl", 

which is not functionally different from "lbint" (the girl), is produ- 

ced. Thus the above permutation has failed to show that the elements 

"1" (the), and "bint" (girl), in the complex "lbint" (the girl), are 

in a syntactic relation. 

Having failed, via permutation, to demonstrate that the 

complex "lbint" (the girl), is a syntactic, rather than a morphological 

one, we apply the other equally important technique of "commutation". 

This procedure involves discovering a constituent which can validly 

commute with either of "1" or "bint", the constituents of the complex 

"lbint" (the girl). And if within the boundaries of the new commutant, 

a possibility of a potential of elements standing in a tactic asymmet- 

rical relation is discovered, one has actually demonstrated that the 

constituent "lbint" is a syntactic complex. On the other hand, if the 
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new commutant involves a grammatical complexity (i. e. morphological 

or syntactic), then this would implicitly lead to violating the third 

criterion (i. e. that the immediate constituents of a morphological 

complex should themselves be the ultimate constituents of that complex). 

For the validity of the commutation, emphasis should be laid on the fact 

that the commutable elements should mutually exclude one another in an 

equivalent context without affecting the Well-formedness of the complex. 

Going back to the complex "lbint" (the girl), let us examine 

the following commutations: 

a) I bint 

b) ktäb bint 

c) qalam bint 

d) fistänen uqamis bint 

(the girl) 

(a girl's book) 

(a girl's pen) 

(two dresses and a girl's shirt) 

With reference to the commutations (b) and (c), the following obser- 

vations are made: neither "ktäb" (a book), in (b), nor "galam" (a pen), 

in (c), is mutually exclusive with the constituent "1" (the), in the 

complex "lbint" (the girl). That is to say we can still have: 

ktäb lbint (the girl's book) 

and 

qalam lbint (the girl's pen) 

which show the invalidity of the commutations in each of (b) and (c). 

Furthermore, one can see that neither of the commutants "ktäb" in (b), 

or "qalam" in (c), consists of more than one simple (unanalysable) 

sign. This in effect means that the element "1" (the), did not commute 

with a syntactic complex, nor even with a morphological one; and, 

therefore, the immediate constituents of the complex "lbint" (the 

girl), remain themselves the ultimate ones of that complex. Accordingly, 

we have no justification for the refutation of the hypothesis that the 

constituents "l" and "bint" in the complex "lbint" (the girl), are in 

a morphological relation of simultaneity. As regards (d), the last 
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commutation, one may expect the commutant "fistänen ugamis" (two dresses 

and a shirt) to involve a syntactic complexity (i. e. to be a syntagm) 

since it can be demonstrated that the immediate constituents in it are 

not the ultimate ones. And on the basis of this commutation one may 

argue that the complex "ibint" (the girl), is syntactic rather than 

morphological. On testing that commutation more closely, it is noticed 

that the commutant "fistenen uqamis", is also not mutually exclusive 

with the element 111" in "lbint" (the girl). That is to say one can 

still have in addition to: 

fistänen ugamis bint (two dresses and a girl's shirt) 

the construction: 

fistänin ugamis lbint (two dresses and the girl's shirt) 

Moreover, and more important than all the other considerations, separate 

tests would show that, say, ""fistenen ugamisl" is not a constituent, let 

alone, an immediate constituent alongside with "bint" (a girl), in the 

construction: 

fistäne`n uqamis lbint (two dresses and the girl's shirt) 

Having been unable to find a grammatical complex that can 

validly commute with "1" (the) in the complex "lbint" (the girl), we 

try to find out whether "biet", the other simple sign in that complex, 

is commutable with a grammatical complex. On testing the commutation 

below: 

I bint (the girl) 

1 ualad ulktab2 (the boy and the book) 

one sees that the commutant "ualad ulktab" (a boy and the book) seems 

to involve a grammatical complexity, which is presumably syntactic 

since the immediate constituents in it are not themselves the 

ultimate ones. This commutation has also to be regarded as invalid 

for the main reason that the commutant "ualad ulktzb° (a boy and the 

book), does not form an immediate constituent alongside with "1" (the), 
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in the construction °lualad ulktäb'" (the boy and the book). That is 

to say that the construction "lualad ulktäb" (the boy and the book), 

cannot be analysed into the immediate constituents: 

1/ ualad ulktab (roughly: the/ boy and the book) 

The only adequate analysis would be: 

lualad/ ulktäb (roughly: the boy/ and the book) 

since it is clear that "1" (the) is directly and exclusively related to 

"ualad" (boy) rather than to the construction "ualad ulktäb" (a boy and 

the book) as a whole. 

Having failed via "permutation" or "commutation" to establish 

a tactic asymmetrical relation within the complex "lbint" (the girl), 

the demands of the fourth and the last criterion have been fulfilled. 

We, therefore, have feasible grounds for stating that the complex "lbint" 

(the girl) is a self-contained morphological complex, i. e. the element 

"1" and "bint" are monemes combined by a morphological relation of 

simultaneity. 

Going back to the constituents "lbint" (the girl), and 

"lhilua" (beautiful), the immediate constituents of the complex "lbint 

lhilua" (the beautiful girl), i. e. "lbint/lhilua", we notice that these 

immediate constituents are not themselves the ultimate ones, since 

it has already been demonstrated that the element "lbint" is a comp- 

lex of two monemes 111" and "bint". Other separate tests would also 

confirm the commutability of "lhilua" (beautiful), with a syntagm. 

These considerations are sufficient for the construction "lbint iTilua" 

(the beautiful girl), to be regarded as a syntactic, rather than morpho- 

Logical, complex. The constituent ""lbint" (the girl), as we shall see 

later constitutes a nominal nucleus to which the adjective "lhilua" 

(beautiful), is sub-ordinated: 

lbint E---- [lhilua] 

On investigating whether the peripheral element "lnilua" 
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(beautiful), involves a grammatical complexity, or not, we notice 

that the element "1" prefixed to it, is triggered off by the mere 

occurrence of the definite article 111" (the), within the complex 

"lbint" (the girl), or more accurately, by the occurrence of a 

definite4 nominal as a nucleus. The occurrence of a definite nom- 

final nucleus in Kamali Arabic, and in the majority, if not all the 

other Arabic dialects, always determines the occurrence of the element 

/1/ as part of the form of not only the "adjective", but also the 

"numeral" as well as the "supplement" which are sub-ordinated to that 

nucleus within the syntagm in question. 

lbanät lkbär 

lbanät lxamsa 

lbanät 1bilbet 

lbanat lxamsa lkbär 

lbanät lxamsa lkbar lbilbet 

Accordingly we may have: 

(the big girls) 

(the five girls) 

(the girls (who are) at home) 

(the five big girls) 

(the five big girls (who are) 
at home) 

On leaving out the element "1" (the), from the nominal "llianät" (the 

girls) in the above syntagms, i. e. on having an indefinite nominal 

nucleus, the "adjective", the "numeral" and the "supplement", sub- 

ordinated to it, automatically lose the /1/ prefixed to them. Thus 

instead of the above syntagms we get: 

bannt kbär (big girls) 

banät xamsa (five girls) 

banät bilbet (girls at home) 

bannt xamsa kbar (five big girls) 

banät xamsa kbär bilbet (five big girls at home) 

The above examples provide good evidence for supporting the view that 

the element "1" in the "adjective", the"numeral", and the "supplement", 

is a contextually determined, rather than a functional, entity. But 

before adopting this view as a valid hypothesis, let us go back to 
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the complex "ibint lhilua" (the beautiful girl), and examine the 

following commutation: 

lbint lhilua (the beautiful girl) 

lbint jhilua (the girl is beautiful) 

On the face of it, it seems as though the element "1" in 111hilua" 

(beautiful), has been opposed to its absence, and consequently its 

identity as a contextually determined entity becomes questionable. 

If the above commutation can be shown to be valid, then we are in a 

position to refute the hypothesis that the "1" of 111Tiilua" (beautiful), 

is a contextually determined entity. The argument against the validity 

of the above commutation runs as follows: the so-called opposition bet- 

ween "1" in "lfiilua" (beautiful), and its absence did not obtain in an 

equivalent context. This is confirmed by the fact that the syntagm: 

lbint lhilua (the beautiful girl) 

is structurally different from the syntagm: 

lbint hilua (the girl is beautiful) 

The difference between the two syntagms is accounted for by the fact 

that the former syntagm, as a whole, may occur as an immediate const- 

ituent within the latter, in which case one may have: 

lbint lhilua hilua (the beautiful girl is beautiful) 

as a well-formed syntagm in the data. Later in this work we shall see 

that the syntagm "lbint lhilua" is a combination of the immediate const- 

ituents "lbint" (the girl), and "lhilua" (beautiful), of which the first 

is the nucleus, i. e. 

lbint ( 
[lbilua] 

But the syntagm "lbint 'hilua" (the girl is beautiful), is, as disscussed 

already, (see page 95 ), is a predicative syntagm in which "hilua" 

(beautiful), is the nucleus, i. e. 

"ibint" > "hilua" 

On the basis of the above observations the syntagm "lbint lhilua hilua" 
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(the beautiful girl is beautiful), may be represented as follows: 

("lbint" E [lhilua] )i "hilua" 

The above observations show that the grammatical relations 

in "lbint 1hilua" (the beautiful girl), have been demonstrably affected 

When the so-called commutation between "1" in "l? ilua" (beautiful) and 

its absence Was performed. 

From the preceding discussion we may conclude that the element 

111" may, or may not, be prefixed to the peripheral elements "adjective", 

"numeral", and/or "supplement". This depends on whether the above 

peripheral elements, as immediate constituents within a certain nominal 

syntagm, stand in a relation of sub-ordination to a definite or an 

indefinite nominal nucleus respectively. Accordingly, the prefix "1" 

in, for instance, "ltilua" (beautiful), "lxamsa" (five), and "lbilbet" 

(at home), in syntagms such as: 

lbint lhilua (the beautiful girl) 

lbanät ixamsa (the five girls) 

lbanät lbilbet (the girls at home) 

is to be regarded as a contextually determined rather than a functional 

entity. 

2. The Nominal Governed Syntagm 

In this work a distinction Will be drawn between two types 

of nominal syntagm in Kamali Arabic; the definite nominal governed 

syntagm, and the indefinite nominal governed syntagm. 

i) The Definite Nominal Syntagm 

The purpose of this section is to discuss and describe the 

syntactic relations which may obtain between the immediate constituents 

of the definite nominal governed syntagm in Kamali Arabic. For this 

purpose the following examples are extracted from the data: 
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1. lkutub 

2. lkutab 19a1ä8a 

3. lkutub lgadima 

4. lkutub 18a158a lgadima 

5. kutub ltärix 

6. kutub lmalik 

7. kutub tärix lmalik 

8. kutub tärix lmalik 18a158a 
lgadima 

9. ba56 kutub tarix lmalik 18al58a 
igadima 

10. baS6 kutub tarix lmalik 18alä8a 
lgadima hab61 

11. ba' kutub tärix lmalik 18a156a 
lgadima habbl 1S alkursi 

(the books) 

(the three books) 

(the old books) 

(the three old books) 

(the history books) 

(the king's books) 

S 
(the king's history books) 

(the king's three old history 
books) 

(some of the king's three old 
history books) 

(some of these three old history 
books of the king) 

(some of these three old history 
books of the king - which are - 
on the chair) 

On setting up the descriptive model for an exhaustive account 

of the syntactic relations which may exist between the constituents of 

the definite nominal governed syntagm, or between the constituents of 

any syntagm that one may wish to describe, we take into account the 

maximum number of items that may co-occur as immediate constituents 

within that syntagm. Thus, the first example in the foregoing list, 

for instance, is unhelpful in setting up a descriptive model for an 

adequate description of the syntagm under discussion. One cannot even 

talk about a syntactic relation, let alone, a field of syntactic rela- 

tions, in a situation where one has only one syntagmatic entity such 

as "lkutub" (the books). Judging from the last example in the previous 

list, it will be obvious that none of the other examples in that list 

is a better representative of the definite nominal syntagm in its maxi- 

mal realization. We shall, therefore, conduct the analysis basing our- 

selves on the underlying assumption that example 11, the last example 

in the list, is the right representative. This, however, remains a 
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valid, and, therefore, corroborated hypothesis as long as it is adequate 

and consistent with respect to the data; but even then it remains subject 

to refutation. That is, if after further investigation, a counter exam- 

ple is discovered in the data, then that hypothesis has to be rejected. 

Let us assume that the immediate constituents of the last syntagm in the 

list are: 

bas-6/ kutub tärix/ lmalik/ 19aläOa/ lgadfma/ habol/ 15. a1kursi 

On investigation we notice that direct tactic relations may be established 

between: 

bai# and kutub - "baca lkutub""6 (some of the books) 

tärix and kutub - "kutub ltärix" (the history books) 

lmalik and kutub - "kutub lmalik" (the king's books) 

18a15Oa and kutub - "lkutub 18alä8a" (the three books) 

lgadfma and kutub - "lkutub lgadima" (the old books) 

haöol and kutub - "lkutub haööl" (these books) 

1Salkursi and kutub - "lkutub 1Salkursi" (the books - which are - on 
the chair) 

On the basis of these direct relations we see no feasible grounds for 

grouping "kutub" (books), and "terix" (history), together as one imme- 

diate constituent in the above I. C. analysis. The inclination to group 

these two elements together as one immediate constituent may be attri 

buted to the conviction that they are semantically related to one ano- 

ther more than any other two elements in the syntagm. Some considerations 

connected with the realizational aspect of the syntagm (see pagel3l) may 

play a part as well. But neither of these two considerations, nor the 

two together, would provide a justification for our syntactic analysis. 

Syntactically speaking there is no justification for the belief that the 

two elements: "tdrix" (history), and "kutub" (books), are related to one 

another more closely than the elements in "kutub lmalik" (the king's 

books), "lkutub lgadfma" (the old books), or'kkutub 18alaßa" (the three 
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books), or, in fact, any other item in the syntdgm in relation to 

"kutubl' (books). For this reason the above immediate constituent 

analysis has to be rejected. This implies rejecting a seven-position 

'1 
model which may have been set up on the basis of that I. C. analysis. 

Basing ourselves on the direct relations listed earlier, the 

syntagm under discussion may be analysed'into immediate constituents 

in the following manner: 

ba`! o/ kutub/ tärix/ lmalik/ 18ald0a/ lgadima/ haaöl/ 1Salkursi 

The syntagm is a self-contained bundle of eight immediate constituents. 

The element "kutub" (books) constitutes the nucles of this syntagm 

since it dominates, i. e. governs the tactic functions of all the other 

immediate constituents in the syntagm. It is only via "kutub" (books) 

that the other constituents stand in a significant relation to the rest 

of the syntagm, or to one another; they are indirectly related to one 

another via "kutub". Having adopted the above analysis an eight- 

position model is to be set up to account adequately for instances of 

the definite nominal governed syntagm in Kamali Arabic. Calling the 

nuclear position: "nominal"; (nom. ) for short, and the peripherals 

"partitive", (part. ), "substantive" (sub. ) - for lack of a better 

term - "possessive" (pos. ), "numeral" (num. ), "adjective" (adj. ), 

"demonstrative" (dem. ), and "supplement" (sup. ), the model set up is 

as follows: 

[partitive] 

[substantive] 

[possessive] 

[numeral] 

[adjective] 

[demonstratives 

[supplement] 

definite nominal 

Having a nuclear and seven peripheral positions in the model is 
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justified by the fact that eight, and only eight, immediate constituents 

may co-occur together within the syntagm under discussion. That is to 

say that eight immediate constituents are not mutually exclusive in the 

syntagm in question. 

In view of what has preceded, the definite nominal governed 

syntagm may be defined as: "a self-contained bundle of eight positions; 

a nominal element in the nuclear position governing the tactic functions 

of seven peripheral expansions in the positions part., sub., pos., num., 

adj., dem., and sup. ". The syntagm: 

baý3 kutub tärix lmalik 18aläoa igadima haciol ISalkursi 

(some of these three old king's history books - which are - 
on the chair) 

provides an example with all the positions in the above model filled. 

The syntagm is projected onto the model in the following manner: 

"part. " [ba" a] 

"sub. " [tarix] 

"pos. " [imalik] 

kutub "def. nom. " 
"num. " [16ala8a] 

"adj. " [I gadi. ma] 

"dem. " [haaölJ 

"sup. " [ls alkursiJ 

There is a unilateral occurrence dependency between each of the 

peripheral items and the nucleus "kutub" (books). That is, each 

peripheral, for its occurrence, depends on the nucleus but not vice 

versa. This implies that the nucleus of the syntagm is "free" (i. e. 

it does not require the presence of any peripheral item to actualize 

it). The peripheral items, being expansions, are enclosed between 

square brackets. They all commute with zero elements. As, for 

function, the peripheral items stand in direct relations of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus. And as it cannot be ascertained 

.ý 
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that the peripheral items determine the nucleus in different ways, they 

are said to stand in "parallel determination" with respect to the nucleus. 

ii) Realizations of the Definite Nominal Governed Syntagm 

The occurrence of a definite nominal determines the occurrence 

of I'1'' before the "numeral", the "adjective", and the "supplement" deter- 

mining that nominal. A nominal is viewed as definite under the following 

circumstances: 

1) When the definite article "1" is prefixed to it, as in: 

lkutub 18alä8a lkbär 15alkursi 

(the three big books on the chair) 

The element "1" is prefixed to the numeral "18aleOa" (three), the 

adjective "lkbär" (big), and the supplement "l'1alkursi" (on the chair), 

like the nominal nucleus "lkutub" (the books). 

2) When it is determined by a possessive piýBfleafl such as: 

a) a definite nominal, as in: 

bit ltäzir lxamsa lziclfd, i 1bilsäm 

(the merchant's five new houses - which are - in Damascus) 

The definite article "1" is shifted from the nominal nucleus "lkutub" 

(the books), to the possessive element "ltäiir" (the merchant). And 

since the nominal nucleus is definite, the element "1" has been pre- 

fixed to "lxamsa" (five), "lzidida" (new), and "lbils m" (in Damascus). 

b) a proper name, as in: 

kutub nädia lxamsa 18agila l'alt5ula 

(Nadia's five heavy books - which are - on the table) 

gläm sämi lsitta ltauila 15a1ktäb 

(Sami's six long pens - which are - on the book) 
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dafatir sara ltisca lmnatafa lbilxzäna 

(Sara's nine torn copy books - which are - in the cupboard) 

The nominal "kutub" (books), "glam" (pens), and "dafätir" (copy books) 

are definite in the above examples, and, therefore, the "numerals", the 

"adjectives", and the "supplements" determining them acquire the article 

"1t 

c) A possessive pronoun, as in: 

qums5nu8 lxamsa lmluana lbilbet 

(his five coloured shirts - which are - at home) 

kanzäta lsitta lbunniia 15altaxit 

(her six brown jumpers - which are - on the bed) 

fanilinhum liasra lmzaxrafa ltalraf 

(their ten decorated cups - which are - on the shelf) 

The nominals "qumsän" (shirts), "kanzät" (jumpers), "fan5lin" (cups), 

in the above examples are definite, and therefore, the "numerals", 

the "adjectives", and the "supplements" determining them acquire the 

article "1". Similar considerations apply when the possessive, deter- 

mining the nominal nucleus, is itself determined by a possessive 

pronoun, e. g. 

masätir sadiqu 16alä8a ltauila lialuarga 

(his friend's three long rulers - which are - on the ipuper) 

karasi ? uxta 1sabca lhumür lbilmadrasa 

(her sister's seven red chairs - Which are - at school) 

The definite article "1" shifts from the nominal to the 

11 
substative element determining it, e. g. 

lmacäliq (the spoons) 

macäliq 1? akil (the table spoons) 

(lit: spoons the eating) 
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rn liq 1 
.. 

kih (the Ae rv i nq ; goon; ) 

(Iit: sr)oons this ,r rvin: j) 

rn iliq 1cA 

(lit: Lpoons the teu) 

( thtý t_e: spoons) 

, Jhen the nomin, 31 nucleus i dýterýýined by both a sut, st; itive rid u 

possessive s>imult_ineously, the definite rt: cle shifts to the latter 

(i. e. the possessive), :, in: 

m, is i1 iq ? ak. il 1 id: 1c, d ( the boy's t..; b1e spoons) 

(lit: Spoons e., tin(j the t, oy) 

rnz-, ', r31iq sakib Ima1ik, i (the queen',; serving spoons) 

(lit: spoons serving the gquuuen) 

^35 ý1 iq ý, ii lm ar, (the woman's te, i spoon:, ) 

(lit: spoons te.: the Woman) 

Jhen the nominal is preceded, rather than succeeded, by a 

numeral, the definite article shifty from the nominal to the numeral. 

In the syn tagrn: 

lkutub lxamsa (the five books) 

(lit: the hooks the five) 

the numeral succeeds a definite nomin. i1, and like it takes "1" as a 

prefix; but in: 

lxams kutub (the five books) 

(lit: the five hooks) 

the article "1" is prefixed to the numerAl "xams " (five) but not to 

"kutub" (books). Note also that the element "a" Which is suffixed 

to the numeral "lxamsu", in the first example disappears in the latter. 
9 

The following sequences of elements represent different 

possible instances of the definite nominal syntagm extended to its 

maximal realization: 
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A) part + nom + sub + pos + num + adj + dem + sup 

ex: kul kutub tärix lmalik 1ýasra lgadfma haööl 1S<lkursi 

B) part + nom + sub +'pos + adj + num + dem + sup 

ex: kul kutub tärix lmalik lgadima 15asra haböl 1ýalkursi 

A1 ) part + nom + sub + pos + dem + num + adj + sup 

ex: kul kutub tärix lmalik haööl i asra lgadima 1Salkursi 

a1 ) part + nom + sub + pos + dem + adj + num + sup 

ex: kul kutub tärix lmalik ha661 lgadima 15 asra 15alkursi 

Any of the above four sequences conveys the message "all these ten 

old history books of the king on the chair" (A) represents the most 

common realization of the syntagm in question. (A) and (B) show 

that the elements "numeral" (num), and "adjectival" (adj), are inter- 

changeable while the sequential ordering of the other elements in the 

syntagm is kept constant. (A) and (A1) show that the "demonstrative" 

(dem), may succeed or precede the sequence "num + adj" while the 

ordering of the other elements in the syntagm is kept constant. (B) 

and (B1) shoo that the "demonstrative" may succeed or precede the 

sequence "adj + num" while the ordering of the other elements in the 

syntagm is kept constant. The following sequence: 

C) part + nom + sub + pos + sup 

is kept constant in all of the above four instances of the nominal 

governed syntagm. And, since, as already said, all the peripheral 

elements in sequence (C), (and in fact in the nominal governed syntagm 

as a whole), are expansions one may encounter: 

1. nom: 

ex: lkutub (the books) 

2. part + nom; 

ex: kul lkutub (all the books) 
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3. 'nom + sub: 

ex: kutub ltärix 

4. nom + pot: 

ex: kutub lmalik 

(the history books) 

(the king's books) 

S. nom + sup: 

ex: lkutub 15 alkursi (the books on the chair) 

This shows that the ordering of any element in (C) remains fixed no 

matter whether the other peripheral expansions are realized or not. 

The peripheral "demonstrative" (dem) may succeed or precede 

the nominal when all the other peripheral elements in the syntagm are 

absent, e. g. 

a) nom + dem: 

ex: lkutub haöol (these books) 

b) dem + nom: 

ex: haöol lkutub (these books) 

I should like, however, to point out that according to sequence (b), 

the syntagm may convey two functionally distinct types of message:. 

"these books" or "these are the books". That is to say there is a 

constructional homonomy involved and therefore two types of structure 

have to be set up to account for the difference between the two 

messages. According to the first the element "hab6l" (these) is a 

peripheral expansion standing in-the "demonstrative" position in the 

nominal governed syntagm, whereas in the second it is a bound peripheral 

standing in the "subject" position. of the non-verbal predicative syntagm. 
10 

iii) The Indefinite Nominal Syntagm 

In the preceding section an eight position model was set up 

to account for instances of the definite nominal syntagm. Here we 
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shall discuss and describe the syntactic relations which may exist 

Within the indefinite nominal syntaguii. The following are instances 

of an indefinite nominal syntagm from the data: 

1. gläm 

2. gläm hibir 

3. glam hibir talib 

4. gläm hibir tälib xamsa 

5. giam Fiibir t81ib xamsa zidida 

6. glam -hibir tälib xamsa iidida 

bk isa 

(pens) 

(fountain pens) 

(a student's fountain pens) 

(a student's five fountain pens) 

(a student's five new fountain pens) 

(a student's five new fountain pens 
in '13 glass) 

The last example is an instance of an indefinite nominal syntagm extended 

to its maximal realization. It is analysed into immediate constituents 

as follows: 

gläm/ fiibir/ tälib/ xamsa/ Z' idida/ bkäsa 

Roughly: pens/ fountain/ a student's/ five/ new/ in °H. glass 

Having six immediate constituents in the above syntagm is justified 

by the direct tactic relations that can be established between the 

constituents in the following constructions: 

glim fiibir 

gläm tälib 

gläm xamsa 

gläm zidida 

(fountain pens) 

(a student's pens) 

(five pens) 

(new pens) 

gläm t kkäsa (pens in . d, glass) 

In view of these observations a six position model will be adequate 

to account for all instances of the indefinite nominal syntagm. The 

model set up is as follows: 

Esubstantive] 

[ possessive] 
indefinite nominal 

[ numeral] 

[adjective] 

[supplement) 
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The syntagm "gläm hibir tälib xamsa lidida biakäsa"" (a student's five 

new fountain pens in tiWe glass), provides an example with all the 

positions filled in the model: 

"sub. " [hibir] 

"pos. " Etälib] 

glam indef. nom. 
"num. " [xamsaj 

"adj. " [lidfda] 

"sup. " 1bi'k5saj 

The peripheral elements stand in a relation of parallel determination 

with respect to the nucleus. Being all expansions, the peripheral 

elements for their occurrence depend on the nucleus but not vice versa; 

hence it is a free nucleus. 

The indefinite nominal syntagm, unlike the definite, does not 

incorporate a "part'itive" or a "demonstrative" within its structure. 

Note that in a construction such as: 

ha8ö1 gläm iidida (these are new pens) 

the demonstrative "haS51n (these) determines the syntagm I'qlim iidida" 

(new pens) as a whole, and does not stand in a relation of parallel 

determination together with the adjective "iidida" (new) to determine 

"gläm" (pen) on its own. The above construction is an example of a 

non-verbal predicative syntagm (see page 95 ), in which "ha8öl" (these) 

is functioning as a subject. 

iv) Realizations of the Indefinite Nominal Governed Syntagm 

When all the constituents of the indefinite nominal syntagm 

are realized they succeed one another in the following sequential 

orders: 
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1) nom - sub - pos - num - adj 

e. g. gläm fiibir ualad xamsa lidida 

(lit: pens ink boy five new 

(a boy's five new fountain pens in the glass) 

2) num - nom - sub - pos - adj 

xamis glim hibir ualad iidfda 

(lit: five pens ink boy new 

(a boy's five new fountain pens in the glass) 

- sup 

bilkäsa 

in the glass) 

- sup 

bilkäsa 

in the glass) 

The first sequential order is more common than the second. When only 

the constituents "nom", "sub", and "num" are realized, the syntagm 

may begin or end with the numeral11 while the sequence "nom - sub" 

is kept constant, e. g: 

xamis glam nibir (five fountain pens) 

(lit: five pens ink) 

gläm 'hibir xamsa 

(lit: pens ink five) 

When only the constituents "nom", 

the syntagm may begin or end with 

"nom - sub - pos" is kept constan 

xamis gläm hibir ualad 

(lit: five pens ink boy) 

(five fountain pens) 

"sub", "pos", and "num" are realized 

the numeral, while the sequence 

t, e. g: 

(a boy's five fountain pens) 

gläm 11ibir ualad xamsa (a boy's five fountain pens) 

(lit: pens ink boy five) 

The adjective succeeds but never precedes the nominal. The 

numeral and the adjective may be permuted after the nominal as shown 

below: 

käsät xamsa mlauana (five coloured glasses) 

(lit: glasses five coloured) 
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käst mlauana xamsa (five coloured glasses) 

(lit: glasses coloured five) 

The first realization is more common than the second. Howeve;, when 

only the above three elements are realized, a more common order than 

the above two would be: 

xamis käsät mlauana (five coloured glasses) 

(lit: five glasses coloured) 

The above sequence, i. e. "num - nom - adj" is also preferable when 

a "supplement" is added: 

xamis käsät mlauana bilmalla (five coloured glasses in the 
sink) 

(lit: five glasses coloured in the sink) 

Note that the peripheral elements "numeral", "adjective", and 

"supplement" do not acquire the article "1" since they are sub-ordinated 

to an indefinite nominal nucleus. 

3. Syntactic Complexes in the Peripheral Positions of the Nominal 

Governed Syntagm 

In the previous section an eight-position model was set up 

to provide an exhaustive account of all the syntactic relations 

which may obtain between the immediate constituents of the definite 

nominal governed syntagm. Some of those immediate constituents may 

themselves be syntactic complexes as we shall see. Others, such as 

"partitive", "demonstrative" do not seem to involve syntactic com- 

plexity. That is, they are expressed by minimal syntactic entities, 

i. e. pleremes. 

i) The Substantive Position 

For investigating the syntactic relations which may obtain 

within the complexes in the substantive position, the following examples 

from the data are introduced: 
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daftar lfiziä ulkimia (the physics and chemistry note book) 

Surat lktäb ulqalam (the picture of the book and the pen) 

täulat lgirä? a ulkitäba (the writing and reading desk) 

firsaiat l aSar ulmaläbis (the brush of the hair and the clothes) 

The syntagm "daftar ifizia ulkimia" (the physics and chemistry note book) 

is a combination of the following immediate constituents: 

daftar/ lfrzia ulkimia 

The constituent "lfizia ulkimia" (the physics and chemistry), stands in 

a relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus: 

daftar ( [lfizia ulkfmia] 

The peripheral constituent "lfizia ulkimia" (the physics and chemistry) 

is analysable into: 
12 

lfizia/ ulkfmia 

Roughly: (the physics/ and the chemistry) 

of which "lfizia" (the physics) is the nucleus. The constituent 

"ulkimia" (and the chemistry) is a peripheral expansion standing in 

a relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus "lfizia": 

lfizia < [ulkimia] 

Further down in the analysis, the syntagm "ulkimia" (and the chemistry) 

is analysable into: 

u/ ikimia 

Roughly: (and/ the chemistry) 

of which ''u" is the nucleus. The constituent "lkimia" (the chemistry) 

is a bound peripheral standing in a relation of sub-ordination with 

respect to the nucleus: 

u Eý "lkimia" 

The syntagm "lfizia ulkimia" (the physics and the chemistry), and the 

syntactic relations involved within it is projected onto the model in 

the following manner: 
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"part. 0 

"sub. " 
[ifizia 

f-- Lu E- lkimia]] 

"pos. " 0 

"num. " daftar "def. nom. " 

lladj, lt 

"dem. '" O 

of SUP. Is 0 

Constructions such as "lfizia lhadiOa" (the modern physics), 

"lfizia ldarriia" (the atomic physics), may also stand in the "sub- 

stantive" position. Thus one may have: 

ktäb lfizia 1FiadiBa (the modern physics book) 

ktäb lfizia lafiarriia (the atomic physics book) 

In the above examples, each of the constructions "lfizia lhadiBa" 

(the modern physics), and "ifizia 1$arriia'" (the atomic physics), 

forms a peripheral expansion standing in a sub-ordinative relation 

with respect to the nucleus "lktäb" (the book). In each of these 

sub-ordinative syntagms there is an adjective determining a nominal. 

In the first, the adjective "'l? adi©a" (modern), determines the nom- 

inal "lfizia'" (physics); in the second, the adjective '"lclarriia'" 

(atomic), determines "lfizia" (physics). 

Co-ordinative constructions are attested within, but not 

between, the I. C. s of substantive constructions. In a construction 

such as: 

ktab lfizia lclarriia lnauauiia 

(the atomic - and - nuclear physics book) 

the substantive construction "lffzia ldarriia lnauauiia" (the atomic 

nuclear physics), is a combination of two immediate constituents: 

lfizia/ ldarriia lnauauiia 

(lit: the physics/ the atomic the nuclear) 

The elements "l6arriia" (the atomic), and "lnauauiia" (the nuclear) 

. '-. 
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stand in a relation of co-ordination to one another. The two together 

form a co-ordinative construction standing in a relation of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus "lfizia" (physics): 

lfizia F- C[16ariia] 4-i'-+[lnauauiia]] 

The above syntagm as a whole occupies the substRive position to stand 

in a relation of sub-ordination to the nominal nucleus "ktib" (book). 

On investigation no inter-ordinative constructions have 

been attested in the substative position. 

ii) The Possessive Position 

In a construction such as "ktäb lualad" (the boy's book), 

the element "lualad" (the boy) constitutes a simple syntagmatic entity, 

i. e. a plereme, occupying the position "possessive", and standing in a 

relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nominal nucleus "ktäb" 

(book). Signa that are syntactically complex may also occupy the 

"possessive" position. The following examples are taken from the data 

to investigate the type of complexity which may figure in the possessive 

position. 

1) qalam bint lmudir 

2) qalam bintu 

3) qalam bintu lkbira 

4) galam bintu lkbir 

5) qalam banätu lxamsa 

(the manager's daughter's pen) 

(his daughter's pen) 

(his big daughter's pen) 

(his daughter's big pen) 

(his five daughters' pen) 

In the first example the construction "bint lmudir" (the manager's 

daughter) constitutes a sub-ordinative syntagm, occupying the possess- 

ive position and standing in a relation of sub-ordination with respect 

to the nominal "qalam" (pen), i. et 

qalam < [bint lmudfr] 

The peripheral construction "bint lmudir" (the manager's daughter) 

is a combination of two immediate constituents of which "bint" (daughter) 

is the nucleus. Accordingly, the relations involved in the syntagm 
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"galam bint lmudir" (the manager's daughter's pen) may be represented 

as follows: 

[bint 
E Elmu di rj] ---ý qal am 

Possessive elements may continue to recur in the possessive position 

as far as the comprehensibility of the construction is maintained. 

Thus constructions such as: 

qalam lbint (the daughter's pen) 

qalam 1? ibin (the son's pen) 

qalam lmudir (the manager's pen) 

may be conflated to constitute the following: 

qalam bint 1? ibin 

galam bint lmudir 

qalam bint ? ibin lmudir 

qalam ? ibin bint lmudir 

(the son's daue 

(the manager's 

(the manager's 

(the manager's 

(the manager's 

(the manager's 

ghter's pen) 

daughter's pen) 

son's daughter's pen) 

grand-daughter's pen) 

daughter's son's pen) 

grand-son's pen) 

The sequential order in constructions of the above kind is strict, and 

therefore, the functions of the immediate constituents of the syntagm 

are clearly identified. The last example is analysable into immediate 

constituents as follows; 

galam/ ? ibin bint imudir (the manager's daughter's son's pert) 

? ibin/ bint lmudir (the manager's daughter's son) 

bint/ lmudir (the manager's daughter) 

In realization the nucleus always precedes the peripheral element. 

That is, "qalam" (pen) "? ibin" (son), and "bint" (daughter) constitute 

the nuclei of the above three syntagms. Note that the element "1" is 

always prefixed to the last possessive element realized in the syntagm. 

The nominal nucleus may be determined by a possessive pronoun 

such as "u" (his), in "galamu" (his pen), which is suffixed to the form 

. '- 

of the nominal. The element "u" (his), constitutes a simple syntactic 
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entity, i. e. a plereme. Its identity as a "plereme", or rather as 

a syntactic entity, may be established by the following commutation: 

galamu (his pen) 

gaiam lbint lkbira (the big girl's pen) 

The structure of the syntagm "galamu" (his pen) may be described as 

follows: 

qalam 4 [u] 

The element "ull (his), occupies the possessive position to stand in 

a relation of sub-ordination to the nominal "galam" (pen). 

A possessive element such as "u" may also determine a pos- 

sessive element, as in "qalam bintu" (his daughter's pen), which is 

described as follows; 

qalam F 
[bint 

9 [u1 ] 

When there is more than one element occ'Jrring in the possessive pos- 

ition, the possessive pronoun can only betaggedýto the form of the 

last element in the construction. 

Functional syntagms (see page 111) such as "ulbint" (and 

the girl), may also determine the possessive element. Thus one may 

have "qalam lualad ulbint" (the pen of the boy and the girl), which 

is described in the following manner: 

qalam 4[lualad F- [u e-lbint] j 

iii) The Dual Complex 

Before discussing certain syntagmatic items, i. e. syntagms 

that may figure as immediate constituents in the numeral position of 

the nominal governed syntagm, I shall investigate a certain complexity 

that may be involved in the dual nominal nucleus. A nominal may have 

a singular, a dual, or a plural form: 

1. ktäb (a book) 

2. ktäben (two books) 
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2. ktäben (8nen) (two books) 

3. kutub (books) 

The element "ktäben" (two books), seems to involve a certain type of 

complexity whose precisb nature is not immediately clear to the inves- 

tigator. To determine the type of complexity involved we shall examine 

the following alternatives: 

a) The element "en" indicating dual is non-functional, being triggered 

off by the occurrence of the numeral "One-n" (two) which is standing in 

a sub-ordinative relation with respect to the nominal "ktäben" (two 

books). 

b) Both the numeral "Bnen" (two), and the element "en" incorporated 

Within the form of the nominal "ktäben" (two books), constitute a 

discontinuous form of one and the same sign, i. e. /8nen 
.... en/. 

c) The element "ktäben" is a self-contained bundle of two pleremes 

standing in a syntactic relation to one another. 

d) The element "ktäben" is a self-contained bundle of two monemes 

standing in a morphological relation of simultaneity to one another. 

The first alternative is excluded by the fact that "ktäben" 

(two books) is capable, on its own, i. e. Without being determined by 

a numeral such as "8nen" (two), to stand as an instance of a nominal 

syntagm conveying the message "two books". This is sufficient to 

show that the presence of "en" in "ktäben" is not, in any way, depen- 

dent on the presence of the numeral "8nen" (two), as a determinant 

of the nominal "ktäben" (two books), and consequently it is sufficient 

for the refutation of the first alternative. The same reasons con- 

tribute to the refutation of the second alternative. Added to that 

the important fact that each of "Onin" (two), and "en", is capable of 

figuring on its own as a simple sign, as we shall see later. Now, 

either (c), or (d), is to be adopted as the right grammatical solution. 

Opting for one of them implies rejecting the other. I shall adopt the 
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hypothesis that "ktäb" and "en" in '"ktäben" (two books), are in a 

morphological relation of simultaneity (alternative (d)). The refu- 

tation of (c), i. e. that the elements "kt3b" and "en" (two books), 

are syntactically combined will suffice to corroborate (d). To settle 

this issue we shall resort to certain criteria (see Hervey and Mulder, 

1973), for the identification of morphological complexes as opposed 

to syntactic ones. These criteria are formulated as follows: 

1) A morphological complex (with some exceptions which do 

not concern us here) should be a potential constituent. 

2) A morphological complex should consist of, at least, 

two simple signa. 

3) The immediate constituents in a morphological complex 

should themselves be the ultimate constituents of that complex. 

4) The immediate constituents in a morphological complex 

should stand in a morphological relation of simultaneity to one 

another. 

To adopt the hypothesis that the construction "ktäben" (two 

books) is a morphological complex, the complex in question has to 

satisfy the above four criteria. 

That the element "ktäben" (two books), is a potential con- 

stituent is demonstrated by the fact that it forms an immediate 

constituent in complexes like: 

ktäben kbiren (two big books) 

ktäbQn Salkursi (two books on the chair) 

starbt ktäbbn (I bought two books) 

These examples are sufficient to satisfy the first criterion. 

The second criterion is satisfied by the following commutations: 

ktäben (two books) 

ktäb O (a book) 
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ktäben (two books) 

bäben (two doors) 

The fact that neither "ktäb" (a book), nor "en" (two), is analysable 

into more than one simple signum shows that the immediate constituents 

of the complex being investigated are themselves the ultimate ones. 

Thus we are left with the fourth and last criterion which is the most 

significant of all. If it cannot be demonstrated that the two elements 

"ktäb" and "en" of the complex "ktäben" (two books), are momenta of an 

asymmetrical relation, then the hypothesis that the two elements are 

in a morphological relation of simultaneity must hold true and, there- 

fore, be corroborated. Here certain techniques are performed on the 

internal structure of the complex. A very simple and useful technique 

is "permutation". If, by reversing the ordering of the two elements 

"ktäb" and "en", another functionally distinct complex is produced, 

then the relation between these two elements is not a relation of 

simultaneity and, therefore, not a morphological, but a syntactic 

relation. By reversing the ordering of elements in: 

ktäben (two books) 

the form: enktäb 

is produced. The latter form does not convey a functionally different 

message than the one produced by the former; in fact it does not convey 

a message at all. Having failed to produce, by permutation, two com- 

plexes that are functionally distinct, we resort to the equally import-ant 

test of "commutation". If, in an equivalent context, any of 

"ktäb", or "en", the constituents of "ktäben", is commutable with 

a syntactic complex that can demonstrably stand in a syntactic relation 

in respect of the other constituent, then the relation existing between 

the two constituents in question is not symmetrical, and therefore not 

morphological but syntactic. A commutation such as: 

ktäben (two books) 
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ktäb ltälib liidid (the new student's book) 

is not valid since the commutant "itlib liidid" (the neu student), 

and "en" (two), are not mutually exclusive. That is to say that one 

can have: 

ktäben (two books) 

ktäb ltälib lzidid (the new student's book) 

as well as: 

kteben ltälib llidid (tide new student's two books) 

On the other hand, commuting the other constituent ""ktäb" (a book) 

With a construction such as "ualad ubint" (a boy and a girl): 

ktäben (tjo books) 

ualad ubinten ( cl boy and two girls) 

is also not valid mainly for the fact that the actual commutation 

has not obtained between "ktab" (a book), and the construction 

"ualad ubint" (a boy and a girl), but between the two simple signa 

"ktäb" (a book), and "bint" (a girl): 

ktäben (two books) 

binten (two girls) 

Were it the case that the commutation had obtained between "ktäb" 

(a book) and "ualad ubint" (a boy and a girl), one would expect the 

latter construction to stand as an equivalent immediate constituent 

alongside with "en" (two), in the same manner that "ktäb" and "en" 

stand as equivalent immediate constituents on one and the same level. 

A separate test shows that the immediate constituents of "ktäben" 

(two books), are "ktäb" (a book) and "en" (two): 

ktäb/ en 

and those of "ualad ubinten" (a boy and two girls), are "ualad" (a 

boy), and "ubinten" (and two girls): 

ualad/ ubinten 

And even if we, wrongly, assumed that the I. C. s of "ualad ubinten" 
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(a boy and tuo. girls) are "ualad ubint" (a boy and a girl), and "en" 

(two): 

ualad ubint/ in 

we would not be able to demonstrate that the constituent "ualad ubint" 

(a boy and a girl), is standing in a syntactic position in respect of 

the constituent "in" (two). 

Having failed, via "permutation" and "commutation", to identify 

an asymmetrical relation between the constituents Nkteb" and "en", the 

demands of the fourth and last criterion have been fulfilled, and, 

therefore we may rightly conclude that the complex "ktäben» (two books), 

is a self-contained simultaneous bundle of two monemes standing in a 

morphological relation to one another, and as such the two together 

constitute one minimal syntagmatic entity in grammar, i. e. a plereme. 

iv) The Numeral Position 

Complex syntagmatic items may figure as immediate constituents - 

in the numeral position of the nominal syntagm. A complex such as "8nen 

uMalä©in kteb" (thirty two books), (lit: two and thirty books), is a 

combination of I. C. s: 

linen u©aläßln/ ktäb 

Roughly: thirty two/ books 

of which "ktab" (book) is the nucleus. The construction "Bnen u8aläOin" 

(thirty two) constitutes a peripheral expansion standing in a relation 

of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus "kteb . The peripheral 

constituent in question is analysable into three simple signa as the 

following commutations show: 

linen uOaläOin 

xamsa u®alä8in 

xamsa uxamsin 

xamsa ? au xam3rn 

(lit: two and thirty) 

(lit: five and thirty) 

(lit: five and fifty) 

(lit: five or fifty) 
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The construction being investigated is a combination of two I. C. s: 

9nen/ uüale8in (two/ and thirty) 

On the next lower level "u8aliOln" (and thirty), (see the Functional 

Syntagm page I11) is analysable into two I. C. s: 

u/ 9a188in (and/ thirty) 

From the above analysis the immediate constituents of the construction 

"linen ußaläCin� (two and thirty), are not themselves its ultimate cons- 

tituents and, therefore, one may argue that the complexity involved in 

this construction is not morphological but a syntactic one. The syn- 

tactic relations involved in the construction in question are repre- 

sented as follows: 

Anen 4EU F Gal ä8fn] 

A construction such as: "? a1f umiia usittin" (one thousand 

", -, / n 

one hundred and sixty), (lit: a thousandýhündred and sixty), may, at 

first sight, seem to be a combination of the following immediate 

constituents: 

? alf/ umiia usittin 

(a thousand / and a hundred and sixty) 

of which "? alf" (a thousand), is the nucleus: 

? alf ( [umiia usittin] 

On the next lower level, the peripheral I. C. 13 a combination of two 

I. C. s: 

u/ miia usittin 

(and/ a hundred and sixty) 

of which "un (and), is the nucleus: 

uE mica u3ittfn 

Further down in the syntactic hierarchy the peripheral item "miia 

usittin" (a hundred and sixty), is analysable into two I. C. a of which 

C- 

"miia" (a hundred), is the nucleus: 
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miia t usittin 

(a hundred/ and sixty) 

And finally the peripheral item "usitttn" (and sixty) is analysable into 

two I. C. s of which "u" (and), is the nucleus: 

u4 sittin 

(and/ sixty) 

According to the above analysis, the hierarchy of the relations involved 

in the construction "? alf umiia usittin", (lit: a thousand and a hundred 

and sixty), is represented as follows: 

? alf ( 
IU 

E (mica FIu +--- sittän 
] )) 

On closer investigation we see that each of "umiia" (and a hundred), and 

"usittfn" may combine directly with "? alf" (a thousand). Thus we may 

have: 

? elf umiia (lit: a thousand and a hundred) 

and 

? alf usittin (lit: a thousand and sixty) 

This shows that "usittin" (and sixty), is not, as shown by the above 

model, for its occurrence, dependent on "miia" (a hundred), nor on 

"umiia" (and a hundred), nor vice versa. And since a sub-ordinativ 

relation implies (see page 39 )either a unilateral, or a bilateral, 

occurrence dependency between the constituents involved in that rela- 

tion, the sub-ordinative relation between "usittin" (and sixty), and 

its nucleus "miia" (a hundred), which is proposed by the previous 

model cannot stand. We, therefore, reject that model and the imme- 

diate constituent analyses on which it is based. In view of these 

observations the only plausible analysis is as follows: 

? alf ( [Lu f miiaj efº Cu i eittinj 

In this syntagm, the construction "umiia ueittln" forms a co-ordinative 

syntagm standing in a relation of sub-ordination with respect to the 

nucleus "? alf" (thousand). Being an expansion, the co-ordinative 
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syntagm is, for its occurrence, dependent on the nucleus but not vice 

versa. Within the above co-ordinative syntagm, the relation between 

"umiia" (and a hundred), and "usittin" (and sixty), like the relation 

between any constituents standing in a relation of co-ordination to 

one another, is not asymmetrical. This implies that by: 

? alf umiia usittfn 

or: 

? alf usittin umiia 

one, and only one, message, namely none thousand, one hundred and 

sixty" may be conveyed. 

The numeral element may itself be determined by an adverb 

such as "fiauäli" (nearly), as in a construction such as: "hauili 

xamsin bab" (nearly fifty doors). The syntactic relations involved 

in this syntagm are represented as follows: 

[Cauali] --4 xamsinj--) beb 

The element "fiaudli" (nearly), commutes with another adverb such as 

"tagrlban" (approximately). Syntactically speaking the two commutable 

adverbs are equivalent, i. e. they both exhibit the same syntactic 

function with respect to the numeral, i. e. each as a peripheral expan- 

sion stands in a direct relation of sub-ordination with respect to 

the numeral nucleus. The two elements differ merely with regard to 

realization. The first element, "fiauili" (nearly), always precedes 

the numeral which in turn precedes the nominal: 

fiauäli xamsin beb (nearly fifty doors) 

Whereas the latter, "tagriban" (approximately), may precede or follow 

the numeral together with the nominal: 

taqrlban xamsin bib (approximately fifty doors) 

xamsin bib taqrlban (approximately fifty doors) 

An element such as "fi audli" (nearly), and "tagriban" (approximately), 

sub-ordinated to a numeral, may be called a numeral determinant. 
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v) Realizations of the Numeral 

The "numeral" in Kamali Arabic is realized as follows: 

1) The numeral "uäfiid" (one) always succeeds the nominal 

except (see 4), when the peripheral items "sub. ", "pos. " or both are 

realized, i. e. present, e. gs 

kthb uihid (one book) 

lkteb luäfiid (the one book) 

täula uihda (one table) 

ltaula luifida (the one table) 

Note that the numeral is expressed in the masculine singular (uahid) 

When the nominal determined is a masculine singular, and in the fem- 

mine singular (uihda) when the nominal determined is a feminine 

singular. 

2) The numeral "Onin" (two) also succeeds the nominal which 

is expressed in the dual (see pagel44 ), in the same manner, and under 

the same conditions as in (1) above, e. gs 

ktäben 8niin (two books) 

lktäben 1Bnen (the two books) 

täuilten Anen (two tables) 

ltäuilten l8nen (the two tables) 

3) From "GalaOa" (three) and upwards, the numeral may 

freely precede or succeed the nominal under the same conditions 

(see 1). The forms of both the nominal and the numeral change accor- 

ding to their sequential order: 

a) From "8alä8a" (three) to "Sacra" (ten), each of the nominal and 

the numeral has two allomorphic (contextual) variants. In the con- 

structions: 

lkutub lealä8a (the three books) 

18ala8 kutub (the three books) 

the numeral "three" has two alloeorphe the phonological forms of 

.ý 
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Which are /18aliGa/ and /16ala9/, after and before the definite nominal 

respectively; and /Ikutub/ and /kutub/ are forms of the allomorphs of 

the definite nominal (the books), before and after the numeral respect- 

ively; (see Realizations of the Definite Nominal page 131 ). But when 

the nominal is expressed by an indefinite element, only the numeral 

has allomorphic (contextual) variants: 

kutub 9aleRa 

6ala6 kutub 

(three books) 

(three books) 

The nominal has the form /kutub/ in the two examples, whereas the 

numeral has /9alä6a/ and /8ala9/ after and before the nominal res- 

pectively. Note that the nominal is expressed in the "plural" before 

and after the numeral in both of the definite and indefinite nominal 

constructions. 

b) From "? idais" (eleven) and upwards, when the nominal succeeds the 

numeral, it is expressed in the singular, e. g: 

? idaSa kteb (eleven books lit: eleven book) -ý 

1? idacs kteb (the eleven books lit: the eleven 
book) 

But when it precedes the numeral it is expressed in the plural, e. g: 

kutub ? idasä (eleven books) 

lkutub 1? ida5g (the eleven books) 

Note that the phonological form of the numeral does not change whether 

it occurs before or after the nominal. Thus the form of the numeral 

"eleven" remains /? idaSs/ and /1? ida`ts/ in the indefinite and the 

definite nominal syntagms respectively. 

Generally speaking the numerals from "AeleBa" (three) and 

upto "tisCa utis'in" (ninety nine), the numerals tend to precede the 

indefinite nominal, and succeed the definite. Numerals such as "mica" 

(a hundred), "m1ten" (two hundred) etc., and "? alf" (a thousand), 

"? alfen" (two thousand) etc., also have a similar tendency; while 
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"miliön" (one million), "milionen" (two million) etc., have a stronger 

tendency to precede the nominal, whether it is definite or indefinite. 

4) When the "substantive" and/or the "possessive" are 

realized in a definite nominal syntagm, the numeral always succeeds 

any, or both, of them, e. gs 

kutub ltärix lxamsin (the fifty history books) 

(lit: books the history the fifty) 

kutub lmalik lxamsin (the king's fifty books) 

(lit: books the king the fifty) 

kutub tärix imalik lxamsin (the king's fifty history books) 

(lit: books history the king the fifty 

In an indefinite nominal syntagm, in which a "substantive" and/or 

"possessive" are realized, the numeral may occur in the following 

sequential order: 

1) numeral - nominal - substantive (five history books) 

xamis kutub tärix 

(lit: five books history) 

2) nominal - substantive - numeral 

kutub tärix xamsa (five history books) 

(lit: books history five) 

3) numeral - nominal - substantive - possessive 

xamis kutub tirix tilib 

(lit: five books history a student) 

(a student's five history books) 

4) nominal - substantive - possessive - numeral 

kutub tärix tilib xamsa 

(lit: books history a student five) 

(a student's five history books) 
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Note that the sequence �nominal - substantive - possessive" always 

remains constant, and that the numerals "uihid" (one) and "9nen" (two), 

always succeed the substantive, the possessive or both, regardless 

whether the nominal is definite or indefinite. 

vi) The Adjective Position 

In the adjectival position of the nominal governed syntagm 

one may encounter constructions that themselves constitute self- 

contained groups of syntagmatic entities, i. e. ayntagms. Within 

those syntagms syntactic relations of sub-ordination as well as of 

co-ordination may obtain. The latter type of relation is encountered 

in examples such as the following: 

1) lualad lkbir liätir 
. 
(the big clever boy) 

2) lburfa lkbira lmuriha (the big comfortable room) 

3) lmüa lhäda lrafica (the sharp thin knife) 

4) luarqa lsöda lxafifa (the black light paper) 

5) lbib lkbir 14 eli (the big high door) 

The first example is analysable into two immediate constituents: 

lualad/ lkbir liätir 

of which "lualad" (the boy), is the nucleus. On the next lower level 

the peripheral immediate constituent "lkbir läetir" (the big clever), 

is a combination of two I. C. s: 

lkblr/ 1 ütir 

On investigation we see that there is a relation of mutual functional 

independency between the two elements in question, i. e. neither for 

its function is dependent on the other. And, as neither, for its 

occurrence is dependent on the other, we also recognise a mutual 

occurrence independency between these two elements. That is to say, 

the elements "lkbir" (big), and "l1ätir" (clever), combine together 

to constitute a co-ordinative syntage. The syntaga, as a whole, 
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depends for its function as well as its occurrence on the nominal 

"lualad" (the boy), but not vice versa. 

The syntactic relations involved in the syntagm "lualad lkbir 

lsätir" (the big clever boy), may be represented as follows: 

lualad ( 
[[lkbirj 

( -f) [lsatir] 
J 

The symbol " (_/ )" indicates a relation of co-ordination between the 

two adjectives shown. The two together constitute one syntagm standing 

in a direct relation of sub-ordination to the nucleus "lualad" (the 

boy). This analysis applies to all the examples in the earlier list 

as they are all equivalent as to their syntactic structures. 

A relation of sub-ordination in the adjectival position of 

the nominal governed syntagm may be encountered in such examples as 

the following: 

1) lualad lgalil lnaöar 

2) lktäb lkblr fielumel 

3) ibint lhilua k8ir 

(the weak-sighted boy) 

(the extremely big book) 

(the very beautiful girl) 

The construction "lualad lgalll lnaöar" (the weak-sighted boy), is a 

combination of two immediate constituents: 

lualad/ lga1I1 lnaöar 

of which "lualad" (the boy), is the nucleus. The other immediate 

constituent "lgalil lna4arn (the weak-sighted), as a peripheral cons- 

truction stands in a direct relation of sub-ordination to the nucleus 

"lualad". 

lualad ( [lgalfl lnaöar] 

It is not immediately clear whether the two elements "lgalil" and 

"lnaaar" of the peripheral construction "Iqalil lnaöar" (weak-sighted) 

stand in a morphological or syntactic relation to one another. As 

shown by the following commutations, the construction in question 

is a combination of two simple Signa: 

lgalil lnaöar (weak-sighted) 
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lgaui lnaöar 

lgalil 1Sagi1 

(strong-sighted) 

(weak-minded) 

On reversing the ordering of the two elements of the construction 

"lgalil lnaöar" (weak-sighted), another neu functionally distinct 

construction is produced: 

lgalil lnaöar 

lnaöar 1ga131 

(weak-sighted) 

(the weak sight) 

The above permutation is sufficient for demonstrating that the two 

elements in question are syntactically rather than morphologically 

combined. Now, to determine what type of syntactic relation is 

holding between the two elements "lgalil" and "lnaöar", we shall 

examine the following alternative analyses: 

1) lualad 
Clgalil 

E-- [lnaclar]] (the weak-sighted boy) 

2) lualad t-- 
[[1gaiil]-.! 

ýlna4ar] (the weak-sighted boy) 

3) lualad 4- [igalil E--- lna4ar] (the weak-sighted boy) 

Other alternatives such as: 

lualad E-- 
[iqalll 

--4 [lnaoar]] 

lualad 4- [[ 
galll] 4-- lnactar] 

are obviously inconsistent with the theory which lays down quite clearly 

that no expansion may stand as a nucleus, and therefore have to be re- 

jected from the start. Returning to the previous three alternatives, 

the following observations are made: alternative (1) shows that "lnadar" 

(the sight) is a peripheral expansion, and consequently may be left out. 

On eliminating it one is left with "lualad lgalil" which does not consti- 

tute a well-formed utterance, nor therefore, a potential grammatical 

constituent, in the data. The only denotation that can be assigned to 

the construction "lualad lgalil" would be "the few boy" which is meaning- 

less. The assumption also implies establishing a direct relation between 

"lgalil" and the nominal "lualad" (the boy) which is not adequate with 

respect to the message conveyed. For these reasons the first structure 
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has to be rejected. 

Similarly, on leaving out the peripheral expansion "lgalll" 

(weak), in the second alternative solution, we are left with the non- 

sensical construction "lualad lnaäar" (lit: the boy the sight). Accord- 

ing to the message conveyed by the syntagm "lualad lgalll lnabar" (the 

weak-sighted boy), and to our understanding of direct relation, it 

would be materially inadequate to maintain a direct relation, let alone 

a direct tactic relation, between "lualad" (the boy) and "lnaaar" (the 

sight), in the syntagm in question. For this reason the second alter- 

native has to be rejected as well. 

Having rejected the first two alternatives, we are left with 

the third alternative as the only plausible solution. This is justi- 

fied by the fact that neither "lgalll" (weak), nor "lnaöar" (sight), 

on its own, but only the syntagm 'lgalil lnaöar" (weak-sighted) as a 

whole, may contract a direct tactic relation with the nucleus "lualad" 

(the boy), in the syntagm "lualad lgalll lnaýar» (the weak-sighted boy). 

On a lower level the syntagm �lgalil lna3ar" (weak-sighted), is analy- 

sable in the following manner: 

lgalil 1 1n4ar 

The element "lgalil" (weak), stands in a relation of sub-ordination with 

respect to "lnadar" (sighted). Being a bound peripheral, the element 

"lgalil" (weak), is for its occurrence dependent on the nucleus and 

vice versa. That is to say there is a bilateral occurrence dependency 

between it and the nucleus. The latter, therefore, is said to be an, 

"actualized" rather than a "free" nucleus. 

Another interesting type of construction that may occupy 

the adjectival position in the definite nominal syntagm is like the 

one encountered in a syntagm such as: wiktäb lkbir fiel umöl" (the 

extremely big book). The syntags in question is a combination of 

two immediate constituents: 
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lktäb/ lkbir fiel umel 

of which "lktäb" (the book) is the nucleus: 

lktäb E- Clkbir hä1 umel] 

The syntagm "lkbir fiel umel" (extremely big), constitutes a peripheral 

expansion standing in relation of sub-ordination with respect to "lktfib" 

(the book). On the next lower level the peripheral syntagm is analys- 

able into: 

lkblr/ fiel umÖl 

of which "lkbir" (big) is the nucleus. That "lkbir" (big) is the 

nucleus is justified by the fact that it is only via "lkbir" that 

the syntagm "lkbir hil umil" (extremely big), may contract a syntactic 

relation with "lktäb" (tue book). On the other hand, the element 

"fiel umel" (extremely), but not "lkbirn (big), is a peripheral expan- 

sion in the syntagm "lktäb lkbir hil um-l" (the extremely big book). 

Hence the syntagm "lkblr hei umil" (extremely big), is described as 

follows: 

lkbir F [hil 
umil] 

It is not immediately clear whether a further grammatical 

complexity is involved in the above peripheral expansion, i. e. "hel 

umel" (extremely). In order to maintain any grammatical complexity, 

i. e. morphological or syntactic, within a certain construction, that 

construction should contain, at least, two simple Signa; otherwise 

it does not constitute a grammatical complex at all. (see: Paeudo- 

Composites and Pseudo-Words, by Hervey and Mulder, 1973). On the 

face of it the peripheral expansion "fiel umdl" seems to be a combin- 

ation of three signa: "fiel" (strength), "u" (and), and "mil" (bending). 

But if this were the case, then one would expect the said combination 

to convey the message "strength and bending". As the only message 

conveyed by "fiel umil" in the construction "lkbir Iil umel", or in 

any other construction in the data for that matter, is "extremely" 

.ý 
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or "very°, the assumption that "hel umel" is a combination of three 

simple signa cannot stand. Consequently, the element "hel umel" 

(extremely), has to be treated as one simple - and therefore gram- 

matically unanalysable - signum. This kind of phenomenon is referred 

to by axiomatic functionalism as "pseudo-composite". The element 
13 

"fiel umel" (extremely) commutes with an element such as "liddan" (very), 

as shown: 

lkbir fiel umil 

lkbir iiddan 

(extremely big) 

(very big) 

The two syntagms are analysable in the same manner: 

lkbir ( [hel 
umel] 

lkbir I [iiddan] 

An element such as "hel umOl" (extremely), and "iiddan" (very), may 

be called an adjective determinant. 

Adjectives in the language under description may assume 

the functions of nominals, i. e. exhibit equivalent syntactic functions 

in syntactic complexes. Compare the following examples: 

a) iä lualad (the boy came) 

b) iä lkbir (the big - one m. - came) 

a) siftu lualad 

b) siftu lkblr 

a) lualad $aki 

b) lkbir $aki 

a) ken lualad bilbit 

b) kan lkbir bilbet 

a) ktäb lualad 

b) ktäb lkbir 

(I saw the boy) 

(I saw the big - one is. ) 

(the boy is intelligent) 

(the big - one m. - is intelligent) 

(the boy was at home) 

(the big - one m. - was at home) 

(the boy's book) 

(the book of the big - one e. ) 
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a) siftü may a lualad (I saw him with the boy) 

b) siftü ma6a lkbir (I saw him with the big - one m. ) 

The constituents "lualad" (the boy), and "lkbir" (big) exhibit 

similar syntactic functions in each of the above pairs. The phenomenon 

cannot be regarded as a case of "ellipsis" (see Def. 21), for the 

following reasons: 

a) Re-including the missing elements in the (b) examples would affect 

the messages conveyed. 

b) Without the missing elements the (b) examples constitute well- 

formed syntagms in the data. 

c) The missing elements in the (b) examples are not unequivocally 

recoverable. 

vii) Realizations of the Adjectives 

In realization the adjective succeeds the nominal and agrees 

with it in the following aspects: 

a) It acquires the article "1" when the nominal is definite (conditions 

under which a nominal is viewed as definite have been discussed on page 131 

), and loses it when it is indefinite as shown by the following 

examples: 

Definite 

1) lktäb lkblr 

(the big book) 

Indefinite 

kteb kblr 

(a big book) 

2) lualad lkbir 

(the big boy) 

3) ktäb saiwa lkbir 

(Salwa's big book) 

4) lbint lkbira 

(the big girl) 

ualad kblr 

(a big boy) 

ktäb bint kbir 

(a girl's big book) 

bint kbira 

(a big girl) 
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Definite Indefinite 

5) lbanät lkbär banät kbär 

(the big girls) (big girls) 

6) lulid lkbir uldd kbär 

(the big boys) (a big boy) 

Note that all the adjectives in the left-hand column are prefixed by 

"1" while in the right-hand one they are not. 

b) With respect to gender and number the adjective agrees with the 

nominal in the following manner: 

i) When the nominal is "singular" the adjective agrees with it in 

gender and in number, e. g: 

1) lualad lkblr 

(the big boy) 

2) lbint lkbira 

(the big girl) 

3) lkursi lkbir 

(the big chair - A. ) 

uald kbir 

(a big boy) 

bint kbira 

(a big girl) 

kursi kbfr 

(a big chair - m. ) 

4) ltäula lkbira täula kbira 

(the big table - f. ) (a big table - f. ) 

ii) When the nominal is "dual", the adjective is either the masculine 

plural fora, as in: 

1) lualaden lkbhr 

(the two big boys) 

2) lbinten lkbär 

(the two big girls) 

3) lkursiiin lkbir 

(the two big chairs - ý. ) 

ualadin kbär 

(two big boys) 

binten kbir 

(two big girls) 

kura#ien kbär 

(two big chairs - m. ) 
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4) lteuilten lkber teuilten kbär 

(the two big tables - f. ) (two big tables - f. ) 

or agrees with the nominal in both gender and number. That is, the 

adjectives "lkbiren" (big), may be used with lualaden (the two boys), 

and "lkursiien" (the two chairs - m. ), while "lkbirtin" (big) may be 

used with "lbinten" (the two girls), and "ltäuilten" (the two tables - f. ) 

in the above examples. However, the plural form, i. e. "lkbär" (big), as 

shown by the above example is more common. 

iii) When the nominal is "plural", we have to distinguish between 

" htcr1d11 " and "i ri. huint-rt" nogiinals. If the nominal is "animate" plural, 

then the adjective either agrees with it in both gender and number as 

in: 

1) luläd lkbär 

(the big boys) 

5) uläd kbär 

(big boys) 

2) ibanät lkbirät 

(the big girls) 

6) banit kbfrit 

(big girls) 

3) ltulleb lkbär 7) tullib kbir 

(the big students - w. ) (big students - m. ) 

4) ltälbät lkb1rit 8) tälbit kbtrit 

(the big students - f. ) (big students - f. ) 

or takes the masculine plural form; that is, the adjectives in (2) and 

(4) become "lkbär" (big) and in (¢) and (8) become "kber" (big). If 

the nominal is "inanimate" plural, then the adjective either takes the 

masculine plural form or the feminine singular form, regardless whether 

that nominal is masculine or feminine: 

a) lkaräsi lkbär karäsi kber 

(the big chairs - m. ) (big chairs - w. ) 

b) lkaräsi lkblra karäsi kbira 

(the big chairs - a. ) (big chairs - e. ) 

.ý 
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a) ltäulät lkbär täulet kbär 

(the big tables - f. ) (big tables - f. ) 

b) ltäulet lkbira täulät kbira 

(the big tables - f. ) (big tables - f. ) 

a) lkläb lkbär kläb kbir 

(the big dogs - m. ) (big dogs -m. ) 

b) lkläb lkbfra k18b kbrra 

(the big dogs - m. ) (big dogs - m. ) 

a) lkalbet lkbir kalbet kbir 

(the big bitches) (big bitches) 

b) lkalbät lkbira kalbet kbira 

(the big bitches) (big bitches) 

The choice between (a) and (b) in the above examples is entirely free. 

With regard to sequential order, the adjective succeeds and 

never precedes the nominal. 



NOTES TO CHAPTER III : NOMINAL SYNTAGMS 

1. Mulder now realizes that it is, logically speaking, possible that 

-there are some self-contained morphological complexes that have no 
syntactic potential; there are, after all, semiotic systems with 
morphology, but not syntax. But we may ignore this point here, as 
such entities are not interesting for a study of syntax. 

2. The construction "Ulktab" (and the book) constitutes a functional 
syntagm which is to be discussed on page 111. 

3. See the nominal syntagm, page 126. 

4. There are some other factors via which the nominal, in Kamali Arabic, 
can be "definite". These are discussed on page 131. 

5. The syntagm "kutub tarix lealik" can be interpreted in two different 
ways; it is either (the king's history books) or, (the books of the 
king's history). With reference to the last interpretation, the 
construction in question involves a syntactic complexity in the 
possesive position. Possessive complexes will be dealt with in 
section 3. 

6. For prefixing the definite article "1" to "kutub" see the realizations 
of the definite nominal syntagm at the end of this chapter. 

7. In English the situation is different. For adequacy considerations 
a pre-nominal position is established. (See page 205. ) 

8. The possessive pronoun "u" (his) suffixed to a nominal constitutes 
a plereme as discussed on page 144. 

9. More details about the realizations of the numeral will follow in 
a succeeding section. 

10. This type of syntagm has been discussed in extenso in the preceding 
chapter. 

11. More details about the realizations of the "numeral" will follow 
in a succeeding section. 

12. A syntagm of the type "lfizia ulkimia" (the physics and chemistry) 
constitutes a functional syntagm which has been discussed in chapter 
II, Part 2. 

13. The situation is quite similar to that of the English phrase "jack 
in the pulpit" which is regarded by A. F. as one simple-grammatically 
unanalysable-signum. 
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CHAPTER I: VERBAL PREDICATIVES 

The present part of this work will be concerned with 

introducing the main models set up by Mulder for the description of 

the relations that may exist within the basic syntagms in English. 

The basic syntagma that shall be discussed in this part are "verbal 

predicatives", "copulative predicatives", "functionals" and *nominale*. 

Mulder recognises two types of predicative syntagins in 

English: "verbal predicatives", and "copulative predicatives". 

1. Verbal Predicatives 

The verbal predicative syntagm (V. P. ), in English is a self- 

contained bundle of five positions: a verbal predicate in the nuclear 

position governing the tactic functions of four peripheral expansions 

in the positions "modale, "tense", "aspect', and "modality". The 

model set up to account for the whole field of relations within the 

syntagm in question is as follows: 

[modal] 

[tense] 

[aspect] verb 

[. odel i ty] 

Note that the term "predicative" does not refer exclusively to the 

nuclear element but to the syntagw as a whole. A construction such 

as "may not have been drinking" provides an example of a verbal pre- 

dicative syntagm where all the positions in the model are filled: 

. -. 
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"modal" [ may] 

"tense" [ have] 
) drinking "verb" 

"aspect"' [ been) 

"modality" [not] 

For their functions the peripheral elements depend on the nucleus but 

not vice versa. That is, they stand in a direct relation of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus. As for occurrence, we notice 

that there is a unilateral occurrence dependency between the peripheral 

elements and the nucleus, i. e. the peripheral elements, for their 

occurrence, depend on the nucleus but not vice versa. This implies 

that the nucleus is "free", i. e. it does not require the presence of a 

bound peripheral to actualize it. 

The position "modal" may be filled by an element such as: 

"may", "might", "shall", "should", "will", "would", etc. With respect 

to the question of "tense", Mulder distinguishes between "morphological" 

and "syntactic" means of representing it. He says: "Each can change a 

present tense into a past one, so we can talk about morphological past 

and syntactic past. The former can be superimposed on the latter". 

(Mulder : "On the Representation of Syntactic Structures", 1978). 

Examples: 

morphological past worked 

syntactic past has worked 

superimposed morphological past had worked 

Elements such as "have", "has", (being allomorphs of "to have"), or 

"had" may occupy the "tense" position in the above model. 

Elements such as "am", "is", "are", "was", "were", "been", 

and any other element which is mutually exclusive with any of them may 

be allocated to the "aspect" position. The modality position may be 

filled by an element such as "not". The negative element "not" usually 
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occurs with one, or more, of the auxiliary elements in the position 

"modal", "tense", and "aspect". Accordingly one may have construc- 

tions of the following type: 

he may not write 

he has not written 

. 
he is not writing 

he has not been writing 

he may not have written 

he may not have been writing 

But when all the auxiliary elements in the peripheral positions "modal", 

"tense", "aspect" are absent (i. e. have zero realizations), then the 

element "to do" has to be attached to the negative element "not" as 

in: 

they do not write 

he does not write 

since one cannot have: 

*they not write 

*he not write 

In view of the above observations the elements "not", "do not", and 

"does not" may be treated as variants of the negative sign, and any 

of them may occupy the modality position. The emphatic "to do", as 

in "they do write", can also be assigned to the modality position. 

2. Realizations of the Verbal Predicative Syntagm 

The constituents within the syntagm in question succeed one 

another in the following order: 

modal - modality - tense - aspect - verb 

e. g. may not have been working 

When only one of the auxiliary elements in the positions "modal", 

"tense", or "aspect" is realized, the negative element "not" succeeds 
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that auxiliary as shown below: 

modal - modality - verb 

may not work 

tense - modality - verb 

has not worked 

aspect - modality - verb 

is not working 

If there is more than one auxiliary element in the positions "modal", 

"tense", and "aspect", the element "not" succeeds the first auxiliary 

realized as shown below: 

modal - modality - tense - verb 

may not have worked 

tense - modality - aspect - verb 

has not been working 

One sees that the constituents of the verbal predicative syntagm always 

occur in a certain strict sequential order which imposes certain condi- 

tioning on the forms of the constituents within the syntagm in question. 

This is explained by Mulder as follows: "The occurrence of a modal 

causes the next item down in this order to take on the infinitive form. 

A tense causes the next item down to be a past participle, while aspect 

causes the next item down to be "progressive" (i. e. ".... ing"), form". 

(Mulder 1978). 

3. Quasi Verbal and Quasi Copulative Modals 

Mulder recognises two types of modals in English. He says: 

"The modals can be described into ordinary models on the one hand, and 

modals seemingly derived from ordinary verbs or from copulative predi- 

catives. The latter two categories differ distributionally from the 
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former in that they still behave like verbs or copulative predicatives 

in that they can, in their turn, be determined by auxiliaries. They 

are formally, i. e. allomorphically, characterised by "to" after the 

ordinary verbal or copulative predicative form". ("On the Representation 

of Syntactic Structures" 1978). The following diagram tabulates the 

two types of modals in English: 

Modals 

Ordinary Quasi 

Quasi Verbal Quasi Copulative 

Examples Examples Examples 

(may) (to want to) (to be able to) 

(might) (to intend to) (to seem reluctant to) 

(shall) (to have to) (to feel obliged to) 

(should) etc. etc. 

etc. 

The element "might" in the syntage "he might read the letter 

provides an example of an "ordinary" modal which is projected onto the 

model in the following manner: 

"V. P 

"mod. " [might] 

"subj ." "he" "ten. " 
read 

"asp. " 0 
"obj. " [the letter] 

"mod. " 0 
_j 

The element "wants to" in "he wants to read the letter" 

provides an example of a quasi verbal modal: 
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"V. P. " 

"mod. " wants to] 

"subj. " "he" "ten. " 

-ýP O 
"obj. " [the letter 

, asp. " read 

"mod. " 

The element "is able to" in the syntagm "he is able to read 

the letter provides an example of a quasi-copulative modal: 

"mod. * 

"subj. ° "hell "ten. " 

"espý" 
"obj. " [the letter] 

"mod. " 

Eis able toj 

$ 

0-4 read 

$ 

Note that the determination, or rather the actualization of the subject 

in each of the above models does not refer exclusively to the verbal 

nucleus "to read", but prevails over the predicative syntaga as a whole, 

i. e. the nucleus "to read*, together with its peripherals: modal, tense, 

aspect, and modality. From this one sees that the predicative syntagm 

as a whole is actualized by the subject, and hence it is not a free 

nucleus; but on a lower level (i. e. Within the predicative syntagm) the 

verbal nucleus is free. 

4. Verbal Predicative-Based Syntagms 

The verbal predicative (g. P. ) syntagi that has been discussed 

in the previous chapter may figure as a nuclear immediate constituent 

in a larger syntagm. This larger syntagm will be called verbal predi- 

cative-based (V. P. B. ). A syntage like "he may have been drinking wine" 

provides an example of a V. P. B. 8yntage, whereas may have been drinking" 

the nucleus of the syntagm in question, is an example of a U. P. syntage. 
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In this section different types of V. P. B. syntagm in English 

will be classified. The underlying structures of those syntagms will 

vary according to the nature of the nucleus in each. By the "nature 

of the nucleus" is meant its capacity to govern the tactic functions, 

and, consequently to determine the number of items that may, as imme- 

diate constituents, stand in a relation of sub-ordination with respect 

to that nucleus. This implies that "functional" as well as "occurrence" 

dependencies, and, consequently the question of "expansion" and "bound" 

elements, will be taken into account in the classificatory operation. 

One sees, for instance, that though each of the syntaga "he likes wine" 

and "he drinks wine" is a bundle of three immediate constituents, the 

underlying structures of the two syntagms are clearly not the same. 

The difference in the underlying structure reveals itself in the 

difference between the following models: 

(1) (2) 

"sub. " "he" "sub. " "he" 

likes "V. P. " drinks "V. P. M 

"obj. " [wine] 
"obj. " "wine" 

The element "wine", the peripheral item occupying the "object" position 

in each of the above models, is "bound" in the first, but an expansion 

in the second. As a bound element, "wine" is, for its occurrence, depen- 

dent on the nucleus "likes' and vice versa; whereas as an expansion it 

depends on the nucleus "drinks" bat not vice versa. 

Since single pleremes, like whole syntagms, being syntagm 

atic entities, may occupy positions in grammar, I shall, for more prac- 

tical convenience, employ examples the constituents of which are pleremes 

rather than syntagms. If, for instance, in a construction like "the 

three old men have been walking", the constituents "the three old men" 

and "have been walking" are substitutable for the elements "men" and 
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"walk" respectively, then it is simpler, in the exemplification, to 

favour the syntagm "men walk" over "the three old men have been walk- 

ing". The two constructions are instances of one and the same syntagm, 

i. e* their underlying structure is the same on the immediate constitu- 

ent level. 

Mulder, in "Sets and Relations in Phonology" (1968), recog- 

nises, without claiming that this is exhaustive, seven types of verbal 

predicative-based syntagms in English. The definitions, or rather 

quasi-definitions, and the descriptive statements concerning the under- 

lying structures of those syntagms were given primarily to show how 

the theory is applied, and consequently how the description is arrived 

at, rather than offering a consistent and adequate analysis of the 

synatgms in question. Having revised his theory in the "Postulates 

for Axiomatic Functionalism", Mulder no longer approves all the quasi- 

definitions and the descriptive statements connected with the terms 

"transitive", "intransitive", "non-transitive" etc., given in "Sets 

and Relations in Phonology". This, however, is not to imply that 

the aforementioned terms are to be abandoned altogether, rather that 

their analyses be based on the "Postulates". The seven types of the 

verbal predicative-based syntagm in English which are classified by 

Mulder in the above mentioned book are: 

1) Intransitive 

2) Non-transitive 

3) Transitive 

4) Indirect Transitive 

5) Complementary Transitive 

6) Non-direct Transitive 

7) Complementary Intransitive 

It is worthwhile mentioning that the above terms are meant to refer 

to whole syntagms rather than to what is in traditional grammar 
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terminology known as transitive and intransitive "verbs". Basing 

myself on the "Postulates", each of the above listed syntagms will 

be discussed, and consequently a model to account adequately for the 

syntactic relations involved in it will be set up. 

i) Intransitive 

The intransitive syntagm (V. P. B1) in English is a self- 

contained bundle of two positions: a verbal predicative in the nuclear 

position governing the tactic function of a bound peripheral. in the 

"subject" position. The model set up to account for the field of 

the syntagmatic relations within the syntagm in question is as follows: 

"subject" ) "predicative" 

Examples of intransitive predicatives are: 

The tree blossoms 

The country flourishes 

She sneezes 

He coughs 

They died 

They slept 

The first syntagm is projected onto the model in the following manner: 

"subj. ° ---) "V. P. " 

(the -9 tree) ---) blossoms 

There is a bilateral occurrence dependency between the subject and 

the nucleus. That is, the subject for its occurrence depends on the 

nucleus and vice versa. The predicative, therefore, is not a free 

nucleus. As for function, the subject depends on the predicative 

nucleus but not vice versa, i. e. the subject stands in a relation 

of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus. 

In realization the constituents of the "intransitive" syn- 

tagm succeed one another in the following order: 

.ý 

subject - predicative 
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Accordingly we may have: 

the tree blossoms 

the country flourishes 

ii) Non-transitive 

The non-transitive syntagm (V. P. B2) in English is a self- 

contained bundle of three positions: a verbal predicative in the 

nuclear position governing the tactic functions of a bound peripheral 

in the *subject" position, and a peripheral expansion in the "object" 

position. The model set up to account for the field of the syntagmatic 

relations within the syntagm in question is as follows: 

"subject" 

[object] 

Examples of non-transitive predicatives are: 

they eat meat 

they e9ek me-at 

they play football 

books 

s 

he knows the story 

The first syntagm is projected onto the model as follows: 

"subj. " "they" 

eat "V. P. " 

"obj. " [meat] 

(For the occurrence and the functional dependencies of the subject, 

see the preceding syntagm). There is a unilateral occurrence depen- 

dency between the object and the nucleus. That is, the object for 

its occurrence depends on the nucleus, but not vice versa. As for 

function, the object is also dependent on the nucleus but not vice 

versa, i. e. the object stands in a relation of sub-ordination with 

respect to the nucleus. The nucleus is not free since it requires 

C- 
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the presence of a bound peripheral to actualize it. 

In realization the constituents succeed one another as 

follows: 

subject - predicative - object 

iii) Transitive 

The transitive syntagm (V. P. B3) in English is a self-contained 

bundle of three positions: a verbal predicative in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic functions of two bound peripherals in the positions 

"subject" and "object". The model set up to account for the field of 

the syntagmatic relations within the syntagm in question is as follows: 

"subject" 
"V. P ." 

"object" 

Examples of transitive predicatives are: 

John likes Mary 

they hold meetings 

he lost his pen 

she loves books 

they hate travelling 

they favour driving 

The first syntagm is projected onto the model as follows: 

"subj. " "John" 

likes "V. P. " 

"obj. " "Mary* 

(For the occurrence and the functional dependency of the subject, see 

the preceding syntagm). The object, for its occurrence and function, 

behaves in the same manner as the subject. This implies that the 

predicative nucleus is not free since it requires the presence of 

two bound peripherals. 

In realization the constituents succeed one another in the 
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same manner as'in the "non-transitive" syntagm. 

iv) Indirect Transitive 

The indirect transitive syntagm (ß. P. 84), in English is a 

self-contained bundle of four positions: a verbal predicative in the 

nuclear position governing the tactic functions of three bound peri- 

pherals in the positions "subject", 'indirect object", and "object". 

The model set up to account for the syntagmatic relations within the 

syntagm in question is as follows: 

"subject" 

"indirect object" ý--4 "V. P. " 

"object* 

Examples of an indirect transitive syntage are: 

she wished him success 

the teacher assigned thew homework 

The first syntagm is projected onto the model in the following manner: 

"subj. " "shoo 

"ind. obj. " "him" F wished "V. P. " 

"obj. " "success" 

Each of the peripheral items is, for its occurrence, dependent on the 

nucleus and vice versa. The nucleus, therefore, is not free, i. e. 

it is actualized by three bound peripherals. As for function, the 

peripheral elements depend on the nucleus but not vice versa, i. e. 

they stand in a relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus. 

In realization the constituents succeed one another as follows: 

subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

It is interesting to note that an indirect object such as "them" in 
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the syntagm "the teacher assigned them homework" may be replaced by a 

complementary object such as "to them" in "the teacher assigned home- 

work to them". The two syntagms, i. e. 

the teacher assigned them homework 

and 

the teacher assigned homework to them 

may be viewed as synonymous with one another. The first example 

corresponds to an instance of an indirect transitive eyntagm which 

has been discussed above, while the latter corresponds to an instance 

of a complementary transitive syntagm which is to be dealt with in 

the next section. 

v) Complementary Transitive 

The complementary transitive (V. P. B5), in English is a 

self-contained bundle of four positions: a verbal predicative in the 

nuclear position governing the tactic functions of three bound peri- 

pherals in the positions "subject", "object", and "complementary 

object". The model set up to account for the field of the syntagma- 

tic relations within the syntage in question is as follows: 

"subject" 

"object* f-ý-* "V. P. " 

"complementary object" 

Examples of complementary transitive predicatives are: 

he put it on the table 

he attributed his success to his wife's support 

he assigned the subject to a peripheral position 

The first syntagm is projected onto the model as follows: 
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"he" 

"it" 

"on the table" 

put "V. P. " 

Each of the peripheral items stands in a direct relation of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus, and the three peripherals 

are indirectly (via the nucleus) related to one another. There is 

a bilateral occurrence dependency between each of the peripheral 

items and the nucleus. This implies that the nucleus is actualized 

by any (or by all) the peripheral items. 

In realization the constituents in the syntagm in question 

succeed one another in the following order: 

subject - predicative - object - complementary object 

e. g. he put it on the table 

vi) Non-direct Transitive 

The non-direct transitive syntagm (V. P. 86), in English is 

a self-contained bundle of four positions: a verbal predicative in 

the nuclear position governing the tactic functions of an expansion 

in the indirect object position and two bound peripherals in the 

position "subject" and "object". The model set up to account for the 

syntagmatic relations within the syntagm in question is as follows: 

"subject" 

[indirect 
object] �U. P. " 

"object" 

Examples of non-direct transitive predicatives are: 

she ordered him a leather jacket 

they passed him a message 

she offered him a lift 
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The first syntagm is projected onto the model as follows: 

"subj. " "she" 

"ind. obj. " [him] ordered "V. P. " 

"obj. " "a leather jacket" 

There is a bilateral occurrence dependency between each of the 

constituents subject and object on the one hand, and the nucleus 

on the other. That is, both the subject and object, for their 

occurrence depend on the nucleus and vice versa. The indirect 

object, being an expansion, depends on the nucleus for its occurr- 

ence but not vice versa. As for functional dependency, the three 

peripheral items stand in a direct relation of sub-ordination with 

respect to the nucleus. 

In realization the constituents in the syntagm in question 

succeed one another in the following manner: 

subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

she ordered him a leather 
jacket 

The non-direct transitive syntagm differs from the indirect 

transitive syntagm (V. P. B4), in as far as the occurrence dependencies 

of the indirect objects in them are different. While in the syntagm 

under analysis the indirect object contracts a relation of a unilateral 

occurrence dependency with the predicative nucleus, the indirect object 

in the indirect transitive syntage contracts a relation of a bilateral 

occurrence dependency with the predicative nucleus. According to 

these observations the indirect object "him" may be left out in the 

in the present syntaga without affecting ita well-foreedness; i. e. 

one may have "she ordered a leather jacket" as a well-formed utterance 

in the data, whereas in "she wished him success' (V. P. 84), the indirect 

object "him" cannot be left out. 
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vii) Complementary Intransitive 

The complementary intransitive syntagm (V. P. B7), in English 

is a self-contained bundle of three positions: a verbal predicative 

in the nuclear position governing the tactic functions of two bound 

peripherals in the positions "subject" and "complementary object". 

The model set up to account for the whole relations within the syn- 

tage in question is as follows: 

"subject" 

"V. P. " 

"complementary object" 

Examples of complementary intransitive predicatives are: 

he stepped into the garden 

he leaned against the wall 

he went to his work 

The first syntagm is projected onto the model as follows: 

"subj. " "he" 

stepped "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. ' "into the garden" 

The peripheral elements in the positions "object" and "complementary 

object" stand in relations of sub-ordination with respect to the nuc- 

leus. Being bound elements they both actualize the predicative. This 

implies that there is a bilateral occurrence dependency between each 

of the peripheral elements and the nucleus and consequently the nuc- 

leus is not "free". 

In realization the constituents in the syntegm in question 

succeed one another in the order *subject - predicative - comple- 

mentary object" as shown by the above examples. 
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5. Other Predicative-Based Syntagms in English 

In the previous section seven types of predicative-based 

syntagms in English have been discussed. To that list of predicative- 

based syntagms, the following six syntages shall be added* 

viii) Non-direct Non-transitive 

The non-direct non-transitive syntagm (V. P. 88) in English, 

is a self-contained bundle of four positions: a verbal predicative 

in the nuclear position governing the tactic functions of three 

peripherals; a bound peripheral in the "subject" position and two 

peripheral expansions in the positions "object" and "indirect object". 

The model set up to account for the syntagmatic relations within the 

syntagm in question is as follows: 

'subject~ 

[indirect object] *VIP. * 

[objectJ 

The following syntagms provide examples where all the positions in the 

model can be filled: 

she teaches the boys physics 

she read me the letter 

e 4e w+e-te kir sever 1 1ett$X3 

The syntagm "she teaches the boys physics" is projected onto the model 

as follows: 

"subj. » "she" 

"ind. obj. " [the boys] H teaches "V. P. " 

"obj. " physics] 

There is a bilateral occurrence dependency between the subject 
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and the predicate. That is, the subject, for its occurrence, is 

dependent on the nucleus and vice versa. Each of the "indirect 

object" and "object" is, for its occurrence, dependent on the nuc- 

leus but not vice versa. The latter peripherals, being expansions, 

contract unilateral occurrence dependencies with the nucleus. As 

for functional dependency, the three peripheral items stand in a 

direct relation of sub-ordination to the nucleus. 

In realization the constituents in the syntagm in question 

succeed one another in the same manner as in the "indirect transitive" 

syntagm, i. e. 

subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

ix) Non-Complementary Transitive 

The non-complementary transitive syntagm (V. P. 89) in English, 

is a self-contained bundle of four positions: a verbal predicative in 

the nuclear position governing the tactic functions of three peripherals: 

an expansion in the "complementary object" position and two bound peri- 

pherals in the positions "subject" and "object". The model set up to 

account for the syntagmatic relations within the syntagm in question is 

as follows: 

"Subject" 

"object" 

[complementary. object) 

The following syntagms provide examples for filling all the positions 

in the model: 

she- pushe d hie in-to t ºe water 

she rubbed her cheek against his 

she loaded the hay on the cart 

The syntagm she pushed him into the water"is projected on to the 
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model in the following manner: 

"subj. " "she" 

"obj. " "him" j--k pushed "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " into the water] 

There is a unilateral occurrence dependency between the complementary 

object and the predicative. The complementary object, being an expan- 

sion is, for its occurrence, dependent on the nucleus but not vice 

versa. Each of the subject and the object is, for its occurrence, 

dependent on the nucleus and vice versa. The latter peripherals being 

"bound" constituents contract a bilateral occurrence dependency with 

the nucleus. As for functional dependency, the three items stand in 

a direct relation of sub-ordination to the predicative nucleus. 

In realization the constituents of the syntagm in question 

succeed one another in the same manner as in the "complementary 

transitive" syntagm, i. e. 

subject - predicative - object - complementary object 

A syntagm such as "she pushed him under the tree" may convey 

two functionally different messages; one meaning "being beside the tree 

he was pushed under it", and the other "he was pushed while he was under 

the tree". The difference in denotation can be attributed to the fact 

that the syntagm "she pushed him under the tree" corresponds to two 

syntagms the syntactic structures of which are different. It cannot 

be attributed to the claim that "under" and "under" in the two syntagas 

are homonyms as this cannot be justified. (See "Some Difficult Cases 

in Syntactic Description", Mulder, 1978). According to the first mess- 

age the syntagm "she pushed him under the tree" is a combination of 

four immediate constituents: "she", "him", and "under the tree" which 

are peripheral to the nucleus "pushed". That is, the syntactic 
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structure of the syntagm in question is as follows: 

usubj. n "she" 

"obj. " "him" 

"camp. obj. " runder the tree] 

pushed "V. P. " 

According to the second message, the syntagm "she pushed 

him under the trees is a combination of two I. C. s: "under the tree" 

and "she pushed him". The syntagm "under the tree" stands in a direct 

relation of sub-ordination with respect to the predicative-basded syn- 

tagm "she pushed him" as a whole. 

"she" 
2 

pushed 4- under the tree, 

"him 

x) Non-Complementary Intransitive 

The non-complementary intransitive syntagm (V. P. 810) in 

English, is a self-contained bundle of three positions: a verbal 

predicative in the nuclear position governing the tactic functions 

of a bound peripheral in the "subject" position. The model set up 

to account for the syntagmatic relations within the syntagm in 

question is as follows: 

Osubject" - 

[complementary object] 

"V. P. " 

The following syntagms provide examples with all the positions 

filled in the model: 
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"subj. " "he" 

walked "V. P. " 

"obj. " cinto the garden 

There is a bilateral occurrence dependency between the subject and 

the predicative and a unilateral occurrence dependency between the 

complementary object and the predicative. That is, the subject, for 

its occurrence depends on the nucleus and vice versa, while the comp- 

lementary object, for its occurrence, depends on the nucleus but not 

vice versa. As for functional dependency the two peripheral consti- 

tuents stand in a direct relation of sub-ordination with respect to 

the nucleus. 

In realization the constituents of the syntagm in question 

succeed one another in the same manner as in the "complementary 

intransitive" syntagm, i. e. 

subject - predicative - complementary object 

xi) Optional Indirect Transitive 

The optional indirect transitive syntagm (V. P. 811) in English 

is a self-contained bundle of four positions: a verbal predicative in 

the nuclear position governing the tactic functions of a bound peri- 

pheral in the subject position, and an either/or relation between an. 

expansion or a bound peripheral in the positions "object% and 'indirect 

object. The model set up to account for the syntagmatic relations 

within the syntagm in question is as follows: 

"subject" 

indirect object 

object 

"V. P. " 

The following syntagas provide examples with all the positions filled 

in the above model: 
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he told her the story 

he showed his friend the film 

The syntagm "he told her the story's is projected onto the model in 

the following manner: 

"subj. " "he" 

"ind. obj. " her 

"obj. " the story 

told "V. P. " 

The above syntagm is a self-contained combination of four immediate 

constituents of which "told" is the nucleus. There is a bilateral 

occurrence dependency between the subject and the predicative. That 

is, the subject, for its occurrence, depends on the predicative and 

vice versa. The square brackets in the model indicate that one of 

the constituents `her" in the indirect object position or "the story" 

in the object position has to be "bound", while the other (one of 

the two enclosed) is an expansion. In other words, only one at a 

time may actualize the nucleus. The actualizer contracts a bilateral 

occurrence dependency with the nucleus, while the other contracts a 

unilateral occurrence dependency with it. As for functional depend- 

ency, the three peripheral items are, for their functions, dependent 

on the nucleus as they stand in direct relations of sub-ordination 

to it. On the basis of these observations we may have, as realizations. 

of the syntagm in question, the following instances: 

he told her 

he told the story 

he told her the story 

but not *he told 

In realization the constituents of the syntagm in question 

succeed one another in the following order: 
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subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

Note that 'the told the story to her» is structurally different from 

"he told her the story". The former syntagm differs from the latter 

in that the constituent "to her" cannot by itself, like "her» in the 

latter, determine the predicative nucleus. That is, while one may 

encounter a construction such as "he told her", one may not encounter 

*"he told to her". The implication of these observations is that "to 

her" in "he told the story to her" becomes a peripheral expansion, 

while "the story" becomes a bound peripheral. In other words, there 

is no option left for us to regard one, or the other, as bound (or 

as an expansion). The syntagm "he told the story to her" represents 

an instance of a non-complementary transitive (V. P. 89) which can be 

described in the following manner: 

"subj. " "he" 

"obj. " "the story" t--i told "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " [to her] 

xii) Optional Complementary Transitive 

The optional complementary transitive (V. P. B12) in English 

is a self-contained bundle of four positions: a verbal predicative 

in the nuclear position governing the tactic functions of a bound 

peripheral in the subject position, and an either/or relation between 

an expansion or a bound peripheral in the positions "object" and 

"complementary object". The nodal set up to account for the syntag- 

matic relations within the syntage in question is as follows: 

"subject" 

object 

complementary object 

NIPýý 
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The following syntagms provide examples with all the positions filled 

in the above model: 

-she argued * -, i him 

she explained the situation to him 

The first syntagm is projected onto the model in the following manner: 

Wsubj. w "she 

"obj. " [the case 

"comp. obj. " 
[with 

him 

argued "V. P. " 

The above syntagm is a self-contained combination of four immediate 

constituents of which "argued` is the nucleus. Being a bound element, 

the subject is, for its occurrence, dependent on the nucleus and vice 

versa. The square brackets in the model indicate that either Nthe 

case', or 'with him", but not both, is an expansion, while the other 

one is bound. In other words only one at a time may actualize the 

nucleus. The three peripheral items stand in a direct relation of 

sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus. In realization the con- 

stituents in the syntagm in question succeed one another in the fol- 

lowing order: 

subject - predicative - object - complementary object 

According to the relations exhibited by the object and the complemen- 

tary object we may have, as instances of the above syntagm, the 

following: 

she argued the case 

she argued with him 

she argued the case with him 

xiii) Non-direct Non-complementary Transitive 

The non-direct non-complementary transitive syntagm (ß. P. 813) 

in English is a self-contained bundle of five positions: a verbal 
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predicative in the nuclear position governing the tactic functions 

of two bound peripherals in the positions subject and object, and 

two peripheral expansions in the positions indirect object and com- 

plementary object. The model set up to account for the syntagmatic 

relations within the syntagm in question is as follows: 

"subject" 

indirect object 

"ob j ec t» 

[complementary object] 

MV. P. W 

The syntagm "she left him a message in his pigeon-hole" provides an 

example of a non-direct non-complementary transitive with all the 

positions filled in the model: 

"subj. � nshe* 

"ind. obj. " [him] 

"obj. tI Na message" 

"comp. obj. " [in his pigeon-hole 

1. ft RV. P. » 

There is a bilateral occurrence dependency between each of the "subject" 

and the "objects on the one hand, and the nucleus on the other, and a 

unilateral occurrence dependency between each of the "indirect object" 

and the "complementary object" on the one hand, and the nucleus on the 

other. As for functional dependency, all the peripheral elements 

depend on the nucleus, but not vice versa. The following provide 

instances of the syntage under analysis: 

she left a message 

she left his a message 
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she left a message in his pigeon-hole 

she left him a message in his pigeon-hole 

In realization the constituents in the syntagm in question 

succeed one another in the following order: 

subject - predicative - object - indirect object - 

complementary object 

6. General Remarks about the Verbal Predicative-Based Syntagm in 

English 

The verbal predicative (V. P. ) syntagm which constitutes the 

nucleus of the verbal predicative-based (V. P. B. ) syntagm consists of 

five positions: a verb in the nuclear position governing the tactic 

functions of four peripheral expansions in the positions "modal", 

"tense", "aspect" and "modality". The subjects and objects which may 

figure as peripheral immediate constituents with respect to the U. P. 

syntagm are characterized by certain features which may be summed up "' 

by the following remarks: 

a) The subject figures as a bound peripheral standing in a 

direct relation of sub-ordination with respect to a verbal predicative. 

It may contract an indirect tactic relation with one, or more, object; 

within the syntago, as shown by the element "the boys" in the following 

examples: 

the boys like oranges (see V. P. B3) 

the boys put the books on the table (see V. P. 85) 

the boys gave him a present (see V. P. 86) 

Or, it may not contract any indirect tactic relation with any peripheral 

element as in the intransitive syntagm (see V. P. Bi), e. g. 

the boys slept 

Note that in realization the subject precedes the predicativee 

b) The object figures as a peripheral element (whether 
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bound or expansion depends on the nature of the predicative) standing 

in a direct relation of sub-ordination with respect to a verbal predi- 

cative, and in an indirect tactic relation with respect to a subject, 

as shown by "the ball" in the following examples: 

the boy hit the ball (see V. P. B3) 

the boy knows the ball (see V. P. B2) 

In addition to its indirect tactic relation to the subject, the object 

may also stand in an indirect tactic relation to an "indirect object Op 

a "complementary objects, or to both as shown by the following examples: 

they gave hie the book (see ß. P. 86) 

they put the book on the table (see V. P. 85) 

they left him the book on the table (see V. P. Bl3) 

Note that in realization the object comes after the predicative, if 

there is no indirect object involved, and succeeds the indirect object 

which in turn succeeds the predicative. 

c) The indirect object figures as a peripheral element 

(whether bound or expansion depends on the nature of the predicative) 

standing in a direct relation of sub-ordination with respect to a ver- 

bal predicative, and in indirect tactic relations with respect to a 

subject and an object (direct object), as shown by the underlined sle- 

cents in the following examples: 

she gave her sister a present (see V. P. 86) 

they wrote her a letter (see V. P. 86) 

he assigned them homework (see V. P. 84) 

they teach him physics (see V. P. 88) 

In addition to the above indirect tactic relations, the indirect object 

may also stand in an indirect tactic relation with a cowplenentary 

object as shown by the examples below: 

... - 

she left him a note in his pigeon-hole (see V. P. B13) 

In realization the indirect object comes imwediately after the predicative. 
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d) The complementary object figures as a peripheral element 

(Whether bound or expansion depends on the nature of the nucleus) stan- 

ding in a direct relation of sub-ordination with respect to a verbal 

predicative, and in an indirect tactic relation with a subject as shown 

by the underlined elements in the following examples: 

she walked into the garden (see V. P. 810) 

he jumped over the fence (see V. P. B10) 

he went to his work (see V. P. 87) 

In addition to the above indirect tactic relation the complementary 

object may also stand in an indirect tactic relation with an object, 

or with both an object and an indirect object as shown below: 

she put a rose on her jacket (see V. P. 85) 

they left him a message with his 

secretary (see V. P. B13) 

Note that the complementary object may occur as an immediate constituent 

in a syntagm without having an object as an immediate constituent in that 

syntagm; the indirect object cannot. In realization the complementary 

object succeeds the predicative, if there is no other object involved, 

or succeeds the object, or both the object and the indirect object. This 

implies that the complementary object is always realized as the final 

constituent in the V. P. B. syntagm. 



NOTES TO CHAPTER I: VERBAL PREDICATIVES 

1. The relation between the aspect and the nucleus can be represented 
as tobe ..... ing1 -i "to drink". But since this and the above 
representation are equally adequate, we opt for the above one as it 
is simpler and neater in the representation. 

2. Constructions such as "under the tree" which determines the predicative- 
based syntagm as a whole are known by Mulder as "adjuncts". There are 
three peripheral adjuncts that may determine the V. P. B. syntagm in 
a parallel fashion, these are called "place", "time" and "manner". 
However, adjuncts fall beyond the scope of the present work. 
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CHAPTER II : COPULATIVE PREDICATIVES 

The copulative predicative syntagm in English is a self- 

contained bundle of two positions: a copula in the nuclear position 

governing the tactic function of a bound peripheral in the complement 

position. The model set up to account for the relations within the 

syntagm in question is as follows: 

"copula" 0"complement" 

A construction such as 'is s1L1r provides an example of a copulative 

predicative syntagm. It is projected onto the model in the following 

manner: 

*copula" "complement" 

is r. silly 

The complement stands in a direct relation of sub-ordination with 

respect to the copula. And being bound, the complement for its 

occurrence depends on the nucleus, and vice versa. The nucleus, 

therefore, is not free. 

On a higher level the syntagm (copula (- complement)  ay 

figure as a nuclear immediate constituent in a larger syntagm to 

govern the tactic functions of four peripheral expansions in the 

positions "modal", "tenses, "aspect" and "modality". The copulative 

predicative, together with the peripheral elements it governs, may be 

represented as follows: 
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[modal) 

[tense] 

-4 (copula E- complement) 
[aspect] 

[modality] 

The syntagm "may not have been being silly' fills up the positions in the 

above model as follows: 

"modal" [may] 

"tense" [have) "copula" "complement" 

"aspect" [been] -) (being f- silly) 

"modality" [not] 

In this model there are four peripheral elements standing in a direct 

relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus. The peripheral 

elements, as expansions, are, for their occurrence, dependent on the 

nucleus but not vice versa. The nucleus, therefore, is free. 

The complement position in the previous model is filled by 

the adjective `sick". In addition to adjectival constructions the 

complement position may be filled by one of the following items: 

a) nominal constructions 

e. g. he is a good teacher 

that man is a soldier 

b) a numeral construction 

e. g. the number of the neu students is about thirteen 

the number of the rooms is eight only 

c) a functional construction 

e. g. the books were on the chair 

they are in the garden 

d) past participle 

e. g. he was fooled 
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they were beaten 

The copulative predicative syntagm, together with its peripheral 

determinants, may figure as a nucleus in a larger syntagm. For instance, 

the construction "the little boy is happy" consists of two I. C. s: "the 

little boy" and "is happy" of which the latter is the nucleus. That is, 

"the little boy, as a subject, stands in a direct relation of sub- 

ordination with respect to the nucleus "is happy"; alternatively we may 

say that the tactic function of "the little boy" is governed by the nuc- 

leus "is happy». The syntagm as a whole, i. e. the copulative predicative 

`is happy" together with the subject it governs may be called copulative 

predicative-based. As a bound element, the subject, for its occurrence 

depends on the nucleus and vice versa. The nucleus, therefore, is not 

"free", i. e* it requires the presence of a bound peripheral to actualize 

it. The overall relations involved in the copulative predicative-based 

syntagms may be represented by the following model: 

[modal] 

Ctense] 

"subject's -º (copula F-- complement) 
[aspect] 

[modalityJ 

A syntagm such as *Mary may not have been being siyl provides an 

example with all the positions filled in the above model. 

modal [may] 

"subject" tense [have] "copula" "complement" 

Mary aspect [been] (being E-- silly) 

modality [not] 
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1) Realizations of Copulative Predicatives 

The constituents in the copulative predicative syntagm 

normally (i. e. in the most "neutral" realizations) succeed one 

another in the following order: 

modal - modality - tense - aspect - copula - complement 

e. g. may not have been being sick 

In the absence of a "modal", the negative "not" succeeds "tense", 

and in the absence of the latter it succeeds "aspect". And in the 

absence of pmodal", "tense", -and'"aspect" it succeeds the copula as 

shown by the examples below: 

may not have been being sick 

has not been being sick 

is not being sick 

is not sick 

The constituents in the copulative predicative syntagm succeed one 

another in a strict order, and in that they impose certain condition- "' 

ing on the forms of those constituents. The "modal" causes the "tense" 

to take the infinitive form, and the latter causes the *aspect" to 

take the past participle form. The "aspect", in its turn, makes the 

copula take the progressive (i. e. ... ing) form. (See the verbal pre- 

dicative syntagm, page 170). 

In the copulative predicative-based (C. P. B) syntagm the 

subject precedes the copulative syntagm (C. P) as shown by the element 

"they" in the examples below: 

they are late 

they have been late 

they could have been late 

they could not have been late 

In interrogative constructions the "copula", the "modal", the "tense", 

or "aspect" may precede the subject: 
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is he sick 

Will he be sick 

has he been sick 

is he being sick 



CHAPTER III : FUNCTIONAL1 SYNTAGMS 

The term "functional", in addition to its common use as 

an essential tenet in axiomatic functional linguistics, has been 

employed by Mulder for labelling certain types of syntagms in English. 

The nucleus of the syntagm under investigation is called �functional°, 

and hence the term *functional syntagm". A functional nucleus in 

English is usually manifested by a single (i. e. unanalysable) syn- 

tactic entity. It roughly corresponds to what is known by traditional 

grammarians as "preposition", "co-ordinator", and "sub-ordinator"2 

Apart from the fact that a functional element is itself "functional" 

(i. e. separately relevant to communication), it has, as it were, an 

additional function, and that is enabling the syntagm it governs to 

contract syntactic relations with other constituents in larger syn- 

tagms. By virtue of "on", for instance, the syntagm "on the table" 

is capable of occupying the supplement position to stand in a direct 

relation of sub-ordination with respect to a nominal such as "books" 

in the syntagm "the big books on the tablets. This syntagn  ay be 

described as follows: 

cart. " [the] 

"num. " a' 
. 

"ad j. " [big] boob "nom. " 

"sup. " [on the table 

And similarly by virtue of "on" the syntag  "on the table" may stand 

in a relation of sub-ordination with respect to a predicative such 

as "put" in the syntagm "he put on the table" which is described as 

follows: 
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"subj. ° "he" 

robj . 't "it* put "prod. " 

"comp. obj. ". "on the table 

The model set up to account for the relations within the 

functional syntagm in English is as follows: 

"functional" < "complement" 

The following are examples of functional syntages in English: 

on the table 

in the garden 

above the chair 

with his pen 

by the school 

if he comes 

The syntagm on the table" is projected onto the model in the follow- 

ing manner: 

"functional" "complement" 

on ( (the table) 

The complement stands in a relation of sub-ordination with respect 

to the functional nucleus. There is a bilateral occurrence depen- 

dency between the functional and its complement. That is, the com- 

plement, for its occurrence, depends on the nucleus and vice versa. 

The nucleus, therefore, is not free, but "actualized". In realization 

the functional precedes its complement (except in genitive construc- 

tions, as we shall see below). 

The genitive "'s" in English seems to exhibit a syntactic 

function similar to that of a functional. For instance, in the syn- 

tagm "the boy's hat", it is via "'se that the syntagm "the boy's" 

stands in a relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nominal 

nucleus "hat". Without the genitive "'s", the syntage "the boy" is 
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incapable of exhibiting such a syntactic function. The relations 

involved in the syntagm "the boy's" may be represented as follows: 

"complement" "functional" 

(the boy) Is 



NOTES TO CHAPTER III : FUNCTIONAL SYNTAGMS 

4. The term "functional" was originally used by P1drtinet to mark what 
he calls "autonomous syntagms". See Elements of General Linguistics 
by A. Martinet, 1964. 

2. Elements such as "andre, "or" may be called co-ordinators, and elements 
such as "when", "if", "though", "who", etc. may be called sub- 
ordinators. In terms of the present approach, all these elements 
are recognised as nfunctionals". 
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CHAPTER IV : NOMINAL SYNTAGMS 

In the preceding chapter models have been set up for the 

description of the predicative constructions in English. We noticed 

that nominal constructions, as immediate constituents, may stand in 

the subject, the object, and/or the indirect object positions with 

respect to the predicative nucleus. In this chapter we shall inves- 

tigate the field of relations that  ay exist within the nominal con- 

structions in English. 

For the description of the whole field of relations that 

may exist in a plural nominal syntagm in English, Mulder sets up the 

following model: 

[article] 

[numeral 
"nominal pl. " 

[adjective] 

[supplement] 

"Having one nuclear plus four peripheral positions in this structure 

is justified" Mulder says by the fact that items in each of these 

positions are not mutually exclusive. I. e. all these positions can 

be filled by one, but only one, immediate constituent of the syntagma 

this structure counts for. ' (On the Representation of Syntactic 

Structures, 1978). The above model is assumed to be adequate for 

the description of the relations that may exist in examples of the 

following type: 

1) men 

2) the wen 

3) three sen 
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4) old men 

5) men in the garden 

6) the three men 

7) the old men 

8) the three old men 

9) the men in the garden 

10) the three men in the garden 

11) the old men in the garden 

12) the three old men in the garden 

From the above list, example (12) represents an instance of the plural 

nominal syntagm extended to its maximal realization. On the first 

level the syntage in question is analysable into the following imme- 

diate constituents: 

the/ three/ old/ men/ in the garden 

These constituents are allocated to the positions in the above model 

as follows: 

"article" [the] 

"numeral" [three] 

men "nominal pl. " 
"adjective* Lold] 

"supplement" [in the garden] 

The other examples in the previous list, being all instances of a 

nominal syntagm, are describable in terms of the above model. The 

first example, contrary to the last one, represents an instance of 

the syntagm reduced to its minimal realization. It is projected onto 

the model as follows: 

"article" $ 

�numeral" $ 
----0 men "no.. pl. " 

"adjective" $ 

"supplement" 
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The peripheral positions are all filled by zero elements. This 

indicates that "men" �and consequently the nucleus of the plural 

nominal syntagm in English, is "free". That is, the nucleus does 

not require the presence of a bound peripheral to actualize it. 

To account for the relations within the singular nominal 

syntagm in English, the following model is set up: 

The upper brackets in 

or the *numeral"I, but 

the two, but not both, 

'the one little boy in 

positions in the model 

article] 

numeraljl 
) nominal (singular) 

[adjective] 

[supplement] 

the model above indicate that either the "article" 

not both, is "bound". Conversely, either of 

is an "expansion*. A construction such as 

the park" provides an example where all the 

can be filled: 

"article" 
I 

the 

"numeral" LoneJ 
boy "nom. sing. " 

"adjective" [little] 

"supplement" [in the par_ 

The above syntage may stand in the subject position as in "the one 

little boy in the park went home". On the basis of the either/or 

relation between the peripherals "erticle* and *numeral* shown by 

the model, one may have: 

the boy went home 

one boy went home 

the one boy want home 

the little boy went home 

one little boy went home 
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the little boy in the park went home 

one little boy in the park went home 

the one little boy in the park went home 

but not 

*boy went home 

*little boy went home 

*boy in the park vent home 

*little boy in the park went home 

In view of the above observations, we see that the nucleus of the 

singular nominal syntage, unlike the nucleus of the plural nominal, 

is not free, i. e. for its occurrence it requires the presence of a 

bound peripheral to actualize it. 

It is obvious that the singular nominal syntagm, like the 

plural nominal, is a bundle of five positions: a nucleus and four 

peripherals. The peripherals °articleN and "numeral" have been 

bracketed together in the model only for lack of a better represent- 

ation. One sees that the items "article' and *numeral*, like any 

two, or more, peripherals in the model, are indirectly related via 

the nucleus; and, therefore, one should not take then as a self- 

contained bundle occupying one position, but as two separate imme- 

diate constituents standing in a relation of parallel determination 

with respect to the nominal nucleus. 

1) Neutralization within the Nominal Syntage 

Under certain conditions the contrastive functions between 

the positions "articles and "numeral" become neutralized. For ins- 

tance, the occurrence of an indefinite article such as `a" or Kan" 

in a nominal syntagm mutually excludes the occurrence of a numeral 

in that syntagm. In a situation like this the theory makes it neces- 

sary to set up an archiposition which is in effect a position 
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representing the suspension of the contrastive functions between the 

two adjacent positions "article" and "numeral", and, consequently, 

rejects the hypothesis that there is an "article" or/and a "numeral" 

position in that situation. The intersection between the position 

partaking in the neutralization is exemplified by the following scheme: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

article numeral adjective supplement nominal 

a tone $ $ boy 

*a one O O boy 

a (one) $ $ boy 

The asterisks in the above model indicate the unacceptability of the 

marked elements in those positions. (a) shows that "one" cannot stand 

in the numeral position while the article position is filled by "am. 

Similarly, (b) shows that "a" cannot stand in the article position 

while the numeral position is filled by "ones. In (c), the only 

plausible solution, either "a" or "one°, may be allocated to a posi- 

tion, or rather an archiposition, covering the two positions "article" 

and "numeral" and unequivocally representing each. Labelling the 

archiposition in question as 'N" (for neutralization), the structure 

of a syntagm such as "a boy" is represented in the following manner: 

nay" "a" 

"adj. " 0 boy *nominal" 

"SVp. " iý 
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2) Occurrence and Functional Dependencies within the Nominal Syntagm 

In the plural nominal syntagm there is a unilateral occur- 

rence dependency between each of the peripheral elements and the 

nucleus. That is, the peripheral elements, for their occurrence, 

depend on the nucleus but not vice versa. This implies that the 

nucleus is �free" since it does not require the presence of a bound 

peripheral to actualize it. As for function, the peripheral elements 

depend on the nucleus but not vice versa. That is to say that the 

peripherals stand in relations of sub-ordination to the nucleus, i. e. 

they determine it. Conversely we may say that the tactic functions 

of the peripheral elements are governed by the nucleus. 

In the singular nominal syntaga there is a unilateral occur- 

rence dependency between each of the "adjective" and the "supplement" 

on the one hand, and the nucleus on the other. That is, the peri- 

pherals "adjective" and "supplement", for their occurrence, depend 

on the nucleus but not vice versa. As one of the peripheral elements 

"article" and "numeral" should be bound within the singular nominal 

syntagm, it follows that there is a bilateral occurrence dependency 

between that peripheral and the nucleus, i. e. the bound peripheral, 

for its occurrence, depends on the nucleus and vice versa. This is- 

plies that the nucleus of the singular nominal syntagm, unlike the 

nucleus of the plural nominal, is not free since it requires the pre- 

sence of a bound peripheral to actualize it. As for function, we 

notice that the peripheral elements depend on the nucleus but not 

vice versa, i. e. they determine the nucleus. Or conversely the nuc- 

leus governs their tactic functions. 

3) Complexes within the Nominal Syntagm 

Simple as well as complex syntactic items may figure as 

immediate constituents within the nominal governed syntagm. Each 
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position within the syntagm in question can be filled by a syntactic 

complex as the following examples show: 

1) table-lamps 

2) the boy's books 

3) nearly ten students 

4) very big rooms 

5) books on the table 

Example (1) shows a syntactic complexity in the nuclear 

position: 

"art, " j 

ßnum. " 
(table -o- lamps) "nom. pl. " 

Madj. " $ 

" sup. " 

Within the nuclear complex, the element "table* stands in a direct 

relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus "lamps". The "- 

position in which °table° stands may be called "nominal determinant". 
2 

Example (2) shows a syntactic complexity in the article 

position: 

"art. ' [(the 
-) boy) -jo 's 

"nun. " 

books "nom. pl. " 
*adj. 

"sup. " 

In the article position the complex "the boy" constitutes a nominal 

syntagm standing in a relation of sub-ordination to the nucleus "'a". 

On a lower level the complex  the boy is a combination of two I. C. s, 

'*the" and "boy". The other peripheral positions within the syntage 

"the boy" are empty, i. e. they can be filled by zero elements as 

shown: 
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"art. " art. 
[theji 

num . 
adj. $ boy -ý ýe 
'sup. / 

"num. ° $ 

"adj. ' 0 

"SUP. " $ 

I-l books "nom. pl. " 

Example (3) shows a syntactic complexity in the numeral 

position: 

"art. " 

'anum. " [nearly ---i ten] 
---ý students "nor. pl. " 

"adj. " 

"sup. " $ 

Example (4) shows a syntactic complexity in the adjective 

position: 

"'art. * 0 

"nur. � 

---r roosts "now. pl. " 
"adj. " [[very] 

-i big 

0 gip. " 

In the adjective position the element "very" stands in a relation 

of sub-ordination to the adjective "big*. 

Example (5) shows a syntactic complexity in the supplement 

position: 

"art. " $ 

"num. " 

books "nos. pl. " 
"adj. " $ 

"sup. " 
Eon 

#-- (the --4 table)] 
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In the supplement position the syntagm "the table" stands in a direct 

relation of sub-ordination with respect to the nucleus won". On a 

lower level "the tables constitutes a nominal syntage, analysable 

into the constituents °the" and *table* of which the latter is the 

nucleus. The syntagm "on the table", as a whole, occupies the sup- 

plement position and stands in a direct relation of sub-ordination 

with respect to the nucleus "books". 

Syntactic complexes may occur in one, some, or all the 

positions of the nominal governed syntagm simultaneously as encoun- 

tered in a construction such as: "my brother's nearly six very small 

car keys on the table. " The complexity involved in each position 

is shown by the following scheme: 

*art. ° [(my 
-i brother) --) 'a] 

"num. " [nearly --0 six] 
( [car]---4 keys) 

"adj. " [very -i small] "nome pl. " 

"sup. " Lon E-- (the -f table)] 

4) Realizations of the Nominal Syntagm 

There is a strict order of occurrence among the constitu- 

ents of the nominal governed syntage. The constituents succeed one 

another in the following order: 

article - numeral - adjective - nominal - supplement 

Items in the supplement position ire the only constituents that occur 

post-nuclearly. Being expansions, the peripheral elements (some or 

all) may be left out. On the basis of this we may have the following 

as instances of a nominal plural syntagm: 
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article - numeral - adjective - nominal - supplement 

$ 0 0 books $ 

the 0 0 books $ 

$ three $ books $ 

$ big books $ 

$ $ books on the shelf 

the three $ books 0 

the $ big books $ 

the 0 $ books on the shelf 

$ three big books $ 

0 0 big books on the shelf 

$ three big books on the shelf 

the three big books on the shelf 



NOTES TO CHAPTER IV : NOMINAL SYNTAG1S 

1. A nominal such as "gold", "milk", "water", etc., cannot poihipp5 be 
determined by a numeral. Nominals of this type m., y be called 
"generic", and may be described in terms of the following model: 

Carticlej 

[adjective] -i "generic nominal" 
[supplement] 

2. Note that "nominal determinants" are expressed by ordinary nominals, 
and this, in certain constructions, may cause some ambiguity in reg- 
ard to the message conveyed. For instance, a syntagm such as "a big 
table lamp" may convey two functionally different messages: (a) "a 
big lamp of a table", or (b) "a lamp of a big table". According to 
the first message the syntagm is analysable in the following manner: 

"art. " a 

"num. " 

" adj "" 
[big] 

( [tablet 
-* lamp) "nom. sing. " 

"sup. " 0 

And according to the second message the syntagm is analysable as 
follows: 

"art. [a] 

"num. " o"add. 

" 0 -i ([[big] -) table, --4 lamp) "nom. sing. " 

I. sup. 1.0 
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CHAPTER I: THE PREDICATIVE SYNTAGMS COMPARED 

1. Introduction 

Throughout the history of linguistics, scholars have tended 

to oscillate between two extreme views: those who believe that langu- 

ages, from the point of view of linguistic descriptions, are essentially 

different and that points of similarity are trivial and/or accidental; 

and those who take an entirely opposite view. Functionalists in general, 

and axiomatic functionalists in particular, who lay great emphasis on a 

clear-cut distinction between theory and descriptions, are among the 

strongest current representative upholders of the first view. 

"Jakobsonians" (those who have great faith in Jakobson's universal 

inventory of binary distinctive features from which the phonemes of 

any language may derive their distinctive features) in general, and 

"transormationalists" in particular are among the strongest believers 

in the second view. 

For a valid and explicit comparison between two, or more 

languages, or rather between the structures of those languages, from 

an axiomatic functionalist point of view, it is not only important 

but also essential that one and the same linguistic theory is used 

in the descriptions of those languages. Otherwise, one could not 

make sure whether the comparison is drawn on the theory level, on 

the description level, or on a mixture of the two. 

In this part of the thesis, comparisons will be drawn between 

the structure of English and that of Kamali Arabic which have both been 

set up earlier in this work. By adopting an axiomatic funtionalist 
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point of view in the descriptions of the two languages in question, 

one expects that attention will be automatically centered on diff- 

erences rather than similarities. This, however, should not be 

taken to imply that points of similaritie3 will, in any way, be 

overlooked or overshadowed in favour of points of differences, or 

vice versa. Rather, points that are strikingly different or strik- 

ingly similar will be listed and discussed in the most objective way 

possible; and this will leave the importance or the triviality of 

those points speak for themselves. Linguistic descriptions, after 

all, are expected to be "different' in as far as they are the result 

of the application of a particular linguistic theory to different 

fields of speech phenomena. They are, of course, expected to be 

"similar' insofar as they make reference to the same theoretical 

principles and meta-models. 

Generally speaking, precision in comparisons of this kind 

is not easy to achieve, and so the comparisons will remain somewhat 

global and imprecise. This is due, among other reasons, to the lack 

of a well-formed methodology by the aid of which a comparison can be 

clearly drawn on the one hand, and perhaps to the vast difference in 

the history of the two languages under comparison on the other. 

The comparisons will be carried out starting with the 
bas, d 

predicative&syntagms, as a whole, and proceeding down to comparing 

the constituents of those syntages. The main reason for choosing 

to do so is the underlying assumption that it is perhaps via predi- 

_ base d 
cative'syntagms, rather than others, that one is more likely to find 

a constant point of reference with which prsdicatives in the two 

languages may be correlated, and consequently feasibly compared. 
1 

Predicative-based syntagms, by virtue of their being bases 

(see page I$ ) for sentences, have the potential to serve as express- 

ions for logical propositions. And since one and the same logical 
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proposition may be expressed by two different predicative syntagms 

conveying very similar, or possibly identical, messages in the two 

languages, logical propositions shall be taken as our basic point 

of reference for the comparisons of structures in English and Kamali 

Arabic. The following scheme clarifies the relations between logi- 

cal propositions and, predicative-based syntagas: 

logical 
propositions 

expressed by 
predicative syntagtas 
in language My° 

expressed by 
predicative syntagme 
in language "z" 

A single logical proposition °x" may be expressed by two predicative 

syntagms in the two languages under comparison: 

a logical 
proposition Ox" 

expressed in expressed in 
English as: Kamali Arabic as: 

the director resigned" stagäl leudir 

The latter scheme represents an instance of the former. The syntagms 

"the director resigned" and "atagil imudir" convey the same communicative 
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message to which the logical proposition "x* corresponds. With the 

above schemes as a background, the comparisons will be drawn start- 

ing with the predicative-based syntagms in the two languages. 

2. The Verbal Predicative-Based Syntagms Compared 

Terms such as °intransitive", "non-transitive", "transitive" 

etc., have been used by Mulder for labelling different structures of 

verbal predicative-based syntagms in English. Similar terms, in this 

work, have also been used for labelling certain predicatives in Kamali 

Arabic. The major points of difference and similarity that may be 

established between the above mentioned types of syntages are as 

follows: 

Differences 

The inventory of the predicative-based syntagms "intransitive". 

"non-transitive "# "transitive*, etc. in English is different from the 

inventory of the predicative-based syntagms in Kamali Arabic. The 

importance of the difference lies not only in the number of syntages 

in each, but also in the syntactic make-up of the syntagms belonging 

to the inventories of the predicative-based syntagms in these two 

languages. Karnali Arabic has, for instance, a type of syntagm called 

"indirect complementary transitive" the structure of which is as follows: 

[subject] 

"indirect object 

'V. P. " 

"object" 

"complementary objec 

K. A. (V. P. 810) 

A syntagm like "lualad hattat ? uxtu lkthb Salkursi" (the boy made his 
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sister put the book on the chair) provides an example for filling the 

positions in the above model: 

"subj. " [lualad] 

"ind. obj. " "? uxtu" 
hattat "pred. ° 

"obj. " "lktäb" 

"comp. obj. " "' 1kursi" 

A structure of the above type does not seem to belong to the inventory 

of predicatives in English nor, therefore, does it partake in opposi- 

tion with any of the members of that inventory. Similar considerations 

apply to the syntagm "indirect non-transitive" (v. P. 87) which is a mew- 

bar of the inventory of the predicative-based syntagms in Karnali Arabic. 

An example of this type of syntagm is the construction "salma darrabat- 

hum qahua" (Salms made them drink coffee) or (Sauna gave them coffee to 

drink) which is represented as follows: 

"Isubj. " [salma] 

"ind. obje "hum" ý-ý "äarrabat" "V. P. " 

aobj. " [qahua] 

K. A. (V. P. B7) 

Another type of structure which exists in Kamali Arabic but not in 

English is the "indirect non-complementary transitive" (V. P. 811) 

which is instantiated by the syntaga "lualad hattet ? axü lkteb 

5alraf" (the boy made his brother leave the book on the shelf). 

This is represented as follows: 
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"sub j. " [lualad] 

"ind. obj. " "? ax-u" 

hattet "V. P. " 

obj "lktäb" 

"comp. obj. " [Salraf] 

K. A. (V. P. Bll) 

Similarly, the "non-direct non-complementary transitive" 

(V. P. 813) which belongs to the inventory of the verbal predicative- 

based syntagms in English, does not seem to exist in Kamali Arabic. 

The syntagm "she left him a Message in his pigeon-hole" provides an 

example of this syntagm. It is represented as follows: 

'subj. " 

"ind. obj. " 

nobj. " 

"she" 

[him] 

"a message" 

"comp. obj. " [in his pigeon-hole 

left "V. P. " 

E. (V. P. B13) 

As to the differences in the syntactic wake-up of the 

predicative-based syntagms in the two languages we notice: 

a) Certain constituents in thew may contract different 

occurrence dependencies. The subject/predicative occurrence dependency 

relations in English, for instance, is different from that of the 

subject/predicative in Kamali Arabic. (More details and examples 

about the subject and its dependencies in the two languages are to 

follow in a separate suction. ) 

b) Certain positions in them may be filled by constituents 

that have different syntactic structures, e. g. the nominale occupying 
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the subject and/or the object positions in them. (More details and 

examples, about the syntactic structures of the nominals in the two 

languages are to follow in chapter III). Similarly, the nuclear posi- 

tions in them may be filled by verbal predicatives that have different 

syntactic structures. (More details and examples about this are to 

follow in the succeeding section. ) 

c) The constituents in certain predicative-based syntagms 

may succeed one another in different sequential orders in the two 

languages. Thus, while in the 'transitive" syntag  in English, for 

instance, the constituents succeed one another in the strict order: 

subject - predicative - object 

In Kamali Arabic, the constituents may be arranged in one of the 

following sequences: 

predicative - subject - object 

predicative - object - subject 

or 

subject - predicative - object 

Similarities 

a) The verbal predicative-based syntagas in the two lang- 

uages are similar in as far as the constituents in them exhibit simi- 

lar functional dependency relations. That is, all the verbal predicative- 

based syntagms in English are sub-ordinative syntagms, and so are all 

the verbal predicative-based syntagas in Kaeali Arabic. They are also 

similar in that the peripheral elements in thew are sub-ordinated to 

verbal predicative nuclei. 

b) Positions such as *subject* and "object" in the two 

languages may be filled by "noainals" that have similar, or possibly 

identical, denotations. Certain nuclear verbs may also have identi- 

cal denotations in the two languages, 

c) Certain constituents in certain verbal predicative- 
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based syntagms, in the two languages, may contract similar occurrence 

dependencies. The object in the "transitive" synteges in English, for 

instance, holds a bilateral occurrence dependency with the predicative 

nucleus, and so does the "object" in the "transitive" syntage in Kamali 

Arabic. Another point of similarity that may be established between 

the "transitiven syntagms as a whole, for instance, is that they are 

both self-contained bundles of three positions. The two transitive 

syntagms in the two languages, with examples, are the following: 

"subj. " John 

.. 
kissed "V. P. ° 

"obj. " "Mary* 

E. (v. P. 93) 

"subj. " [sämiJ 

bas "V. P. " 

"obj. " "salma" 

K. A. (V. P. B5) 

The syntagm "John kissed Mary" fills up the positions in the first 

model, and asämi bis salma't (Sari kissed Salma), in the second. 

Other syntagms similar in this respect (i. e. having equivalent 

number of positions, and the objects in them exhibit similar occ- 

urrence dependency-relations)are the "non-transitive", "complementary 

transitive", "complementary intransitive" and many others. 

d) The peripheral constituents in the verbal predicative- 

based syntagms (i. e. the subject and the objects) are similar in the 

two languages in as far as they both exhibit relations of diverse 

determination with respect to the verbal predicative nuclei. 
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The tables below show the differences and the similarities 

between the verbal predicative-based syntagms in the two languages 

under comparison. The symbol x indicates a free nucleus, "x" actual- 

ized nucleus, +a bound peripher), [+] an expansion, and It [+] " either 

bound or an expansion. 

C- 
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3. The Verbal Predicative Syntagms Compared 

Syntactic complexes have been attested in the nuclear positions 

of the verbal predicative-based syntagms in both English and in Karnali 

Arabic. The models set up to account for instances of the nuclear syn- 

tagms in questions, with examples projected onto them, are as follows: 

English (1) 

"modal" [may 

"tense" (have] 

playing "v" 
"aspect" [been] 

"modality" [not] 

Kamali Arabic (2) 

Wauxu "v" 

kiniilcab 

The syntagms "may not have been playing, and "kin iil4ab" (he - it - 

was playing), fill up the positions in the first and in the second 

models respectively. 

Following are the major points of difference and similarity 

that may be established between the verbal predicative syntagme in the 

two languages. 

Differences 

a) The first structure-is a self-contained bundle of five 

immediate constituents, while the second is a self-contained bundle 

of two only. 

b) The above difference implies that there is a difference 

in regard to the syntactic capacity of the nucleus in each. Thus, 

while the verbal nucleus in English is capable of governing the tac- 

tic functions of four peripheral immediate constituents, the verbal 
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nucleus in Kamali Arabic can govern the tactic function of one 

peripheral only. 

c) In all the predicative-based syntages in English, 

structure (1), as a whole, must be "actualized" by, at least, 

one peripheral constituent, while structure (2), as a whole, may 

figure as a "free" nucleus in some predicative-based syntagms 

(e. g. intransitive, non-transitive) in Kamali Arabic. 

d) The verbal nucleus in Kamali Arabic, but not in 

English, incorporates within its form an element that indicates 

the subject of the syntagm (see page 59). 

Similarities 

a) The verbal predicative syntagms are similar insofar 

as they constitute sub-ordinative constructions. 

b) The verbal nuclei in them are *free*. This implies 

that the peripheral elements governed by them are expansions. 

c) The verbal nuclei in then may have similar, or 

possibly identical denotation. 

d) The constituents in them may succeed one another in 

a similar sequential order. In both languages the peripheral 

constituents precede the nuclei. 

4. The Subjects Compared 

Following are the major points of difference and similarity 

that may be established between the subjects in the verbal predicative 

based syntagms in English and Kamali Arabic. 

Differences 

a) The subject in English is a bound peripheral, whereas 

in Kamali Arabic it is a peripheral expansion. This implies that 

there is a difference in the occurrence dependencies of the two 

subjects; in English there is a bilateral occurrence dependency 
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between the subject and the predicative (i. e. the subject for its 

occurrence depends on the predicative and vice versa), and in Karnali 

Arabic there is a unilateral occurrence dependency between the subject 

and the predicative (i. e. the subject, for its occurrence, depends on 

the predicative but not vice versa). A further difference implied by 

the above statements is that the subject in English is sub-ordinated 

to an actualized predicative nucleus, whereas in Kamali Arabic it is 

sub-ordinated to a free predicative nucleus. The models for the 

`intransitive" syntagas, with examples projected onto them are as 

follows: 

 subj. M "V. P. M "subj. " "V. P. " 

"the manager" i died [laudir] ý eät 

The syntagms 'the manager died" and "rät lmudir" (the manager died) 

fill up the positions in the first and in the second models respect- 

ively. 

b) The subjects in the two languages are different insofar 

as they have different internal structures. That is, the structure 

of a nominal syntagm that may occupy the subject position in a syn- 

tagm in English, is different from the structure of a nominal syntagm 

that may occupy the subject position in a syntagm in Kamali Arabic. 

(For such a difference see section 9 of the present chapter. ) 

c) As an external property of "subject" (i. e. its tactic 

functions within a predicative syntagm), one notices that "subject" 

in one language may enter in a self-contained field of relations 

(i. e. a syntagm) to which no similar syntagm in the other language 

corresponds. For instance, in Karnali Arabic the *subject"  ay figure 

as an immediate constituent within what was called the "indirect 

... 

complementary transitive" whose structure is as follows: 
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[subject] 

"indirect object" 

"object" 

"complementary object 

predicative 

K. A. (V. P. 810) 

A syntagm such as "lmudarris hattet lualad lktäb bmakänu" (the teacher 

made the boy put the book in its place), provides an example for filling 

up the positions in the above model: 

"subj. ll [imudarris] 

nind. obj. " "lualad" 

"obj. " "lktäb" 

"comp. obj. " ubmakämuf 

In English, the subject does not exhibit a syntactic function similar 

to that of the subject in the above model since the syntagm in ques- 

tion does not belong to the inventory of the verbal predicative- 

based syntagms in that language. Similar considerations also apply 

to the "indirect non-complementary transitive" (V. P. 811) which exists 

in Karnali Arabic and not in English. The "non-direct non-complementary. 

syntagm" (V. P. 813), on the other hand, belongs to the inventory of the 

verbal predicatives in English, but not in Kamali Arabic. A construc- 

tion such as he left her a message in her pigeon-hole", provides an 

example of a V. P. 813 syntagm which is projected onto the model in 

the following manner: 

hattat "V. P. " 

I 
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" subj. u "he" 

"ind. obj. " [her] 

"obj. " "message" 

°Corup. obj. '" [in her pigeon-hole 

E. (V. P. B13) 

left "V. P. " 

Similarities 

a) The subjects in the two languages are similar insofar 

as they exhibit similar tactic funtions with respect to the predi- 

cative nuclei, i. e. each stands in a relation of sub-ordination to it. 

b) The subjects in syntagms such as °transitive"t "non- 

transitive", "indirect transitive", "complementary transitive", in 

the two languages, are similar insofar as they contract indirect 

tactic relations with the peripheral constituents "object ", "indirect 

object" and "complementary object". Objects in the above-mentioned 

syntagms in the two languages have similar occurrence as well as 

functional dependencies. 

c) The subject positions in any of the verbal predicative- 

based syntagms in the two languages may be filled by nominals that 

have similar, or possibly identical, denotations. 

d) Like the realization of the subject in English, the 

realization of the subject in Kawali Arabic may be restricted to 

its occurrence before the predicative nucleus (see page 59 ). 

5. fhe Objects Compared 

The three types of "object" that have been distinguished 

in the verbal predicative-based syntagms in both English and Kanali 

Arabic are: "object", "indirect object", and "complementary object". 
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Differences 

a) The objects in the two languages are different insofar 

as they contract functional dependency relations with two structurally 

different verbal predicative nuclei. The difference between the two 

verbal predicative nuclei is shown by the models below: 

"subject" 

"object" 

English (1) 

V. P. 

[modal] 

[tense] 
verb 

[aspect] 

[modality] 

Kamali Arabic (2) 

Csubject] 

--ý ( [aux] --º verb) '*V. P. " 

"object" 

b) While object in English contracts an indirect tactic 

relation with a bound subject, object in Karnali Arabic contracts an 

indirect tactic relation with an optional (expansion) subject. 

c) Though both objects in English and in Kamali Arabic 

contract indirect tactic relati03 with an indirect object and a 

complementary object (within one and the same syntage), yet these 

relations are different insofar as the latter two object constituents 

are expansions in one language, and bound in the other, as shown by 

the models below: 

"subject" 

Eindirect object 

"object" 

[complementary object] 

^U. P. " 

E. (V. P. 613) 

.ý 
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[subject] 

"indirect object" 

"object" 

I/complementary objectv 

K. A. (V. P. 810) 

UU. P. N 

The syntagms "he left her a book on her desk", and "lualad hattat 

sadfqu lktbb Salraf° (the boy made his friend put the book on the 

shelf) fill up the positions in the previous models as shown: 

"subj. " "he" 

"ind. obj. " [her) 

left "U. P. " 

Oobj. " "a book" 

"comp. obj. ] [on her desk] 

E. (V. P. 813) 

Osubj. " [lualad] 

Kind, obj. n rsadfqua 

fiat tat "V. P ." 
"obj. " "lktäb" 

"comp. obj. " "Salrafw 

K. A. (V. P. 810) 

d) While the occurrence of object in English is restricted 

(in three position syntagms) to the sequential order: 

subject - predicative - object 

Object in Kamali Arabic in similar syntagms (i. e. three position syn- 

tagms) may occur in sequences of the following type: 
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or 

predicative - subject - object 

predicative - object - subject 

object - predicative - subject 

Similarities 

a) The objects in the two languages are similar insofar 

as they both actualize the verbal predicative nucleus as in the 

"transitive", "indirect transitive", "complementary transitive" 

syntagms in the two languages. 

b) The objects in the two languages are similar insofar 

as they can figure as peripheral expansions, as in the "non-transitive" 

syntagms in both languages* 

c) The objects are similar insofar as they may contract 

indirect tactic relations with indirect objects; as in the "indirect 

transitive' syntagms, and indirect tactic relations with complementary 

objects; as in the "complementary transitive" syntagms in the two 

languages. 

d) The object positions in the two languages can be filled 

by nominals that may have similar, or possibly, identical denotations. 

Thus, "the boy" in she saw the boy" and "lualad" (the boy) in "säfat 

lualad" (she - it - saw the boy) have similar, or possibly, identical 

denotations. 

e) The objects may occur in a similar sequential order in 

the two languages. Examples: 

Subject - Predicative - Object 

English: she saw the boy 

Karnali Arabic: hiia §efat lualad 

(she saw the boy) 
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6. The Indirect and the Complementary Objects Compared 

a) The indirect objects in the two languages are different 

insofar as they are sub-ordinated to different verbal predicative 

nuclei (see page 227). The same applies to the complementary objects 

in the two languages in question. 

b) The indirect object in English contracts an indirect 

tactic relation with a bound subject, while in Kamali Arabic it con- 

tracts an indirect tactic relation with an optional (expansion) sub- 

ject, The "indirect transitive" syntagms in the two languages show 

the difference: 

"subject" 

"indirect object" 0 "V. P. " 

"object" 

E. (V. P. B4) 

Isub, ject] 

"indirect object" 

"object" 

K. A. (V. P. 815) 

The same applies to the "complementary object" as shown by 

the "complementary transitive" syntagms in the two languages: 

"subject" 

"object" 

"complementary object" 

E. (V. P. B5) 
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[subject] 

"object" 

"complementary object" 

K. A. (V. P. B9) 

c) While both indirect objects in English and in Karnali 

Arabic contract indirect tactic relations with complementary objects 

the two indirect relations are different in that the terms partaking 

in the relations exhibit different occurrence dependencies as shown 

by the examples below: 

"subj. " 

"ind. obj. " 

"obj. " 

"the boy" 

[the cat] 

"some food" 

"comp. obj. " [on the chair] 

E. (V. P. 813) 

 subj. 'l $ 

°ind. obj. ° "u� 

"obj. " "lmiftäfi" 

"comp. obj. " "biäbu" 

left "V. P. ° 

hattat "V. P. " 

K. A. (V. P. 810) 

Note that the indirect and the complementary objects "the cat* and 

"on the chair" are expansions, while "u" (him), and 'biibu» (in his 

pocket) in "Fattatu lmiftäh blebu" (he made his put the key in his 

pocket), are bound. 

.ý 
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d) While the occurrence of the indirect object is restricted 

to the sequential order: 

subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

as in the syntagm: 

tithe boy gave his friend the book" 

the indirect object in Kamali Arabic may occur in a sequence like: 

predicative - subject - indirect object - object 

as in the syntagm: 

Sate lualad sadiqu lktäb 

(gave the boy his friend the book) 

Similar considerations apply to the complementary objects in 

the two languages as shown by the following examples: 

English: 

subject - predicative - object - comp. object 

as in the syntagm: 

he put the pen on the table 

Kamali Arabic: 

predicative - subject - object - comp. object 

as in the syntagm: 

fiat lualad lqalam Salthula 

(put the boy the pen on the table) 

Similarities 

a) The indirect object in English actualizes the verbal 

predicative nucleus in, for instance, the "in direct transitive" syn- 

tagm, and so does the indirect object in Kama li Arabic as shown by 

the examples below: 

"subj. n "hen 

"ind. obj. " "her" ý- wished "V. P. " 

"obj. " "a nice trip" 
E. (U. P. B4) 
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"subj. " [sami] 

"ind, obj. " "? axu" baiial "V. P. " 

"obj. " "lbet" 

K. A. (V. P. B15) 

The syntagms projected onto the models are: "he wished her a nice 

trip", and "sami baiial ? axü lbet" (Sami made his brother sell the 

house). 

The complementary objects may also actualize the verbal 

predicative nuclei as shown by the examples below: 

�subj. " "she" 

"obj. " "a letter" put "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " "in the box" 

E. (v. P. B5) 

"subj. ' [? afimadj 

°Obj. 91 19? ldu° fiat MV. P. n 

"comp. obj. " "Sala xadu" 

K. A. (V. P. B9) 

The syntagms projected onto the models are: "she put a letter in the 

box°, and "? ahmad at ? fdu Sala xadu" (Ahmad put his hand on his 

cheek). Other examples from the two languages in which the comp- 

lementary objects actualize the verbal predicative are: 
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�subj. " "Mary� 

stepped "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " "into the room 

E. (v. P. 87) 

"subj. " [rämi] 

stanad "V. P. " 

'*compe obj. " Ktialbab" 

K. A. (V. P. B6) 

The syntagms projected onto the above models are: "Mary stepped into 

the room", and Mrämi stanad Salbäb" (Rami leaned against the door). 

b) The indirect object in English contracts an indirect 

tactic relation with a bound object, and so does the indirect obj- 

ect in Kamali Arabic. Similar considerations apply to the comple- 

mentary objects in the two languages in question as shown by the 

above examples. 

c) The indirect objects may figure as peripheral expansions 

in syntagms like the "non-direct transitive" in the two languages. 

And the same applies to the "complementary objects", as in the "non- 

complementary transitive" syntagms. Thus, "me" in "he offered me a 

lift" and "ni" (me),, in "sauuini licba" (he made me a toy) 
2 

stand as 

optional indirect objects as shown below: 

"subj. '" when 

"ind. obj. " [me] ý--ý offered "V. P. ° 

aobj. u "a lift" 

E. (V. P. 86) 
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"subj. " fý 

"ind. obj. " [nij sauuä "U. P. " 

"obj. " "liSba" 

K. A. (V. P. B12) 

Similarly, the complementary objects: "into the garden" in 

"she pushed him into the garden", and "bilteba" (with the ball) in 

"aarab ? axü biltäba" (he hit his brother with the ball) stand as 

optional peripherals as shown: 

'subj. " "she" 

"obj. " "him" pushed "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " [into the garden] 

E. (V. P. B9) 

"subj. " $ 

"obj. " "? axü" ? arab "V. P. " 

"comp. obj. " [biltiba] 

K. A. (V. P. BB) 

d) The indirect object positions in the indirect transitive 

syntagms in the two languages can be filled by two elements that may 

have similar, or possibly identical denotations. And similar consid- 

erations apply to the complementary object positions in the two lang- 

uages in question. 

e) The indirect objects may occur in a similar sequential 

order in the two languages. Examples: 
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subject - predicative - indirect object - object 

English: he gave me a lift 

Kamali Arabic: lualad sauua ni li`ba 

(the boy made me a toy) 

The complementary objects in the two languages also occur 

in a similar sequence as shown by the examples below: 

subject - predicative - object - comp. object 

Enalish: he put it on the table 

Kamali Arabic: lualad hat lktäb (alkursi 

(the boy put the book on the chair) 

7. The Non-Verbal Predicative-Based SyntagmsCompared 

The models set up to account for the overall syntagmatic 

relations in the non-verbal predicative syntagms in English and in 

Kamali Arabic, with examples, are as follows: 

"modal" [may] 

"subject" "tense" [have] "copula" "complement" 

"Mary" "aspect" [been] (being F- truthful) 

"modality" [not) 

English (Page 169) 

t'subject" 
_"auxiliary" 

"predicative" 

[salua]" --1 ([kinat]M fagira) 

Kamali Arabic (Page 95) 

The syntagms projected onto the above models are: ''Mary may not have 

been being truthful", and "salua känat fagira" (Salua was poor). The 

major differences and similarities that may be established between the 

above two structures are the following: 
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Differences 

a) On the highest level in the syntactic hierarchy each 

syntagm has a subject as an immediate constituent. The subjects in 

the two syntagms are different insofar as their functional and occurr- 

ence dependencies are concerned. They exhibit two different functional 

dependencies since their tactic functions are governed by two structu- 

rally different non-verbal predicative nuclei. With regard to their 

occurrence dependency relations, the subjects are different in that 

in English the subject contracts a bilateral occurrence dependency 

with the predicative nucleus, whereas in Kamali Arabic it does not. 

In the latter language the subject is in an either/or relation with 

the Mauxiliary" element as shown by the above model. That is to say 

that either the "subject" or the 'auxiliary", but not both, has to be 

bound while the other is an expansion. Accordingly, the subject may 

be regarded as an expansion in which case it contracts a unilateral 

occurrence dependency relation with the predicative nucleus. 

b) On the next lower level (i. e. within the predicative 

nucleus which is determined by the subject), in English there are four 

auxiliary elements (i. e modal, tense, aspect, and modality) which stand 

as immediate constituents in relations of parallel determinations with 

respect to the nucleus, whereas in Kamali Arabic the nucleus is deter- 

mined by one peripheral auxiliary element. The latter auxiliary exhibits 

a relation of occurrence dependency which is different from the occurr- 

ence dependency exhibited by any peripheral auxiliary in the English 

model. Each of the auxiliaries "modal", "tense", Oaspect", and "Modality" 

being an expansion, contracts a unilateral occurrence dependency with 

the nucleus (to which it is sub-ordinated), whereas the auxiliary in 

Kamali Arabic (which can be bound) may contract a bilateral occurrence 

dependency with the nucleus (to which it is sub-ordinated). 

c) The auxiliary element in Kamali Arabic, unlike any of 

.ý 
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the auxiliaries in English, agrees with the subject in gender and 

number as shown by the examples below: 

sirtu (I became) 

sirit (you m. sing. became) 

sirti (you f. sing. became) 

sar (he - it - became) 

särat (she - it - became) 

sirna (we became) 

sirtu (you pl. became) 

säru (they became) 

d) The non-verbal predicative-based syntagms in the two 

languages are different insofar as they have different realizations. 

Thus, while the realization of the subject in English is restricted 

to its occurrence at the beginning of the syntagm (in indicative 

constructions), as shown by "she" in "she was at home', the subject 

in Kamali Arabic may be realized initially, medially, or finally as 

shown by the element Olbint" (the girl) in the examples below: 

lbint känat bilbet 

känat ibint bilbet 

bilbit kinat lbint 

(the girl was at home) 

(the girl was at home) 

(the girl was at home) 

Similarities 

a) The subjects are similar insofar as they exhibit similar 

dependency relationä. That is each stands in a direct relation of sub- 

ordination with respect to a non-verbal predicative nucleus. The sub- 

jects may also be similar in that they may be expressed by nominale 

that have similar, or possibly, identical denotations. 

b) On the first level of the immediate constituent analysis, 

each of the non-verbal predicative-based syntages in the two languages 

constitutes a sub-ordinative syntagm consisting of two positions: a 

'*subject' and a "predicative" nucleus. 
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c) in certain contexts, e. g. in the absence of an auxiliary 

element, the subject in Kamali Arabic, like the subject in English, asualfy 

precedes its predicative nucleus. The element °lkalb" (the dog), in 

"lkalb iü55n" (the dog is hungry), precedes the predicative nucleus 

111655n" (is hungry), like "the boy" in English which precedes its 

predicative nucleus in ""the boy is hungry". 

.. -. 
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NOTES TO CHAPTER I: THE PREDICATIVE SYNTAG1S COMPARED 

1. Starting with predicative syntagms would, on the other hand, be 

practically more convenient and perhaps more elegant in the pre- 

sentation. 

2. Note that "sauuäni licba" has to be interpreted as 'the made a toy 

out of me" and never as "he made a toy for me". 



CHAPTER II : THE FUNCTIONAL SYNTAG(1S COMPARED 

The models that have been set up to account for instances 

of the functional syntagm in English and in Kamali Arabic are as 

follows: 

English (1) Karnali Arabic (2) 

"functional" E-- "complement" "functional" F- "complement" 

The main points of difference and similarity that may be 

established between the above syntagms are the following: 

Differences 

a) Nominals that may stand in the complement positions in 

the two models have different syntactic structures. (See the follow- 

ing chapter. ) 

b) The two syntagms in question may form immediate consti- 

tuents in larger syntagms that have different syntactic structures. 

The functional syntagms in Kamali Arabic, for instance, may figure 

as an immediate constituent in the "indirect complementary transitive" 

vC 1'I 

syntagm, while the functional syntagm in English may not, 4f the abs- 

ence of the said syntagm from the set of predicatives in the latter 

language. Similarly, the functional syntagm may figure as an immedi- 

ate constituent in the non-direct non-complementary transitive in 

English, and not in Kamali Arabic far the absence of the syntagm in 

question from the set of predicatives in the latter language. 

c) The functional ayntagms in the two languages are different 

inasfar as their sequential orders, with respect to other constituents 

in larger syntagms, are concerned. In English, for instance, functional 

-2 46 - 
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syntagms in copulative predicative-based syntagms occur in the follow- 

ing sequence: 

subject - copula - complement 

e. g. he was in the garden 

The functional syntagm "in the garden's succeeds the copula which in 

turn succeeds the subject. However, when the functional has to be 

emphasised it may precede the other consitituents in the sequence 

shown: 

complement - subject - copula 

e. g. in the garden he was 

Note that in both of the above mentioned examples the sequential order 

"subject - copula" is kept constant. This is different from the situ- 

ation in Kamali Arabic where the constituents may succeed one another 

in one of the following sequences: 

lualad kän bilhadiga (the boy was in the garden) 

lit: the boy was in the garden 

kan lualad bilhadiga (the boy was in the garden) 

lit: was the boy in the garden 

ken bilfiadfga lualad (the boy was in the garden) 

lit: was in the garden the boy 

And on leaving out the subject one may have: 

kin bilhadiga (he was in the garden) 

lit: he was in the garden 

or: billiadiga kan (he was in the garden) 

lit: in the garden he was 

Similarities 

The functional syntagms in the two languages are similar 

insofar as: 
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a) They constitute sub-ordinative syntagms of two positions. 

b) The functional nuclei in them are simple syntagmatic 

entities (i. e. pleremes)o 

c) The functional and the occurrence dependencies of the 

complements in them are similar. 

d) The nominals that may occupy the complement positions 

in them may have similar, or possibly identical, denotations, 

e) The constituents "functional - complement" succeed one 

another in the same order, e. g; 

functional - complement 

English: in the house 

Kamali Arabic: bi lbet 
(in the house) 

f) Their sequential orders in larger syntagms may be 

similar, e. g: 

English: the boy was at home 

Kamali Arabic: lualad kin bilbet 
(the boy was at home) 



CHAPTER III : THE NOMINAL SYNTAGMS COMPARED 

In the predicative syntagms in English and in Kamali Arabic 

we noticed that the subject and/or the object positions are quite often 

filled by nominal syntagms. The models that have been set up earlier 

to account for the whole fields of relations within the syntagms in 

question are as follows: 

English (1) 

article] 

C numeral] 
pl. nominal 

adjective] 

supplement]] 

(Page 705) 

Kamali Arabic 

partitive] 

substantive] 

[possessive] 

numeral 

[adjective] 

[demonstrative] 

[supplements 

(Page 129) 

-4 def. nominal 

The major points of difference and similarity that can be 

established between the nominal syntagms in the two languages are as 

follows: 

- 249 - 
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Differences 

a) The two syntagms are different insofar as they exhibit 

different syntactic functions. A nominal syntagm in Kamali Arabic, 

for instance, may stand in the subject position in an "indirect com- 

plementary transitive" syntagm, while in English it does not, since 

that type of syntagm does not exist in that language. And similarly 

the subject position in a non-direct non-complementary transitive 

syntagm in English may be filled by a nominal syntagm, whereas in 

V 

Kamali Arabic it does not the absence of this syntagm from the 

set of predicatives in the latter language. 

b) They are different insofar as their structural (syntactic) 

make-ups are different. That is, while the nominal syntagm in English 

is a self-contained bundle of five positions, the nominal syntagm in 

Kamali Arabic is a self-contained bundle of eight. 

c) The nuclei are different insofar as they have different 

syntactic capacities. That is, while in English the nominal nucleus 

can govern the tactic functions of four, and only four, peripheral 

I. C. s, the capacity of the nominal nucleus in Kamali Arabic extends 

to govern the tactic functions of seven peripherals. 

d) In singular nominal syntagms, the nucleus in English 

is "actualized", while in Kamali Arabic it is "free°. The previous 

model (2) applies to singular as well as plural definite nominal syn- 

tagms in Kamali Arabic. Model (1) applies to "plural" nominal syn- 

tagms in English, and the model set up for the "singular" nominal 

syntagm is as follows: 

article 

I numeral 
-ý1 

[adjective] sing. nominal 

[supplement' 

E. (Page 207) 
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The upper brackets indicate that one of the two items enclosed is 

"bound" while the other is an "expansion". A corollary to this point 

is that the nominal nucleus is "actualized" since it requires the 

presence of one peripheral item. Contrariwise, the nominal nucleus 

in Kamali Arabic, whether singular or plural, is "free" since all 

the peripheral items sub-ordinated to it are "expansions". 

e) The peripheral I. C. s in the two syntagms are different 

insofar as they contract different tactic relations. With reference 

to the singular nominal syntagms in English and in Kamali Arabic, we 

notice, for instance, that the "adjective" in the first contracts a 

direct tactic relation with an "actualized" nucleus, and indirect 

tactic relations with three peripherals, one of which is "bound", 

while "adjective" in the second contracts a direct tactic relation 

with a "free" nucleus, and indirect tactic relations with six peri- 

pheral items, none of which is "bound". 

f) The difference in the number of the peripheral I. C. s .- 

implies, among other things, that there is a difference in their syn- 

tactic functions. For instance, if adjective in English is, for its 

syntactic function (position), dependent on being not mutually exclus- 

ive with "article", "numeral", "supplement" and "nominal", adjective 

in Kamali Arabic is, for its syntactic function, dependent on being 

not mutually exclusive with "partitive", "substantive", "possessive", 

"numeral", "demonstrative", "supplement" and "nominal". 

The same argument applies to any two items from the two 

nominal syntagms that might appear to be similar. 

g) The nominal syntagms in the two languages are different 

insofar as they have different realizations. (See page 131 and 213). 

Similarities 

a) The nominal syntagme are similar insofar as they can 

exhibit similar syntactic functions in similar syntagms. For instance, 
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they both can stand in the subject and/or object position in similar 

predicative syntagms (e. g. in "transitive", "non-transitive'", 

"intransitive" syntagms in both languages). 

c) The nuclear positions in both syntagms may be filled 

by nominals that have similar, or possibly identical denotations. 

Similar considerations apply to the positions "numeral" and 

"supplement". 

d) The plural nominal syntagms in the two languages are 

similar insofar as the nuclei in them are "free", and all the peri- 

pheral items are "expansions". 

The above differences and similarities also apply to the 

Kamali Arabic indefinite nominal syntagms in comparison with the 

nominals plural and/or singular in English. The indefinite nominal 

syntagm is a self-contained bundle of six positions: an indefinite 

nominal nucleus governing the tactic functions of five peripheral 

items in the positions �substantive", "possessive", "numeral", 

"adjective' and "supplement". The model set up to account for the 

relations within the indefinite nominal syntagm in Kamali Arabic is 

as follows: 

[substantive] 

[possessive] 

[numeral] --3 indef. nominal 

[adjective] - 

[supplement] 

K. A. (Page 135) 



APPENDIX A 

Postulates for Axiomatic Functionalism 

by Jan W. F. Mulder 

The present set of Postulates is not meant to be read as an 

article in the usual sense, but rather as a point of reference to be 

used in conjunction with the other papers in this volume Initially 

I only hope that the reader will glance over it in order to see what 

an axiomatic theory may look like. Of course, I also hope that, ulti- 

mately, the reader may return to the Postulates for more intensive 

study. 

An excellent introduction to these postulates (in French) 

has been given by Paul Rastall in La Linguistigue, 197?, I. Other 

references to the postulational method are to be found in several of 

the papers, especially those preceding the postulates, in the present 

work. As Rastall has pointed out, our use of axiomatisation is a matter 

of material axiomatisation. That is to say, the axioms, which are in 

themselves meaningless, are accompanied by a set of definitions, that 

provide what philosophers call the "semantics" of the system. Except 

for the primitive terms used in the axioms, nothing in them has any 

meaning before the relevant chain of definitions has been exhausted, 

even though the non-primitive terms used in the axioms are chosen in 

anticipation of the definition they will later receive. By the term 

"postulate� is meant any non-theorematic theoretical statement. The 

term includes, therefore, definitions as well as axioms. The first 

attempt at a set of postulates, including a very small set indeed, was 

published in 1968 in my book Sets and Relations in Phonology. Between 

about 1971 and 1973 a considerably enlarged set circulated among staff' 

and students of the Department of Linguistics at St. Andrews under the 

name MA revised set of postulates". This set was actually in a cons- 

tant state of revision, and it goes uithou saying that I owe much to 

the discussions that this created. The present version was completed 

in 1974, and presented in June of that year to the "Premier Colloque 

International de Linguistigue Fonctionnelle", together with Sandor 

Hervey's set of postulates for semantics, which is represented on 

page 203 of this volume. A translation of the present set of postu- 

lates, with an introduction by Paul Rastall, was published in La 

+ýK 
'volu: -. e' here refers to :! ulder and ? ft rvc'yt , ^:, e Strate 
Liil 'ai sti cs from rr zi ch the prosent revised v rÜi on of T,, ulder "Postulates" I,,. - been taken. 
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Linguistique, 1977, I. 

The form and order of the postulates reflects purely practical 

considerations, and is also influenced by purely historical factors, i. e. 
its history outlined above, and the fact that, in the meantime, several 

publications had appeared in which some of the definitions had already 

been used, albeit sometimes in a slightly different form, or implicitly 

rather than explicitly. Had the study resulting in the publication of 

my paper "The strategy of Linguistics", Estudios ofrecidos a Emilio 

Alarcos Llorach, Vol. 3, reproduced on page 1 of this volume, been con- 

ducted before the study resulting in the postulates, the postulates 

themselves would probably have appeared in a different, though equiva- 

lent shape. However, also in the present version, two of the three 

components of the linguistic theory, i. e. the ontology (signum-theory) 

and the systemology (phonology and grammar), are represented in the 

axioms and ensuing definitions, uithou leaving any residue. Hervey's 

axiom and definitions - published, in French translation, in La 

Linguistique, 1980 - present the third component, i. e. semantics. 

Axiom A states the main point of view, pervading all three 

components, i. e. the functional principle. The notion "distinctive 

function'', which follows from the functional principle, is, for prac- 

tical reasons, defined much further down (Def. Ba3). This notion, to- 

gether with Axiom E and ensuing definitions, covers the signum-theory, 

also slightly misleadingly called sign-theory. Though the notion 

"distinctive function" is, of course, relevant to all sections of the 

theory, it is separately relevant as an operator for the signum-theory. 

The signum-theory develops from the notion "image" (Def. 22), by a 

successive and repeated application of the notions "member-to-class 

relation', "self-containedness" and "distinctive function" all the onto- 

logical distinctions relevant to the theory, with the exception of the 

distinction, within signum, between sign and symbol. The latter distin- 

ction is only relevant to "semantics", and is developed there, within 

the "theory of indices", which belongs to semantics. A particular 

natural class of images is a phonetic form. A particular phonetic form 

with a particular distinctice function is an allophone. A self-contained 

class of allophones is a phonological fora. A particular phonological 

form with a particular distinctive function is an allomorph, and a self- 

contained class of allomorphs is a signum. Some other notions are deve- 

loped within the si9num-theory, but these do not require any special 

operators other than those belonging to ordinary logic. Axiom B, and 
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related definitions, covers the systemology, with the exception of the 

para-tactic levels, which are covered by axioms C and D, and the defini- 

tions relevant to them. Definitions under a particular axiom are not 

always relevant to that-part of the theory (i. e. covered by the axiom 

in question) alone. They are introduced at those points that seemed 

the most convenient at the time. 

The following are the postulates: 

Axiom A. All features in semiotic sets are functional 

Def. la "Functional" for "separately relevant to the purport of 

the whole of which it is a part". 

Def. lb "System" for "self-contained set of features with a common 

purport". 

lb1 "Self-contained" for "representing all relative dependen- 

cies of its members, as members of the set in question". 

In order to avoid a common confusion, it should be noted 

that a set is not a member, though it is a sub-set, of 

itself, and nor is any other of its sub-sets (i. e. members 

of the power-set of that set) a member of the set as such. 

Of course, some sub-sets may be self-contained themselves. 

The notions "functional" (Def. la) and "self-contained" 

can be applied to "combination (of items)" as well as to 

"sets*. In the case of "self-contained" applied to 

"combinations", the term "members" has to be replaced by 

 constituents", and the term  sot" by "combination". 

Def. lc "Semiotic system* for *system of conventions for communi- 

cation". That is to say all features of such a system are 

conventional, and their common purport is "communication". 

lc1 "Features" for "elements, analytical properties of elements, 

or1 relations between elements or properties of elements". 

lc2 "Entity" for %lement or discrete disjunct analytical prop- 

erty of element". 
lc3 "Semiotic entity" for "entity in semiotic system". 

Axiom B. Semiotic systems contain simple, and may contain complex 

unordered, orgy complex ordered signa and figurae. 

"Information-value" for "specific get of potential 

interpretations". 
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2a "Sign" or "symbol" for "semiotic entity with both form 

and information-value", simply called "signum". 

2aß "Sign" for "signum with wholly fixed conventional information- 

value". 

2a2 "Symbol" for "signum with not wholly fixed conventional 
information-value, i. e. to which a temporary item of infor- 

mation-value can be attached by a definition". 

2a 
2a 

"Proper symbol" for "symbol with partially fixed convention- 

al information-value" (the latter being partially dependent 

on occasional definitions of an explicit or tacit nature). 

Examples to be found in algebra, symbolic logic, etc. Also 

"proper names" are proper symbols. 

2a 
2b 

"Nonce symbol" for "symbol with no fixed conventional infor- 

mation-value" (the latter being wholly dependent on occasio- 

nal definitions of an explicit or tacit nature). 

2a3 "Plerological entity" or "grammatical entity" for "signum 

in grammar (plerology)". 

2a 
3a 

"Grammar" or "plerology/f for "morphology (plerematics) or 

syntax (plerotactics)". Alternative definition: "complex 

plerological system" (see complex system and plerological 

system below). 

2a 
3b 

"Morphology" or "plerematics" for "complex unordered plero- 

logical system" (see unordered system below). 

2a 3c 
"Syntax" or "plerotactics"for "complex ordered plerological 

system" (see ordered system below). 

2a 
3d 

"Plerological system" for "system of si na". This may be a 

simple or a complex system (see simple system and complex 

system below). 

2a 3e 
"Plerology" or "grammar" for "complex system of Signa" 
(alternative definition to Def. 2a 

39). 

Def. 2b "Figural' for "semiotic entity which has only form". 

2bß "Cenological entity" for "figura in a semiotic system that 

has a cenology". 

2b la "Cenology" for "cenematics or cenotactics". Alternative 

definition: "complex cenological system" (see complex 

system and cenological system below). 

2blb "Cenematics" for "complex unordered cenological system" 
(see unordered system below). 

2b 1c "Cenotactics" for "complex ordered cenological system" 
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(see ordered system below). 

2bld "Cenological system" for "system of figurae". This is 

not necessarily a cenology, i. e. it may be a simple 

system (see below and compare with Def. 2a3d). 

2ble "Cenology" for "complex system of figurae" (alternative 

definition to Def. 2bla), 

Def. 3a "Phonology" for "Cenology in natural language". 

3a1 "Phonematics" for "cenematics in natural language". 

3a2 "Phonotactics" for "cenotactics in natural language". 

3a3 "Phonological system" for "cenological system in natural 

language". 

3a4 "Phonological form" for "feature belonging to phonological 

system". 

Def. 3b "Articulation" for "cenotactics or syntax (plerotactics)". 

Def. 3c "Double Articulation" for "both cenotactics and syntax 
(plerotactics). 

3cß "Language" for "semiotic system with double articulation". 
2 

3c "Proper language" for "semiotic system with a cenology 

containing both a cenematics and a cenotactics, and a 

grammar containing both a morphology and a syntax". All 

natural languages, known to date, are proper languages, 

but not necessarily vice versa. Natural langvages, in 

addition, incorporate a para-phonotactic and a para- 

syntactic system (see below), but also other semiotic 

systems may incorporate pare-tactic systems (see below). 

3c 
2a 

"Proper cenology (or proper phonology, in the case of 

natural language)" for "system constituted by the inter- 

locking of one cenematics (or phonematics) and one ceno- 

tactics (or phonotactics)". 
3c 

2b 
"Proper plerology" or "proper grammar" for "system consti- 

tuted by the interlocking of one morphology and one syn- 

tax". Note that a proper language is constituted by a 

proper cenology and a proper grammar. 

3c 2c 
"Interlocking" for `the one system providing the forms of 

the entities of the other system" (a cenology and a grammar 

interlock in this way), or for "the one system providing 

the basic elements of the other system" (a cenematics 

and a cenotactics, as well as a morphology and a syntax 

interlock in this way). 
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Def. 4a "Simple system" for "system uithott combinations of ele- 

ments": ' 

4b "Complex system" for "system with combinations of ele- 

ments". . 
4bß "Unordered system" for "complex system without ordering 

relations between elements" (see ordering relations below). 

4b2 "Ordered system" for "complex system with ordering rela- 

tions between elements" (see ordering relations below). 

Def. 5 "Semiotic system" for "system constituted by the interlock- 

ing of one plerological system and one cenological system" 

(alternative definition to Def. lb1). We can, therefore, 

have semiotic systems, where either the plerological sys- 

tem, or the cenological system, or both are simple, unord- 

ered, or ordered. This, in its turn, leads to various 

types of simple, unordered, or ordered semiotic systems; 

e. g. ordered systems that are cenologically simple but 

plerologically ordered, e. g. algebra or the reverse of 

this, e. g. the Morse-code, etc. 

Def. 6a "Ordering relations" for "asymmetrical relations between 

entities in combinations". This does not necessarily 

refer to linear, or other spatial, ordering, as this is "4 

a matter of "realisation". 

Def. 6b "Relations of simultaneity" for "symmetrical relations 

between entities in combinations". By axiom A, only 

functional criteria can be brought to bear in deciding 

whether a relation is symmetrical or asymmetrical. 

Def. 7a "Paradigmatic" for "the" oppositional or distinctive 

aspect of semiotic entities. 

7aß "Paradigmatic relations" for "relations of opposition 

between members of sets". 

7a2 "Commutation" for "alternation between semiotic entities 
(or 'zero' and semiotic entities) in functional opposi- 

tion as immediate constituents, in a given context. " 

7a3 "Distinctive function" for "the set of commutations in 

which a semiotic entity may partake". Alternative 

definition: "the set of oppositions into which a parti- 

cular semiotic entity enters". In symbols: a- (b - c- d), 

which states the distinctive function of a, in case the 

set of oppositions a enters in is: (a - b, a,,.. c, a- d), 
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and no others. In fact, a- (b 
... c ti d) =a ,rbUa ^- 

c U/ a, -- d. Suspension of opposition in given contexts, 

and governed by those contexts, is called neutralisation. 

A phoneme (as a simultaneous bundle of distinctive features) 

exhibiting a suspension of opposition between distinctive 

features - in which case it simply does not possess those 

features - is called an archiphoneme. An archiphoneme is 

a self-contained simultaneous bundle of distinctive features 

common to one or more phonemes. An example is the last 

phoneme of German "Hand", phonemically /hanD/ (or /hanT/), 

in which there is suspension of opposition between the 

distinctive features "voiced" and "unvoiced". The archi- 

phoneme /D/ (or /T/) is a self-contained bundle of distinc- 

tive features "apical" and "occlusive", and it has those 

two features (taken together) in common with German /d/ 

and /t/, but with no other phonemes of German. 

Def. 7b "Syntagmatic" for "the ordering aspect of semiotic entities". 

7b1 "Syntagmatic relations" for "ordering relations between 

semiotic entities in combinations". 
7b2 "Syntagmatic entity" for "entity capable of standing in 

ordering relations with other entities or having an internal 

structure such that it is capable of containing - as con- 

stituents - entities capable of standing in ordering re- 

lations with other entities". In other words, to be a 

syntagmatic entity, an entity should be itself orderable, 

or have something in its structure that allows it to have 

orderable constituents. The implication for language is 

that distinctive features (narrow sense) and monemes are 

not syntagmatic entities, whereas phonemes, words or 

grammatemes (pleremes), and syntagms are (cf. Def. 7b) 
(for "phonemes", "words" etc. see defs. below). 

Def. 7c "Tactic" for "Cenotactic or Syntactic". An alternative 
term for "syntactic" is "plerotactic". 

7c1  Cenotactic entity  for `syntagmatic entity in cenology*. 
7c2 "phonotactic entity" for "cenotactic entity in natural 

language". 

7c3 "Tactic relations' for "constructional relations (whether 

ordering or not) between syntagmatic entities, as immediate 

constituents (see below), in combinations". Note that 
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tactic relations are not necessarily syntagmatic (i. e. 

ordering) but they are between syntagmatic entities. 

Def. 7d "Syntactic entity" for "syntagmatic entity in grammar". 

7d1 "Syntactic relations" for "tactic relations in grammar". 

Def. 7e "Cenotactic/phonotactic relations" for "tactic relations 

in cenology/phonology". 

Def. 7f "Constructional relations" for "relations between immediate 

constituents". 

7f1 "Constituents" for "entities (of the same kind, i. e. of the 

same level of abstraction) in self-contained combinations". 

7f 
la 

"Immediate constituents" for "constituents that are not con- 

stituents of constituents within the combination in question". 

7f 
lb 

"Ultimate constituents" for "the last analytical entities of 

a self-contained combination of entities". It is theorematic 

that in cenematics and morphology (plerematics), in contra- 

distinction with cenotactics and syntax (plerotactics), imme- 

diate constituents are always at the same time ultimate 

constituents. 

Def. 7g "Positions" for "divisions within a chain (see below), such 

that in every such division an entity, as an immediate con- 

stituent of that chain, can stand and alternate (i. e. 

commute) with other entities, or with zero". Alternative 

definitions: "points on a chain (see below) corresponding to 

relata of direct tactic relations" and "points of intersection 

between paradigms (visualised as a vertical straight line, 

called paradigmatic axis and a chain (visualised as a vertical 

straight line, called paradigmatic axis and a chain (visua- 

lised as a horizontal straight line, called syntagmatic axis)". 

Def. 7gß "Paradigm" for 'set of entities in functional opposition in 

a given context, within a chain (see below)". 

Def. 8a "Ceneme" for "self-contained bundle of one or more distinctive 

features as its immediate (and at the same time: ultimate) 

constituents". Alternative definitions: "self-contained 

simultaneous bundle of one or more distinctive features" 

(cf. Martinet), "minimum syntagmatic element in cenology", 

minimum cenotactic element". 

8a1 "Cenematic complex" for "complex ceneme". A complex ceneme 

is a cenematic complex, as opposed to a cenotactic complex. 

A complex cenological entity is either cenematically or 

cenotactically complex". 
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Bat "phoneme" for "ceneme in natural language". Hence, of 

course, "phonematic complex" for "complex phoneme". 
Resulting further definitions for "phoneme" are those of 
Def. 8a, with scene-° and "ceno-" changed into "phone-" 

and "phono-" respectively. 

8a3 "Distinctive feature" for "minimum cenematic entity". In 

natural language, therefore, "minimum phonematic entity". 
This implies "minimum cenological/phonological entity". 
The term "distinctive feature" is also used, in a wider 

sense, for any functional feature, i. e. "feature or complex 

of features that is separately relevant to the purport of 
the whole of which it is a part" (cf. Def. la). Note, 

however, that "the whole" should here be taken to mean "a 

complex semiotic entity", rather than "the semiotic System". 

This implies, in fact, that any semiotic feature can at one 

time or another be regarded as a distinctive feature, i. e. 

When it is regarded as a feature of a semiotic entity. In 

a theoretically trivial, but operationally not always trivial 

sense, any feature is in the first place a feature of itself, 

i. e. we may recognise bundles of one feature only. If one 

wants to distinguish between the only feature of an object 

and the object itself, as separate entities, one may call 

the former x-"ness", e. g. the only distinctive feature of 

the phoneme/1/ in English can be called"/l/-ness". At any 

rate, it may be necessary to distinguish in a consistent 

description between, say, the phoneme /1/ and its only 

distinctive feature, or between the word (see below) "cat", 

and its only moneme (see below). Whenever the term "distinc- 

tive feature" is used in a wider sense, i. e. for "any fea- 

ture that is distinctive (i. e. functional)", rather than for 

"minimum cenematic entity", this should be entirely clear 

from the context, or it should be separately indicated. 

Def. 8b "Plereme" for 'word or grammateme". 

8bß "Word or grammateme" for *self-contained (by definition: 

simultaneous) bundle of one or more monemes as its immedi- 

ate (and at the same time: ultimate) constituents". Alt- 

ernative definitions: "minimum syntagmatic entity in grammar" 

"minimum syntactic (plerotactic) entity". It goes without 

saying that it is irrelevant for syntax (plerotactics) 
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Whether the form of a word or grammateme is confined to a 

particular uninterrupted "space" within realisations of a 

chain, or whether it is even "all over the place", as it 

may be in-systems that exhibit a great degree of "concord". 

This is a matter of allomorphy (see below), not of this, 

more abstract, syntactic (plerotactic) level. The distinc- 

tion between "word" and "grammateme", which is intensional 

not extensional, will be dealt with in definitions below. 

8b2 "Plerematic complex" or "morphological complex" for "complex 

plereme". A complex plereme (i. e. a complex word or a com- 

plex grammateme) is a morphological (plerematic) complex as 

opposed to a syntactic (plerotactic) complex. 

8b3 "Moneme" for "minimum morphological (plerematic) entity". 

This implies "minimum grammatical entity". Monemes are 

the grammatical analogues of "distinctive features" (cf. 

Def. Ba3). 

Def. 9 "Distributional unit (wider sense)" or "field of relations" 

or "chain" for "'self-contained bundle of positions". The 

term "chain" is also used in a less abstract sense for 

"instance of a self-contained bundle of positions", etco 

i. e. for »a self-contained combination of one or more 

syntagmatic entities". The syntagmatic entities stand, 

in that case, in positions of the conceived underlying 

structure, i. e. the self-contained bundle of positions. 

Def. 9a "Distributional unit (narrow sense)" or "cenotagm (in 

natural language: "phonotagm"")" for "self-contained bundle 

of positions in cenology (or: phonology)*, or for winstance, 

of a self-contained bundle of positions in cenology (phono- 

logy)", Alternative definition: "minimum type of structure 

within which the distribution of cenotactic (phonotactics) 

entities can be described completely and exhaustively. " 

This is to say that nothing outside such a structure can 

determine the distribution of immediate constituent entities 

within the structure. But see Def. 9b for possible further 

distribution of phonotagms themselves. 

9aß "Distribution" for "the set of occurrences of an entity in 

constructional relations with other entities". 

Def. 9b "Syntagm" for "self-contained bundle of positions in grammar", 

or for "instance of a self-contained bundle of positions in 
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grammar". In practice, in natural languages, the parallelism 

with "'distributional unit (narrow sense)" or "phonotagm" is 

not complete, as, in grammar, one can have syntagms within 

syntagmsr those again within syntagms etc. For an exhaustive 
description of the distribution of a syntactic (plerotactic) 

entity one has to consider all structures (syntagms) in 

which that element can occur, and then one has to describe 

the distribution of these structures themselves in a similar 

way, and so on. In practice, in phonology such complications 

are few, and generally of a different, i. e. not hierarchical 

nature. In phonology one may have to describe the distribu- 

tion of types of distributional unit, with respect to one 

another, in order to supplement the description referred 

to under 9a. In past publications I have also used the 

term "phrase's as an alternative to syntagm. As this term 

may, however, be confusing for French functionalists (French 

phrase = sentence) I am dropping that term. 

Def. 10 "Syntagmeme" for "ordered pair consisting of a paradigmeme 

and the position in which it stands", i. e. "member of a 

chain (canotagm or syntagm)" (cf. Def. 9a, 9b and lob). 

Def. 10a "Paradigmeme" for "member of a set of entities in functional 

opposition in a given context, within a chain", i. e. "member 

of a paradigm" (cf. Def. 7g1). 

Def. lOb "Instance of a chain (also simply called: chain; cf. Def. 9)" 

for "self-contained simultaneous bundle of syntagmemes". 

Ordering relations may be between paradigmemes, but not 

between syntagmemes, as the latter already include the 

ordering relations. 

Def. lla "Relation of sub-ordination" or "determination" for "direct 

tactic asymmetrical relation of functional dependency (see 

direct relation below). Its converse is super-ordination 

or "government�. If a and b are in a djrect tactic relation, 

and a is for its tactic function (i. e. "position") dependent 

on b, but not vice versa (in symbols: a -4 b), a is said 

to be sub-ordinate. to b, and b super-ordinate to a. Further- 

more, 
.2 

is said to be standing in peripheral, and b in 

nuclear position in the chain (i. e. self-contained bundle 

of positions). 

Def. llb �Relation of coordination" for "direct tactic (by implication. 
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symmetrical) relation of mutual functional independency". 

If a and b are in a direct tactic relation, and a is for 

its tactic function (i. e. "position") independent of b, and 

vice versa, a and b are said to be coordinated (in symbols 

a t7-5b). This definition, implies that, for instance, in 

the phrase "John and Paul" there is no relation of coordina- 

tion between "John" and "and Paul" (there is no mutual 

functional independency here), nor between "John" and "Paul" 

(there is no direct tactic relation between these elements 

here), but there is, for instance, coordination between 

"big" and "black" in "a big black box". 

Def. llc "Relation of inter-ordination" for "direct tactic (by 

implication: symmetrical) relation of mutual functional 

dependency" (i. e. functional interdependency). If a and 

b are in a direct tactic relation, and a is for its tactic 

function (i. e. "position") dependent on b, as well as vice 

versa, a and b aresaid to be inter-ordinated (in symbols: 

a 1- 9 b). It means, in fact, that the relation between 

a and b is both one of sub-ordination and of super-ordination, 

and the same goes for the converse of the relation. Comp- 

ared with coordination we may say that in inter-ordination 

a and b are both nuclear and peripheral, whereas in coordi- 

nation they are neither nuclear, nor peripheral. 

Def. lid "Relation of apposition" or "quasi-syntactic relation" for 

"direct non-constructional - and, therefore, non-grammatical - 

relation between qua tactic function, equivalent immediate 

constituents of a chain. If a and b are in a direct non- 

constructional relation, but each of them separately is, or 

corresponds to, an immediate constituent of a more complex 

entity, a and b are said to be in a relation of apposition 

(in symbols: a b). This implies, of course, that such 

entities, though in a direct relation, cannot together 

constitute a sub-chain of a chain, though each of them, 

independently can. In the case of apposition each of the 

elements in apposition is a separate, qua tactic function 

equivalent, immediate constituent in relation to other 

immediate constituents (e. g. "John, the fool, stayed behind"). 

The difference between coordination and apposition is that 

the relation in the former is constructional (i. e. is not 
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merely "juxtaposition", and has, therefore, semantic import 

as such) and results, therefore, in a construction (i. e. 

chain), whereas apposition is non-constructional. The 

term "quasi-syntactic" is appropriate, as, especially in 

proper languages, the entities involved may exhibit the 

phenomenon of "contextual" or "partly contextual" variance, 

and bear, therefore, some superficial similarity with 

entities in constructions. 
2 

Def. 12a "Occurrence interdependency" or "bilateral (or mutual) 

occurrence dependency" for "relation such that neither of 

two entities in direct relation (see below Def. 15) which 

are immediate constituents of a chain can occur in the 

chain in question whilst the other is zero". In symbols: 

ab. This may be either a case of sub-ordination, or of 

inter-ordination, but not of coordination. 

Def. 12b "Unilateral occurrence independency" or "unilateral occur- 

rence dependency` for "relation such that one of two entities 

in direct relation (see below) which are immediate constitu- 

ents of a chain can occur in the chain in question whilst 

the other is zero, but the other one cannot". In symbols 

[a] b or a [b] 
, the square brackets indicating the occurrence. - 

dependent entity: i. e. it requires the other entity for its 

occurrence, but not vice versa. Such an entity between 

square brackets is called an "expansion" (see below). This 

is always a case of sub-ordination. 

Def. 12c "Bilateral (or mutual) occurrence independency" for "relation 

such that each of two entities in direct relation (see below) 

Which are immediate constituents of a chain can occur in the 

chain in question whilst the other is zero". In symbols 

[a] [b]. Occurrence dependency, etc., has to be carefully 

distinguished from functional dependency, etc. Bilateral 

occurrence independency is always a case of coordination. 

Def. 13a "Nucleus" or "governing entity" for "entity in nuclear pos- 

ition (see Def. 11a)ß. In symbols b --9 a, [b] 
-aº a, 

atb, or a4 [b], in which a is the nucleus. The 

nucleus is the "identity-element" in the chain in question, 

i. e. the tactic functions of all other dloments depend on 

their relation towards the nucleus. 

Def. 13b "Peripheral entity" or "governed entity" or "determinant 
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entity" for "entity in peripheral position (see Def. 11a)". 

In symbols b F- a, b 4-- [af ,a --* b, or [a] -'ý b, in 

which a or [a] 
, is peripheral. 

Def. 13c "Expansion" for "immediate constituent that commutes with 

zero". In symbols: [a] -r b, in which [a] is an expansion; 

also [a] t/-+ [b], in which both [a] and (b] are expansions. 

Complex expansions may contain entities that are themselves 

not expansions, e. g. [[a] ---i bJ --* c, or even [a --0 b] --* c. 

Def. 13d "bound entity" or "actualiser" (cf. Martinet's concept of 

"actualisation; see below) for "peripheral immediate cons- 

tituent that does not commute with zero". In symbols: a -f b, 

in which a is a bound entity. 

Def. 13e "Free nucleus" for "nuclear immediate constituent that does 

not require the presence of a non-zero peripheral constituent. 

In symbols a E- [b] 
, in which a is a free nucleus. 

Def. Of "Actualisation" for "situation in which a nuclear immediate 

constituent requires the presence of a non-zero peripheral 

constituent. " In symbols a E- b, where a is said to be 

actualised, and b is said to be a bound entity (Def. 13d) 

or actualiser. There is a resemblance here with Martinet's 

concept of "actualisation", but my use of this term is not 

confined to the actualisation of predicates. 

Def. 14a "Disjunctive or diverse determination" for "complex tactic 

relation such that two or more peripheral immediate consti- 

tuents are subordinated to the same nucleus, but in differ- 

ent Ways". I. e. a Rx c and b Ry c, where a and b are peri- 

pheral, c is nuclear, and Rx and Ry are different tactic 

relations (relators). In symbols: 

Ic 
Example: 

him I 
--ý hit "he hit him". 

Def. 14b "Conjunctive or parallel determination" for "complex tactic 

relation such that two or more peripheral immediate consti- 

tuents are subordinated to the same nucleus, but it cannot 

be ascertained that they are so in different ways". I. e. 

a Rx c and b Ry c, where, as far as we know, (x ý y), i. e. 

x=y. In symbols: 

J nold 

b --1 c Example: -4 man "the old man". 

This situation differs from certain cases of coordination, 

I 
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i. e. (a f-/-i b) --i c, which, indeed, implies a Rx c and 

b Ry c, where x=y, but where a and b stand in a direct 

tactic relation, and hence are together one immediate con- 

stituent (rather than two separate ones) in respect to c. 

Because in cenotactics (phonotactics) all relations must 

involve time or space in a functional capacity, parallel 

determination cannot obtain in cenotactics (phonotactics), 

only in syntax, e. g. 

* IP_t 
/pit/=p--iir-t=Pi, rather than --i i 

Various adaptations and combinations within this type of 

presentation are feasible, especially in syntax. For 

instance, one can use this type of notation for the abs- 

tract presentation of a chain in terms of position only, 

or combine this with a presentation of an instance of such 

a chain, and further combine this with an indication of 

occurrence dependency, e. g. 

ax i 
b, y 

- c'z, -i crz, 
1Jx (-+ c, z, or 

[a]'x 
b, y b, y byf c, z, 

as the case may be, where x, 
.y 

and z are positions and 

a, b and c are entities (or Zero') in those positions. 

Furthermore, terms, e. g. a, b and c, if syntactically 

complex, may be represented themselves in this way when- 

ever feasible, and so on, just as, say, in ordinary alg- 

ebra. Round brackets or other devices may have to be used 

in such cases in order to show the immediate constituent 

structure, just as, say, in ordinary algebra. A useful' 

further convention with respect to occurrence dependency 

could be: one pair of brackets enclosing more than one 

item (in separate positions), in those cases where either 

one, but not, say, both, in the case of two items, is an 

expansion, e. g. 

Ctha one J -y man 

old 

This formula accounts for "the man", "the old man", "one 

man", "one old man", "the one man", "the one old man*, 

but it excludes "old men". 
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Def. 14c "Underlying structure" for "abstract representation of a 

chain in terms of positions with or without indication of 

functional dependencies, or occurrence dependencies". E. g. 

yI y- -i z, z, xyz, [x] yz, YY 

where x,, y and z indicate positions, and are in the present- 

ation of the underlying structure usually replaced by con- 

venient labels indicating the positions, e. g. 

subject subject 

object --+ predicative, -i predicative I 
[object] 

Def. 15 "Direct relation" for "relation between constituents (not 

necessarily immediate constituents) that is not a relation 

via other constituents". The relation of "being in relation 

with", if not further qualified, is transitive. I. e. aRb 

and bRc implies aRc. When also the converse is true, 

i. e. aRc implies aRb and bRc, the relation aRc, is 

by virtue of aRb and bR c- in fact aRb and bRc, on 

the one hand, and aRc on the other, are in that case equi- 

valent. We may, then, say that the relation aRc is via b, 

aRc is, consequently, not a direct relation. In all other 

cases, it is a direct relation. In semiotic systems there 

are direct relations between peripheral immediate constituents 

and the nucleus, and between the immediate constituents in 

coordinative and in inter-ordinative constructions. As 

these are relations between immediate constituents, they are 

at the same time tactic relations, and, consequently, they 

are direct tactic relations. There are also direct relations 

between the nuclei of peripheral constituents and the nucleus 

of the corresponding nuclear constituent - the nuclei cons- 

titute, as it were, the joints in multiply complex construc- 

tions - but as the nuclei in that case are more constituents, 

not immediate constituents, such relations are direct, but 

not tactic, relations, i. e. direct non-tactic relations. 

Relations between peripheral immediate constituents in a 

subordinative construction are tactic, but not direct, i. e. 

they are indirect tactic relations. All other relations 

between constituents are indirect non-tactic relations, and 

as such uninteresting. Also in the case of quasi-tactic 

relations (apposition) which are, of course, non-tactic, 
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we may, in the case of appositional complexes, distinguish 

between direct and indirect relations, i. e. "John, a car- 

penter in Crail, a little town in Fife, Scotland" there is 

a direct quasi-tactic relation between the first and the 

second, between "Crail" and the third, and between "Fife" 

and the fourth part. The relation between "John" and 

"carpenter", that between "Crail" and "town", and that bet- 

ween "Fifes and "Scotland" is direct but not even ug asi- 

tactic, and therefore of little interest, and all the other 

relations are even less interesting, as they are not direct 

nor even quasi-constructional. 

Axiom C. Figurae may have para-cenotactic features and signa 

may have para-syntactic features 

Def. 16 "Para-tactic features" for "para-cenotactic or para-syntactic 

features". In natural language these are usually, but (from 

a functional point of view) inappropriately, lumped together 

under the term "prosody". This is because their phonetic 

substance is usually simple "pitch" or "amplitude", or a 

mixture of the two. The lack of variation in substance 

leads to a great deal of amalgamation (physical simultaneity) 

and layering at the phonetic level, and disentanglement at 

this level is usually impossible. The following definitions 

make disentanglement possible at both the cenological and 

the grammatical, and within these at the contrastive, as 

well as distinctive levels. Another type of para-tactic 

feature, frequently encountered in natural language, is' 

differences in sequential order, i. e. permutation of the 

tactic entities involved. E. g. "can he do it" versus "he, 

can do it". This should not be confused with permutation 

as a means of expressing syntactic relations, e. g. "he hit 

me" versus "I hit him". The latter are inherent in the 

tactic construction and, therefore, not Para-tactic. 

Def. 17 "Para-cenotactic features" for "cenological (phonological) 

features accompanying, but not determining the identity 

of, cenotactic (phonotactic) entities". Of course, a ceno- 

tactic entity in combination with such features assumes an 

identity of its own on another level of analysis. 

Def. 17a "Contrastive para-cenotactic features" for "features with 
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the sole function of groupment over and above cenotactic 

groupment". I. e. para-cenotactic (para-phonotactic) fea- 

tures that give form and unity to oenotactic (phonotactic) 

complexes-as such (i. e. form over and above the inherent 

form of the cenotactic entities themselves). Typical 

examples are "juncture", and normal unit-accent, e. g. so- 

called "word accent", "word-group or phrase accent", etc. 
Juncture, especially when not always realised by "pause", 

is frequently a function of accent. To be distinguished 

from unit-accent, which - after Martinet -I prefer to call 
"contrastive accent", is "connotative stress* and other 
features fulfilling the same function, which may be consid- 

ered as (usually non-discrete) features of an auxiliary 

semiotic system used to draw attention to specific parts 

of an utterance, at the cost of others, and so adds conno- 

tation to the denotation, which remains constant. Examples 

of connotative stress are seen, for example in the difference 

between "he hit him", "he hit him", and "he hit him" (the 

stressed parts are in italics), which have the same deno- 

tation, but which are different as to connotation. Of a 

similar nature, and often occurring in conjunction with 
the former, is what one might call "connotative modulation", 

which usually takes the form of pitch-modulation", similar 

to appearance to, but to be distinguished from, the phone- 

tic forms according to intonation (see below). 

Def. 17b "Distinctive para-cenotactic features" for "para-cenotactic 

features that are in a relation of commutation (see Def. 7a2) 

with one or more other para-cenotactic features, or with 

'zero'". A typical example in natural language is "tone", 

as, for instance in Chinese. Also the phonological forms 

(see below) of distinctive intonations (see below) are 

distinctive para-phonotactic features, whilst the intonation 

themselves are distinctive para-syntactic features (see 

below). 

Def. 18 "Para-syntactic features" for "features accompanying, but 

not determining the identity of, syntactic entities". Of 

course, a syntactic entity in combination with such fea- 

tures assumes an identity of its own on another level of 

analysis. 
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Def. 18a "Contrastive para-syntactic features" for "features with 

the sole function of groupment over and above syntactic 

groupment". I. e. para-syntactic features that add further 

organisatdon to syntactic complexes as such. Typical 

examples in natural language are cases of "suspensive" 

clause intonation, usually in writing, symbolised by a 

comma, which may help to distinguish between say, "John 

bought a horse, Peter sold it again. " (one sentence), and 

"John bought a horse. Peter sold it again. " (two senten- 

ces), and cases of so-called "th4me and rp opos" (or "topic 

and comment") arrangement, e. g. "John, is not a bad guy", 

as opposed to "John is not a bad guy". Such features may 

also affect variance, e. g. "John, he is not a bad guy. ", 

but not "John he is not a bad guy. ", or "It was Napoleon, 

Who lost at Waterloo. " as opposed to "the one who. lost at 

Waterloo was Napoleon. " The items "he" and "it" are here 

not functional, but allomorphic (see Def. 24a1). Also 

cases of "apposition" (see Def. lid) are often formally 

marked by such features. The latter example involves per- 

mutation and lexical allomorphy simultaneously. The per- 

mutation itself is here also a type of allomorphy, or 

rather it contributes to the allomorphy of the whole at 

the syntactic level. But at the para-syntactic level it 

constitutes a contrastive para-syntactic feature in its 

own right. 

Def. 18b "Distinctive para-syntactic features" for "para-syntactic 

features (of a plerematic nature, i. e. involving both form 

and information-value) that are in a relation of commutation 

(see Def. 7a2) with one or more other para-syntactic fea- 

tures. A typical example in natural language is "sentence- 

intonation". Note; for instance, the difference between 

"John goes home. ", "John goes home? " and "John goes home'. " 

It has to be distinguished from the clause-intonation in 

"John goes home, ... ". which is contrastive, rather than 

distinctive. Nevertheless, sentence-intonation is at the 

same time clause-intonation, and therefore contrastive, as 

it is a para-syntactic feature of the last, or the only, 

clause in the sentence (for "clause" and "sentence", see 

below). However, this is not the sole function of sentence- 

intonation, and the latter is, therefore, a distinctive, 
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rather than a contrastive, para-syntactic feature. There 

are several complications with respect to "intonation", 

owing to the fact that the systems involved are infinite, 

i. e. there is no discrete set of members. This is not the 

place to go into all of them. Suffice it to say that, as 

far as I know, all systems exhibit a cline from suspensive 

to final [. ], and, within this, from non-emphatic 

or C. ], to emphatic L? ] or [1] respectively. We can repre- 

sent this by the following square (Fig. 1): 

f 
9 

0 

emphatic 

ºr 

FIG. 1 

I 

The most common situation seams to be that "suspensive" is 

phonetically mainly characterised by a rising pitch, "final" 

by a falling pitch, whereas the degree of emphasis is charac- 

terised by the steepness of the rise or fall in pitch, often 

accompanied by an increase of amplitude. The "form" of an 
intonation may correspond to any point on this square, and 
the information-value of the intonation stands in a direct 

relation to its relative form (i. e. "relative" within its 

potential range of variation within the above square). 

Def. 19 "Para-tactic (i. e. para-oenotactic or para-syntactic) unit" 

for "Self-contained entity constituted by tactic (i. e. ceno- 

tactic or syntactic)entities, together with accompanying 

para-tactic features". The tactic entities involved are 

called the abase" of the unit. For instance, in natural 

language, a sentence is constituted by its base (one or 

more syntactic entities) and a sentence intonation (a 

distinctive para-syntactic feature). Similarly a clause 

is constituted by its base (one or more syntactic entities) 

and a clause-intonation (a contrastive para-syntactic 

feature). In phonology, a word-accent-group consists of 

a base (the complex of one or more phonotactic entities, 

usually roughly corresponding with the phonological form 

of a word in terms of phonemes) and a so-called word-accent. 

A phrase-accent-group is a complex of the latter, together 
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With a superimposed so-called phrase-accent, or a combination 

of phrase-accent-groups together with a further phrase-accent, 

and so on. A tone-unit, e. g. tone-syllables in Chinese, is a 

phonotagm., together with its tone. E. g. in Pekingese, where 

there is distinctive opposition between four tones and "zero's, 

"mal", "mat", "ma3", "ma4", and "ma" correspond to one and 

the same phonotagm, but are different para-phonotactic units. 

Of a similar nature are such cases as, for instance, in 

English, "contract' "contract", i. e. distinctive place of 

accent. 

Def. 19a "Complex para-tactic unit" for *self-contained entity const- 

ituted by two or more para-tactic units, together with fur- 

ther accompanying para-tactic features". Because of amalag- 

mation these "further" features may be superimposed on para- 

tactic features of one or more of the constituents themselves. 

An example in phonology has already been mentioned under 

Def. 19, i. e. a phrase-accent group. 

Axiom D. All semiotic systems contain sentences 

Def. 20 "Sentence" for "signum with such features that it cannot 

be a feature (constituent, or other feature) of another 

signurn�. Alternative definition: nsignum such that it is 

a self-contained vehicle for conveying messages". It 

should be noted that other signa, even though they have 

information-value, can only convey messages if and when 

belonging to, or constituting the base of, a sentence. 

That is, the notions "information-value" and "message" 

have to be distinguished. 

Def. 20a "Clause" for "potential constituent (perhaps the only one) 

of a sentence". "Constituent" should, of course, not be 

confused with "feature". Sentence-base (see below), and 

intonation, for instance, may both be "features" of a 

sentence, but not' Constituents". Constituents (Def. 7f1) 

are entities of equivalent status within a self-contained 

combination of such entities. In semiotic systems where 

sentences are para-syntactic units (as in natural language), 

clauses must, therefore, be para-syntactic units as well. 

Def. 20b "Base" for "in a para-tactic unit, the total complex of 
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those features that corresponds (on another level) to 

tactic entities". E. g. in Pekingnese /ma/2 (i. e. the syl- 
labic /ma/ under the rising tone), the base is the phoneme- 

complex (phonotagm) /ma/. Example from syntax: the sentence- 

base of "^I believe he is a good chap. " is the corresponding 

syntagm (i. e. dithout the intonation). Of course, in 

semiotic systems with no para-syntactic features, i. e. 

where the sentential level is part (the highest) of the 

hierarchy of the syntactic level (this would imply that 

there is no extensional difference between sentence, base, 

and syntagm) these distinctions can be ignored, Sentences 

in such a system are just certain types of syntagm. Simi- 

lar considerations hold for systems with no syntax, let 

alone for systems with no grammar. 

Def. 20c "Sentential features" for "such features - belonging to 

the base, or additional to the base (in the latter case 

they are by definition para-syntactic) - as determine 

particular signa to be sentences, or constituents of sen- 

tences�. 

Def. 20c1 "Sentential markers (sentence markers or clause-markers)" 

for "sentential features belonging to the base of sententiak 

entities (i. e. sentences or clauses)". Alternative defin- 

ition "sentential features that are not para-syntactic 

features". Examples in English are such syntagms as "isn't 

he", etc., at the end of a sentence-base, or clause-base. 

Def. 21 "Ellipsis" for "realisation of a syntagm, such that one or 

more of its constituents are not realised at the utterance 

level". This implies that ellipsis belongs to realisation, 

rather than to the form of a signum. It does not have to 

be accounted for, except at the utterance-level, and the 

phenomenon can therefore be ignored in syntax, i. e. in 

syntax one regards the constituents as being present. Still 

it is sometimes difficult to recognise ellipsis for what it 

is. The following are mere rules-of-thumb for solving the 

problem. In the first place, it is typical for ellipsis 

that the message would not be affected if the "missing" 

element(s) were to be reincluded. Consider "John eats" 

versus "John eats soup". The addition of "soup" may change 

the message, if only by making it more specific, and "John 
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eats" is, therefore not elliptical. An utterance such as 

"John hit, and Peter pushed him" is elliptical. In the 

first place it satisfies the necessary condition just men- 

tioned, i"e. the addition of "him" after "hit" cannot 

change the message. A second necessary condition for elli- 

psis is satisfied as well, i. e. without the "missing" ele- 

ment it is not a well-formed syntagm. That is "John hit" 

is not a syntactic constituent. T3 describe it as: 

John --i hit t- and t 
Peter 

him 

I 
--4 pushed)] 

Would imply that "John hit" alone commutes with the whole, 

which in its turn would imply that "John hit" is well- 

formed. This is obviously not the case. The above two 

necessary conditions, taken together, constitute a suffi- 

cent condition for regarding utterances as elliptical from 

a syntactic point of view. Compare this with "young 

elephants and monkeys" in the sense of "young elephants 

and young monkeys". The first necessary condition is ful- 

filled, but not the second. The part "elephants and mon- 

keys" i. e. "elephants * and *- monkeys ", is syntacti- 

cally well-formed, and so is the whole of young -4 
[elephants f-- and f- monkey S31 .I should like to add 

a third necessary condition for recognising true ellipsis, 

i. e. the missing element(s) should be unequivocally recover- 

able. Otherwise one might also include such cases as, e. g. 

"No, not a cow, a horse", as an answer to, say, "Did he buy 

a cow? " It is clear that the criterion of unequivocal re- 

coverability is not satisfied here. There is little point 

in recognising a separate type of ellipsis, to be called, 

perhaps, "sentential" ellipsis. 
3 

It would even be absurd 

to call it ellipsis, -as a legitimate question would then 

be: "What does it stand for? " The answer to this could 

then only be that it can stand for any number of different 

sentences, e. g. "No, what he bought was not a cow, but a 

horse", "No, he did not buy a cow, but a horse", etc. This 

exposes the absurdity of the question by the absurdity of 

the answer. At the sentential level we must, therefore, 

consider ellipsis to play no role at all, and the only 
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analyses possible at that level are one into constituents, 

the clauses, and one into base and para-syntactic features. 

It is, as I said, irrelevant at the sentence level whether 

the base corresponds to a well-formed realisation of a syn- 

tactic structure. It is only at a different level, i. e. the 

syntactic one, that ellipsis becomes an issue, and from the 

point of view of that level we may say that it is merely a 

matter of "defective" realisation of a syntactic entity as 

an utterance. The fact that, in normal communication, all 

realisation presupposes utterances of sentences, is, analy- 

tically speaking, irrelevant. There is no reason why one 

could not recognise the realisation of something to be not 

well-formed at one level, but perfectly well-formed at ano- 

ther. After all, a similar discrepancy may occur between 

phonological and grammatical well-formedness, morphological 

and syntactic well-formedness, syntactic and semantic well- 

formedness etc. In this theory -I should like to stress 

this - the syntactic and the sentential levels are regarded 

as entirely different levels. The latter occupies an imp- 

ortant position in the whole of linguistic analysis, because 

all realisation, as I said already, presupposes sentences, '- 

and actual sentences (but not necessarily the abstract 

sentential. level) have, therefore, constantly to be referred 

to, especially when decisions as to matters of identity (on 

all other levels) are concerned. It is, indeed, via sent- 

ences that the ultimate identity of any semiotic feature 

is to be established,, but once established such a feature 

has become a member of its proper inventory of features, 

and is, from that moment onwards, independent of the 

sentence-utterances it may be instanced in. In order to 

avoid a common confusion, it should be noted that there 

are no ill-formed entities in language, i. e. "well-formedness" 

or "not well-formedness" is always a matter of realisation 

with respect to a particular level of analysis, not of 

entities at the level in question. As true ellipsis is 

such a common feature, and in many cases even the realisa- 

tional norm, rather than the exception, one might wish to 

have a formal notation for constructions such as "John hit 

and Peter pushed him". Such a notation could be: 
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John (Peter 
-i hid E-- and f- -f pushed) 

ml 

I 

him / 

the box indicating the suppressed part in the realisation. 

One might'be tempted to call ellipsis: "conflation", were 
it not that this term is equally applicable to such cases 

as "young elephants and monkeys", when meaning "young ele- 

phants and young monkeys". In the case of conflation, 

covering both the latter case and ellipsis, the element 

that could have been inserted without affecting the mess- 

age is clearly separately relevant to the denotation of 

the whole. But in the case of ellipsis this is directly 

the case, whereas in the other cases the conflation is a 

function of the semantic import of the syntactic structure, 

or of the denotation of some of the parts or both, i. e. 

the conflation is ultimately a matter of semantics. That 

is, suppressed "him" in "John hit and Peter pushed him" 

has full and separate denotational force, and we can, there- 

fore, truly say that structurally it is there, but that it 

is suppressed in realisation. In "young elephants and 

monkeys", "young" determines the whole complex "elephants 

and monkeys", i. e. "young ---) (elephants F- [and f- monkeys, )" 

and , therefore everything in it. We cannot say here that 

anything is "suppressed". Compare this with the other read- 

ing of "young elephants and monkeys" (i. e. monkeys young and 

old) which can syntactically be represented as "(young --' 

elephants) 0 (and (--- monkeys), " which does not involve 

conflation. 

Axiom E. 'There may be a many-to-one relation between realisation 

form and figura (allophony), and between cenological form and 

signum (allomorphy), and vice versa (homophony and homomorphy 

respectively) * 

Def. 22 "Realisation form (symbolisation: f)K or "substance form" 

for "generalised model for a class of impressionistically 

similar phenomena that may correspond to one or more figurae". 

Because of the generalisation involved, a realisation-form 

is already a class of what one could call "images", these 

being "models" of the unique form of a single realisation. 
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If we symbolise image as i, i. e. f=i9 we may, in 

anticipation of what follows, define "utterance" as 

"i R s", (where "s" stands for the distinctive function 

of a particular signum), i. e. as 'ta model (image) for the 

specific form of a single re, ilisation in its capacity of 

standing in a relation with the particular distinctive 

function of a particular signum. " This is in agreement 

with Hervey's definition of "utterance" as "a model for 

a single realisation of a signum", and with his tenet 

that a signum, is a class of utterances. The same con- 

siderations of "equivalence", mentioned below with regard 

to "si num", "expression", and "content", apply here too. 

Def. 22a "Phonetic form" for "realisation form in natural language". 

A phonetic form is, for instance, the phonetic feature 

"labiodental", or the class of denotata corresponding to 

a "letter" in the International Phonetic Alphabet, duly 

defined within Phonetics. In general, all phonetic 

features that may be the realisations of figurae are 

phonetic forms. As far as linguistics (phonology) is 

concerned, phonetic forms (as all realisation forms) have 

the status of mere generalised "protocols", i. e. statements 

of fact, notwithstanding that there exists a highly develop- 

ed science (phonetics) that provides us with those "protocols". 

Def. 23 "Phonological form (symbolisation: p; formally defined as 

Lfix R dx, see below)" for"a particular self-contained class 

of one or more phonetic forms tfý, each member f in its 

capacity of standing in a relation with a particular dist- 

inctive function d". Alternative definitions: "A class 

of all and only the phonetic forms able to be, and in their 

capacity of being, distinctive, in a particular way, with* 

respect to a message, in the language in question", "self- 

contained class of allophones". Mutatis mutandis, with a 

change of terminology, these definitions can be applied to 

other Semiotic Systems as well. The same holds for the 

remainder of the definitions. 

Def. 23a "Allophone or "phone" (formally defined as Ix R dx , where 

Ix e Lfj xv and it is the case that {fI xR dx) for "a 

particular phonetic form f, member of a particular class 

of phonetic forms ýf3, in its capacity of standing in a 
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relation with a particular distinctive function d". 

Alternative definitions: "A particular phonetic form f 

in its capacity of having a particular distinctive func- 

tion d", 'imember of a phonological form (as a class)". 

Though "allophone" is partly derived from Greek "allos" 

(different) and, strictly speaking, the term, therefore, 

is only appropriate in the case of a class having more than 

one member, by convention the term "allophone" is used also 

in those cases where the term "phone" would seem to be more 

appropriate. The same goes for "ällomorph" and 'morph". 

The relation of allophony can be defined as: fx R dx ... 

fY R dx, where x pl y. 

Def. 24 "Signum" (formally defined as E&C, or as ýpjx R sx dý 

sx R £p}x)" for "the conjunction of a particular expression 

and a particular content, which mutually imply one another" 

(alternative definition to Def. 2a). As also a particular 

signum and a particular expression, and, therefore, a part- 

icular signum and a particular content mutually imply one 

another, we can represent this as follows: 

rSý 

E, 
lE----ý 

C 

As this implies equivalence between signum (S), expression 

(E) and content (C) in any statement using any of these 

terms, we can, in practice, ignore the difference between 

S, E and C. Though, if we define (see below) E as [pax R sxr 

C as sx R tp3x, we have to define S as tp]x R sx & sx 
R jpjx 

we are allowed, for reasons of simplicity, to act as if S 

were simply fp}x R sx. 

Def. 24a "Expression (symbolised E, formally defined as tp; x R sx)"" 

for "a particular self-contained class of one or more phono- 

logical forms fp3, each member j2 in its capacity of standing 

in a relation with a particular distinctive function s". 

Alternative definitions: "A class of all and only the phono- 

logical forms able to be, and in their capacity of being, 

a phonological form of an instance of a particular-eignem°, 

"self-contained class of allomorphs". The latter definition 

by equivalence (see above), is also appropriate for defining 

content, and signum. The symbol s, standing for the 
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distinctive function of a signum, is chosen in order to 

distinguish it from d, which stands for the distinctive 

function of a figura. Distinctive function s (in the 

case of "signs") is properly included in "semantic func- 

tion", from which it has to be distinguished. The dif- 

ference is, however, only important in the case of "syn- 

onyms", which have the same semantic function, but - as 

they are different signs - different distinctive functions. 

Def. 24a1 "Allomorph" or "morph" (formally defined as pX R sx, where 

px e ýpjx, and it is the case that 4pIx R sx) for "a parti- 

cular phonological form p, member of a particular class of 

phonological forms jpj, in its capacity of standing in a 

relation with a particular distinctive function s". Alter- 

native definitions: "A particular phonological form j2, in 

its capacity of having a particular distinctive function 

d", "member of an expression (or, by equivalence, of a 

content or a signum) (as a class)". The relation of allo- 

morphy can be defined as: px R sx - pY R sx, where x#y. 

Def. 24b "Content (symbolised C, formally defined as sx R ýpjx)" 

for na particular distinctive function s, in its capacity 

of being the particular distinctive function s of each 

member of a particular class of phonological forms ýpj. 

Alternative definition: "the converse of expression". 

Def. 25 "Homophone" for "allophone of one figura having the same 

phonetic form as an allophone of another figural'. Forma- 

lised definition: fl R dx _- fx R dY, where xjy. 

Def. 26 "Homomorph't for "allomorph of one signum and having the 

same phonological form as an allomorph of another signumn. 

Formalised definition: px R sx - px R sy, where x jE y. 

Def. 27 'FHomonym" for "total class of allomorphs of one signum, in 

comparison with and its members having the same phonological 

forms as those of the total class of allomorphs of another 

Signum". Formalised definition: 1pjx R sx ti jpý XR sy, 

where x/y. One could define"homonymy", informally, as 

ntotah homomorphy between Signa". 

Def. 28 "Synonym" for "si num, in comparison with and having the 

same intrinsic information value (denotation) as another 

signum". By implication these signa differ from one, ano- 

ther in the class of phonological forms of their allomorphs. 
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Formalised definition: (Lp3 xR sx) R Dx (ýp} yR sy) R Dx, 

where xjy, D= "denotation". It goes without saying that, 

if we speak about "different signa", we mean "different 

Signa belonging to the same Semiotic System", as comparison 

of signa from different systems with respect to their distinc- 

tive functions and, consequentially, their identities, is 

meaningless, even though signa of different systems may con- 

ceivably have the same denotation (i. e. referential corres- 

pondence with the same class of denotables). 

Def. 29a "Word" for "plereme, as a class of allomorphs, established 
in such a fashion that all its members have a continuous 

(i. e. uninterrupted) phonological form". 

Def. 29b "Grammateme" for "plereme, as a class of allomorphs, estab- 
lished in such a fashion that some of its members have a 

non-continuous (i. e. interrupted) phonological form". The 

problem of having to distinguish between "word" and "gramma- 

teme" arises especially in languages that exhibit the feature 

of so-called "concord", i. e. contextual variance with regard 

to allomorphs of words, which variance is governed by the 

use of another constituent in the construction. A classical 

example of this is so-called *gender*, as, for instance, in 

French or German. In French, for instance, we may say that 

nla grande montagne blanche", /la grid mötan bläs/, contains 

as constituents, four pleremes. Now, it is equally correct 

to say that the phonological form of these pleremes, in this 

particular instance, is /la/, gräd/, /mötan/, and /bläs/ 

respectively, as it is to say that their phonological form is 

/1/, /gra/, /a... d mötan... s and /blä/ respectively. In 

the first case we have to add that /la/, /gräd/, and /bläs/, 

are affected by "concord", i. e. that their variance is gov- 

erned by the fact that they are in construction with a so- 

called masculine "noun", as this is not immediately clear 

that "motan" governs the variance, but we have separately 

to account for the fact that the particular phonological 

form the other entities assume is governed rather by the 

identity of the pleremes "la", "grand", and "blanch, and 

only the fact that they assume that form is governed by 

their being in construction with the plereme "montagne". 

The two ways of presentation are, therefore, complementary, 

i 
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rather than being in competition. As the difference between 

the two modes is intensional, rather than extensional, i. e. 

it does not affect the identity of the pleremes in question, 

one can use either, or both, according to the convenience, or 

according to the emphasis on the one, or the other, aspect of 

the case. The term "grammateme" can also be used, irrespective 

of whether there is "concord" involved, in other cases where 

the phonological form of a plereme is discontinuous, or 

crosses boundaries of what is normally the phonological 

form of a word. E. g., in English, the plereme "can afford 

to" can be called a grammateme, rather than a word, and so 

can, say, the plereme "umbringen" in German, in view of 

allomorphs having such phonological forms as /brig ... um/, 

etc. In the last two examples, the pleremes in question 

can only be set up as "grammatemes", not as "words". In 

the earlier examples, they can be set up in both ways. 

Some plaremes can only be "words", as they cannot be set 

up in such a way that some of their allomorphs have discon- 

tinuous phonological forms. Some languages may have only 

one type of plereme, others may have only two of the three 

(i. e. only establishable as words, only as grammatemes, and'- 

both as words and as grammatemes). possible types of pleremes 

one may find in a language. Of course, by definition every 

language has pleremes. Any semiotic system that has a syn- 

tax must have minimum syntactic entities, i. e. pleremes. 

Cf. Def. 8b1. Pleremes are the grammatical analogues of 

cenemes (phonemes), just as monemes are the grammatical. 

analogues of distinctive features (cf. Def. 8b3). 



NOTES 

1. "or"; in formal postulates has to be understood as "and/or". 

2. For much of the syntactic part of the theory I owe gratitude to 
A. N. C. Ward, in Toronto, with whom I had extensive correspondence 
and many discussions about this topic. Professor Ward was working 
on a syntax for Ancient Chinese along axiomatic functionalist lines. 

3. My attention was drawn to the fact that this would be redundant by 

a student of the 1977/78 Syntax Seminar at St. Andrew's, Carmel 
Fogarty. She made similar useful observations with regard to it 
being redundant to recognise apposition (Oaf. lld) at the senten- 
tial level. 
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APPENDIX 8 

Phonemes of Kamali Arabic and their Realizations 

The phonemes of Kamali Arabic and their realizations (as 

described by S. Hadj-Mohamed in "A Phonological Description of Kamali 

Arabic", St. Andrews M. Litt. thesis, 1976) are listed below. The 

different realizations of a phoneme depend to a large extent on the 

phonetic context in which it occurs. For the purpose of the present 

work, however, it is sufficient to give the general and most common 

realization of each phoneme with an example from the data. 

phoneme /b/ occlusive labial realized as [b]in ýbasJ 'enough'. 

phoneme /f/ fricative labial realized as [f}in [fa: t] 'he entered'* 

phoneme m/ labial nasal, realized as [m] in [ma: tJ the died'. 

phoneme n/ apical nasal realized as [n] in [na: sa 'people'. 

phoneme /t/ occlusive apical unvoiced realized as [t] in Cti: 
n 

] 'figs'. 

phoneme /d/ occlusive apical voiced realized as [d] in [di: n] 'religion'. 

phoneme /t/ occlusive apical emphatic realized as Ctj in [ti: n ]'mud'. 

phoneme /8/ occlusive fricative unvoiced realized as [0 in [©a: r, ] 

'he rebelled'* 

phoneme occlusive fricative voiced realized as 
[6] in [[ar] the 

sprinkled'. 

phoneme occ ve fricative emphatic realized as[ ý] in [ýar] 'he 

harmed'. 

phoneme c/ occlusive hushing unvoiced realized as [6] in Lco: l] 'desert'. 

phoneme /i/ oQciusive hushing voiced/emphasis realized as [i] or [di] in 

[ia: bJ 'he brought'. 

phoneme /i/ fricative hushing realized as [s] or 
[f]in [Sar] 'evil'. 

phoneme /k/ occlusive dorsal unvoiced realized as [k] in [kta: bJ 'a 

book'. 

phoneme /g/ occlusive dorsal voiced realized as [g] in [ga: s] the 

touched'. 

phoneme /q/ occlusive dorsal emphatic realized as [q] in [qa: l] 'he said'. 

phoneme /x/ fricative dorsal unvoiced realized as [xj in Cxa: l] 'uncle'. 

phoneme fricative dorsal voiced/emphatic realized as Cd] in ['a: li] 

'expensive'. 

phoneme occlusive glottal unvoiced realized as [? ] in [? a: liJ 

'mechanical'. 

phoneme occlusive glottal voiced/emphatic realized as 
[cj in [5 

a: li] 

'high'. 
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phoneme /h/ occlusive glottal unvoiced realized as [h] in Chad] the 

knocked down'. 

phoneme occlusive glottal voiced/emphatic realized as [h j in [had] 

'limit'. 

phoneme /s/ hissing unvoiced realized as [s] in [sam] 'poison'. 

phoneme /z/ hissing voiced realized as [zj in [zamj 'he held'. 

phoneme / hissing emphatic realized as is ]in [pam ]'he closed'. 

phoneme 1/ lateral unvoiced/voiced realized as [1 ]inru allaj the went 

away'. 

phoneme 1/ lateral emphatic realized as[ l] in walla] 'by God'. 

phonemer/ apical rolled realized as C r] in Cra: s] 'a head'. 

phoneme /a/ short neutral realized as Cal in [mal] 'he got bored'. 

phoneme /a/ long neutral realized as [a: ] in [ma: l] 'it tilted'. 

phoneme /4/ short spread realized in nuclear position as `i] in `sins 

'a tooth', and in peripheral position as [j ]in [ja: bis]'dry' 

and C a: j] 'tea'. 

phoneme i/ long spread realized as ri: J in [si: m] 'wire'. 

phoneme /u/ short rounded realized in nuclear position as [u ]in [mur] 

'bitter', and in peripheral position as [ wi in [ua: di] 'a 

valley' and [law) 'if'. 

phoneme /ü/ long rounded realized as Cu: ý in [bju: t ] 'houses'. 

phoneme /ef long front mid-high realized as [e: ] in [be: ti 'a house'. 

phoneme /ö/ long back rounded realized as Co: ] in jmözj 'banana'. 
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ADDENDA 

Pare 

71 (1) The prefix "in" indicates co* plete absence of object, 

and b1 indication absence of an indirect object; 

e. g. "intransitive" has no object at all. 

77 The synta, "lbint thib lsafar"(the girl likes 

travelling) should be used instead of �lnara tbi 

li ab"(the woran sells toys). 

92 The yyntaCn I'sani habbab ? axu saiiartu"(Sari made his 

brother like his car) should be used instead of "sani 

baiia ? axu saiiartu"(Sari Made his brother sell his car 
j 

19O. The synta&, i "she explained the situation to hire" is a 

better exanple of an "optional cone enentary transitive" 

(xii). But even this s;; ntacm seems to be a marginal 

exanple. And since no other syntagi in EnGlish could 

be found to fill up the positions in the model in 

question in an adequate manner, the syntaCn (xii) 

may have to be rejected.. 

196 Use "sill" instead of "sick" throughout the chapter. 

200 Use "Suspension of Contrastive Functions within the 

Noninal Synta{ " instead of "Neutralization within 

the Nominal Synta ra"; the tern "cu Pension" should be 

used instead of "neutralization" throughout this section 

N B. It is more appropriate to use the tern "direct object" 

instead of "object", and "non-indirect object" instead 

cf "non-direct" throuGhout this work. 


